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Court Is Assembled

Trust
The Foundation of Readiness

By Command Sergeant Major Osvaldo Martinez Jr.

For more than two centuries, the Army has taken great pride in its people—our most valuable weapon system. In the last few years, as we have focused much of our attention on readiness, have we consequently forgotten how to take care of our people? If we are focusing too much on readiness and neglecting our people, are we truly ready?

When the Army released the results of the 136-page report of the Fort Hood Independent Review Committee, many were taken aback by the results; however many were not. Everyone who read the report had an opportunity to study and reflect on the culture of not only Fort Hood, Texas, but of many of our military installations. At the end of the report, leaders were left to ask themselves, “Where do we go from here?”

The answer—in my opinion—is “trust.” Trust is one of the foundational principles of leadership, and must be developed to ensure readiness. It is pivotal that our Soldiers have trust in their leaders and in their organization—the unit to which they are assigned, and the Army in which they serve. We must work harder to earn the trust of our Soldiers, both enlisted and officer. Trust must be built daily and it must be built diligently, not only in words, but
even more critically, with actions. Army Doctrine Publication 6-0, *Mission Command: Command and Control of Army Forces*, tells us that trust is derived from successful shared experiences and that mutual trust is a key component, if not the most important ingredient, to building cohesive teams. Ask yourself, “Are you taking the opportunity to build shared experiences with your team?” Doing the simple things can build high-performing teams with a foundation of trust: establish a common purpose; conduct team-building activities; recognize a job well done; and before anything else, lead from the front.

I recall an early morning at Fort Bliss, as I was lining up to begin the foot march for the German Armed Forces Badge for Military Proficiency, a familiar voice spoke to me. There were about one hundred Soldiers at the start line, all of us waiting to receive our instructions. I turned around to see who was calling out “Sergeant Major” to me; it was my Staff Judge Advocate (SJA), Colonel (COL) Chuck Poche. Colonel Poche stood there, just like me and the dozens of others, in full uniform with his ruck on his back. When I asked what he was doing there, he said he had nothing better to do that morning than to walk 12 kilometers with his Sergeant Major—it was a surprising and indelible moment that I will never forget. For the next hour and a half, he was there with me, every step of the way. We finished the 12-kilometer ruck march—together.

There are many other significant memories I carry forward with me and that have impacted the way I think about leadership and caring for subordinates. Like the time my then-SJA, COL Karen Carlisle, and I jumped into a pool to save a Soldier who went down a pool slide and didn’t know how to swim, and when COL Lance Hamilton and I attempted to ride 100 miles in one day in Korea.

These leaders, among others, taught me the transformative power of shared experiences. We shared experiences that made it very easy for me to trust them then and still trust them today. Once we have earned the trust of our people, we must work to keep it. Once our Soldiers trust us as their leaders, they will always work hard to never let us or the organization down. Highly performing Soldiers build highly functioning organizations, and because we are tasked with the critical obligation to defend our Nation, we cannot afford any flaws in our weapon systems.

**Once we have earned the trust of our people, we must work to keep it**

When our Soldiers trust their leaders and the organization, they are more likely to trust the Army and its policies. They may not always agree with the outcomes of undertakings, but they are more likely to trust that the outcomes are fair. Trust allows meaningful conversations to occur between leaders and those they lead. These conversations inform leaders of what their Soldiers are going through and when they may need to shift or refocus their attention.

If we want to ensure that our most valuable weapon system is always ready, we must ensure we have earned—and maintain—our Soldiers’ trust. We cannot rely on policy alone to fix the challenges we face. Our challenges need to be addressed by leaders who know their Soldiers, and by Soldiers who trust their leaders. As Secretary of the Army James P. McCarthy stated on 8 December 2020, “But without leadership, systems don’t matter.”

**Notes**

2. U.S. Dep’t of Army, Doctrine Pub. 6-0, Mission Command: Command and Control of Army Forces paras. 1-30 to -32 (July 2019).
Photo 1
PFC Rajea Money and PFC Josephine Embola fold the flag at the conclusion of the reenlistment of SSG Giselle Solis, NCOIC, General Crimes, Combined Eighth Army/2ID Military Justice. A CH-47 from 2 CAB flew members of the 2ID and Eighth Army OSJAs to the top of Pinnacle Four near Asan-si, Korea, to conduct the reenlistment, hovered in the background during the ceremony, and then flew back to Camp Humphreys.

Photo 2
The Resolute Support/U.S. Forces-Afghanistan OSJA hosted Commander Christopher Scheuren, German Navy judge advocate and legal advisor to Train Advise Assist Command-North, during his visit to Resolute Support Headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan. From left to right, MAJ Katherine Adams, COL Joseph Mackey, CDR Scheuren, and Capt Melissa Fowler.

Photo 3
CPT Rudy Dambeck, Military Justice Advisor, 2-2 Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 7th Infantry Division, became the first Army judge advocate to earn the Expert Soldier Badge during testing between 4 and 8 October 2020. CPT Dambeck was one of only 46 Soldiers—a passing rate of 16%—to successfully complete 34 individual Soldier tasks, including weapons qualification and maintenance, a 12-mile road march, land navigation, combat lifesaver skills, and an APFT. A true warrior-lawyer, he also completed two administrative separation boards and processed courts-martial actions while in the final phase of his training for this event. He was mentored by SGT Matthew Clark from 2-2 SBCT, who was the first paralegal in the Army to earn the ESB last year. CPT Dambeck’s wife, Amanda, proudly pinned the ESB on his chest after a demanding week of Army readiness challenges.

Photo 4
Hardworking JBLM TDS gets in a hike during the monthly TDS Social Day! Top row L to R: SPC La Rosa, SPC Clarno, CPT Baek, CPT Bowyer, Mr. Parker.
Bottom L to R: CPT Harnish, CPT Kim, CPT Hall, CPT Hanzeli, CPT Deel, and SGT Mortimer.

**Photo 5**

**Photo 6**
MAJ Greg Vetere, Senior Defense Counsel at Fort Stewart, presents Army Achievement Medals to two TDS paralegals, PFC Trevor Tamashiro and PFC Michelle Wilson, for their outstanding performance and commitment to duty. These two junior paralegals effectively implemented TDS 2.0 under challenging COVID-19 circumstances, prior to the arrival of the field office's NCOIC.

**Photo 7**
Judge advocates and paralegal Soldiers in the U.S. Army Reserve Command OSJA, joined by NCOs from JFKSWCS's legal office, honed their skills in leadership, lethality, and operating in an ambiguous
environment at Fort Bragg’s Leadership Reaction Course. The office’s NCOs planned and executed the training, to include opening, running, and closing the range.

Photo 8
CPT Jeri D’Aurelio, Trial Defense Counsel, TDS West Region (Alaska), competes in the Finals of NBC’s American Ninja Warrior. To qualify for the finals, CPT D’Aurelio placed in the top four of all female competitors nationwide. During the finals, only one woman went further on the obstacle course.

Photo 9
The OSJA at Fort Wainwright, AK, enjoyed the beautiful Alaskan scenery by climbing Birch Hill before the snow and the skiers.
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The goals of military justice are timeless, as are the struggles of its practitioners. Every commander and judge advocate (JA) must balance the merits of an individual case and an individual accused with the need to uphold good order and discipline in their units. Billy Budd is Herman Melville’s final work, finished just before his death in 1891. People assume that it is the tale of a sailor unjustly condemned to death by harsh laws and an inflexible commander. However, if read through the military lens of the commander, it reveals how the goals of our military justice system sometimes conflict with personal emotions and the toll this can take on those tasked with enforcing it.

There is a concept in moral philosophy known as the problem of dirty hands. This posits that there are times when a leader must make a choice that, on its own, appears immoral or wrong. They do this either because there are no good choices or because their hands are tied by some countervailing consideration that is not immediately apparent. Truly good leaders know this and do not make these decisions lightly, but they do make them. They take this burden on themselves, and the more moral they are, the heavier this burden can be. The decision itself can appear the same externally, whether the leader making it is a moral person or not; but, an immoral person does not know or care about this struggle. It is through this internal recognition and conflict that a moral person appears. It can be an emotional burden to decide to prosecute a case, and it is rare to find an individual that never faced a moral dilemma in military justice. However, knowing that this internal struggle is a healthy thing—one that others throughout history have dealt with—can assuage one’s conscience and inform a JA’s advice to the command.

At its heart, Billy Budd is about this conflict. It is important for staff and brigade JAs, chiefs of justice, and anyone in a position to advise on military justice matters to read this short work and reflect on how its commander faces this dilemma. While this work is not new, it presents a conflict that will feel familiar to any JA who has had to make a recommendation on case disposition. It is not always an easy read, with its complex syntax and somewhat archaic allusions, but it is worth visiting or re-visiting for its many time-tested lessons.

Summary

Billy Budd takes place on the H.M.S. Bellipotent, a British warship sailing in the Mediterranean Sea in 1797. It was a dangerous time for the British. The French Directory, the prelude to the Napoleonic wars, threatened the English Channel. The last line of defense for Great Britain was their navy, which had its own trouble. Mere months before the events of the novel, a mutiny broke out over sailors’ treatment at Spithead on the southern coast of England, followed by a second mutiny of the fleet in the Nore—the anchorage at the mouth of the Thames River. Together, these involved almost one-third of the entire Royal Navy. While the Navy eventually put down the mutinies, their shadow loomed large over everything that happened afterward. Commanders were constantly wary of another mutiny and took precautions at the slightest hint of discontent.

Against that backdrop, the H.M.S. Bellipotent is short of crew, so they stop a merchant ship. On the ship, which is conveniently named the Rights-of-Man, they forcibly enlist—or “impress”—its best sailor, Billy Budd. To heighten the fall to come, the author describes him as the “peacemaker” of the ship, almost saintly in his innocence and good nature, and universally beloved by his fellow sailors. He takes his impressment in stride, with an “uncomplaining acquiescence, all but cheerful,” and is soon popular on his new ship as well. His trust in others and lack of guile borders on naïveté, but his only real flaws are a stutter that can arise when under stress and a fear of corporal punishment. Melville creates Billy as a pure and simple paragon of innocence, which will highlight the sense of apparent injustice when the law treats him like everyone else.

While on the Bellipotent, Billy begins to draw the ire of the master-at-arms, a petty officer charged with maintaining order, named John Cllagard. Cllagard is everything that Billy is not. He is smart; but, due to his “evil nature,” he is conniving and dishonest. He hates the innocence in Billy and conspires to frame him for mutiny by making false accusations to the captain, Edward “Starry” Vere. Captain Vere is an honorable, exceptional officer, “a sailor of distinction even in a time prolific of renowned seamen.” Like many of the commanders in today’s military, he is intelligent, well-read, contemplative, and is the equal of Admiral Horatio Nelson as a fighter. Vere is the kind of commander that most people would
want and that most JAs would want to advise. He thinks about the second- and third-order effects of his decisions and does not allow emotions to make decisions for him. He recognizes the burden of command and does not take it lightly. If he has a flaw, it is that he can sometimes be too removed and pedantic at times, but even this will mainly serve to allow him to articulate the rationale for his actions towards Billy. In short, he is the perfect prism to view the competing emotions and decisions made in pursuit of justice.22

Vere is too good a judge of character to believe Claggart’s lies, but the accusation still causes Billy to stutter.23 Captain Vere tries to comfort Billy, but in a panic at not being able to defend himself verbally, Billy involuntarily strikes out at the much smaller Claggart and kills him with one blow.24 Captain Vere never believes that Billy did this intentionally. However, he knows that he must convene a court-martial to decide Billy’s fate. He calls a panel of three officers into the cabin.25 Captain Vere serves as the convening authority, trial counsel, defense counsel, and judge as he struggles with what to do with Billy Budd. Billy’s character is so pure that as soon as Claggart dies, Captain Vere’s first words are to equate Billy with an “angel.”26 His second words are, “Yet the angel must hang.”27

The Trial

The trial of Billy is the heart of the novel, and the dialogue between Captain Vere and the panel would be familiar to anyone who has struggled with the many dimensions of military justice. Captain Vere, or any commander in a similar situation, must consider three dimensions of the case. First, the strictly legal reading of the law must be considered. The commander or their legal advisor must know the elements of the crime, the evidence available, and the likelihood of a successful prosecution. Next to be considered is the effect of the crime and disposition on good order and discipline, balanced by the rights of the accused and the particularized facts of the case. The final dimension is the personal conscience of the commander, and whether their responsibilities under the law allow them to exercise it, or if they will be forced to dirty their hands. Captain Vere considers each in turn.

The Legal Considerations

From a legal standpoint, Billy stands condemned. The applicable law states, “If any person in the Fleet, shall strike any of his Superior Officers...on any Pretense whatsoever, every such Person being convicted of any such Offense, by the Sentence of a Court Martial, shall suffer Death.”28 There is no appeal, no discretion, no excuse, or mitigation. At this time, and under this regime, it is a strict liability crime to so much as strike—much less kill—a petty officer like Claggart. After all, it carries a mandatory sentence of death. Both Melville and Captain Vere are clear that Billy had no intent to injure or kill anyone.29 Morally, Billy is blameless. His act was involuntary, and Claggart’s death seems almost to be an act of god. On the other hand, Claggart had the evilest intentions. He had schemed and lied to his commanding officer, and if they had believed him, it would have resulted in Billy’s execution. In effect, Claggart had attempted to murder Billy by perverting the justice system. Yet, under the strict military code of the time, “innocence and guilt personified in Claggart and Budd in effect changed places.”30 Some readers may become bogged down in the legal minutia of British naval law and procedure, but let us accept this plain reading of the text for our purposes.31 The law condemns Billy.

The Military Justice Considerations

Captain Vere is not, however, a mindless “martinet.”32 He can be formal and pedantic but is also thoughtful and does not end his analysis at this superficial level. Captain Vere knows that he has a duty to maintain good order and discipline on his ship. Remember, this was “close on the heel of the suppressed insurrections,” and the ship is deployed during a time of war, so the need to maintain discipline is paramount.33 He knows firsthand what happens if authority is lost, and the mutinies remain fresh on his mind.34 This responsibility lies on his shoulders as the commander.

Captain Vere also knows that Billy is a sympathetic figure with compelling mitigating circumstances. Vere shares the panel’s compassion for Billy; for he, too, feels conflicted. He tells the court-martial that, most likely, a civilian court would free Billy.35 However, in their current situation, they have concerns that do not apply in the civilian world. Civilian law is not concerned with enforcing discipline. It does not have the same urgency as a court-martial where, at any moment, the enemy may be sighted. The same officers of the court may have to order sailors to their deaths, and the discipline enforced by the court ensures they will obey the orders without hesitation. This dual purpose—justice and discipline—is one of the defining features of military justice. Captain Vere recognizes this and knows the impact of leniency on Billy. Vere says that the hundreds of sailors on board would never understand why he did not punish Billy and would see it only as weakness. The sailors would think that we flinch, that we are afraid of them.36 This would be “deadly to discipline.”37

Personal Considerations

At this point, we know that—under a strict legal reading—Billy is guilty, and the proper sentence is death. Practical considerations also argue for death, as anything less risks indiscipline and mutiny; however, the officers still struggle with their personal consciences. They are clearly sympathetic toward Billy and have to choose between their personal feelings and duties as officers. Sensing that the court-martial is struggling with this moral dilemma, Vere lays out what he sees as their duty. His reasoning comes from the hard-earned knowledge gained from solitary “studies, modifying and tempering the practical training of an active career.”38 As a moral leader who knows the burden of dirty hands, he does not come to his conclusion lightly. This is not the easy way out or the simple solution, and he knows this from his long experience.

Vere tells them that under a simple natural law, they could follow their personal preferences and acquit Billy.39 However, when they accepted a commission, they became agents of the State, entrusted with enforcing that State’s laws. They may disagree with the policy, but it is their duty to carry it out. Captain Vere tells his fellow officers that “our vowed responsibility is this: That however pitilessly that law may operate in any instances, we nevertheless adhere to it and administer it.”40 There are times when personal feelings and judgment are encouraged, and there are times when
discretion cannot be allowed. Vere knows that can be a heavy burden. However, he has come to terms with his decision and knows that it is his duty to ensure that the law is faithfully enforced. In taking this burden on himself, Vere dirties his hands and becomes the tragic hero of the novel. He ends his plea to the court-martial by hoping that even Billy "would feel even for us on whom in this military necessity so heavy a compulsion is laid." They duly sentence Billy to hang at dawn.

**Lessons for Today**

Did Vere make the right decision? The text gives no clear answer. Melville seems to have purposely made it impossible to come down definitively on one side or the other. Due in large part to this inscrutability, critics have read the work as everything from a critique of political revolution, to a commentary on natural law, to an acceptance of lost innocence. However, when seen through the narrower lens of military justice, some clear lessons become apparent.

First, commanders—and the JAs who advise them—have a dual duty to both punish wrongdoers and use the military justice system to enforce good order and discipline. The non-binding disposition guidance issued in conjunction with the Military Justice Act of 2016 states that "the military justice system is a powerful tool that preserves good order and discipline while protecting the civil rights of Service members." It goes on to list factors that a commander should consider in disposing of a case. The first factor is the "mission-related responsibilities of the command." Here, this was a warship, deployed in an active warzone. The second factor is "whether the offense occurred during wartime," which it did. The third factor is the "effect of the offense on...good order and discipline of the command." As Captain Vere recognized, a sailor killing an officer, no matter how sympathetic, would have tragic consequences for the discipline of the ship, especially in a world where rumor and conjecture are faster than clear communication. It is only in the fourth factor that one arrives at the "circumstances of the offense." Commanders have to make hard choices, which may sometimes be unpopular or seem harsh, knowing that they do this for a greater good.

Second, whatever one might feel about a particular policy or case, it is the commander’s duty to enforce the law fairly and faithfully. Commanders cannot choose which laws to enforce and which ones to ignore. Judge advocates cannot decide to change a rule of evidence if they disagree with it. We must obey legal orders and laws if we are to be a nation and military of laws, and it is not our place to nullify them. One of the inappropriate considerations in the disposition guidance is "the personal feelings of anyone authorized to recommend, advise, or make a decision as to disposition." This clearly includes JAs and echoes Captain Vere’s admonishment that, as officers of the state, they cannot allow their personal feelings to interfere with their fair execution of the law.

Third, these principles are constant throughout time. Melville wrote *Billy Budd* in the late nineteenth century, about events in the late eighteenth century. In the early twentieth century, Major General Enoch Crowder defended the death sentences of three privates convicted of falling asleep while on duty in the trenches of World War I. The commander of the entire American force, General John J. Pershing, had personally insisted on the importance of automatic capital punishment for this conduct. Major General Crowder explained this harsh policy, saying that "under such circumstances no one could have been criticized for acceding to this urgent request and adhering to the principle handed down by all the fixed traditions of military law." When clemency was eventually granted to the men, General Crowder recognized it as "the inevitable mental conflict that arises between the stern necessities of war discipline and the natural sympathy for men who have incurred the death penalty." It was the same conflict that Captain Vere faced. In the twenty-first century, Secretary of Defense James Mattis recognized that the "military justice system is a powerful tool that preserves good order and discipline while protecting the civil rights of Service members." In a 2018 memo, Secretary Mattis told the entire military that commanders have a "duty to use it" and should not default to easier administrative solutions. The justice system can be part of "forging disciplined troops," and commanders "must be willing to choose the harder right over the easier wrong." This is advice that Captain Vere would have taken to heart.

While the principles underlying Vere’s decisions are timeless, we must also recognize that their application can differ over time. Our system is set up to enforce discipline while also protecting the rights of the accused. In Billy’s case—under the prevailing laws of the time—he was guilty, and capital punishment was mandatory. Today, this is certainly extreme; but, in context of the time and novel, it was acceptable. The modern equivalent would be a mandatory separation or automatic reduction that a convening authority may not agree with, but must abide by. While the relative weight given to individual rights versus good order and discipline has changed over time, commanders and senior attorneys can still struggle with their interplay today. These decisions have not gotten any easier over time.

In the novel, Billy does recognize the struggle within his commander that Vere hoped he would see. When they execute him, his last words are “God bless Captain Vere.” There is no mutiny, and as Vere had suspected, the rumors that got out among the fleet were that Billy had murdered an officer in cold blood. Even knowing this, the decision stayed with Vere. As a moral person, he recognized his dirty hands and paid an emotional toll. When he dies in combat, his last words are “Billy Budd.” He does not say this in remorse, as Vere knows he could have made no other decision. It is more for the heavy burden that made such a difficult decision necessary.

**Conclusion**

So, why should a JA read *Billy Budd*? First, as a work of fiction, the novel can delve into the thoughts and conflicts of its characters in a way that nonfiction often cannot. It can create worlds and dilemmas perfectly crafted to illustrate its moral choices in a timeless way. Aristotle, speaking about his own culture’s version of fiction, said that poetry is "more serious than history: in fact poetry speaks more of universals, whereas history of particulars." There is importance and value in reading history and
learning from the specific mistakes of those who came before, but there is nothing like great literature to demonstrate universal conflicts.

By virtue of the freedom afforded by fiction, Melville is able to show the reader the conflicted psyche of Vere in a way that a historian never could and that is still relevant today. Commanders and JAs must balance the demands of good order and discipline with individual Soldiers’ rights. They must do this dispassionately, without personal animus or bias. There are no easy answers. Melville recognized this by making his tale open to multiple interpretations. However, Captain Vere is the only one who has the experience and intellect to recognize what his sense of duty calls him to do, and he is the one with the ultimate responsibility to carry it out. Making these decisions and having this weight solely on one person’s shoulders can be a monumental undertaking. Every commander and JA has the duty to carefully consider each circumstance with the gravity it is due. Decisions involving someone’s life or liberty are not, and should not be, easy. Good leaders reveal themselves by bearing this burden. They do not take the easy way out, nor do they allow personal feelings to dictate their actions. They recognize the higher duty, know the personal sacrifice of their actions, and are still willing to pay the cost. This has never changed, but reading literature that echoes this across the centuries can help us realize we are not alone. TAL

Maj Choate is the Chief of Military Justice for 10th Mountain Division at Fort Drum, New York.
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This truly groundbreaking book should be read by every lawyer with an interest, general or otherwise, in the law of armed conflict (LOAC) and the International Military Tribunal (IMT) in particular. Author Francine Hirsch, a history professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, deserves high praise as the first scholar to publish a comprehensive study of the role played by the Soviets in the prosecution of Nazi leaders at the IMT. Prior to the publication of Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg, the history of the IMT was viewed almost exclusively through Western eyes, with Brigadier General Telford Taylor’s personal memoir—Anatomy of the Nuremberg Trials—serving as the foundation for understanding the event.1 By looking at Soviet participation in the war crimes prosecution, Hirsch now gives a new and valuable perspective on what happened at Nuremberg in 1945 and 1946. Or, as she puts it, her book “presents a new history...by restoring a central and missing piece: the role of the Soviet Union.”2

The Soviets were “key actors” in the creation of the IMT and were the first among the Allies to envision a “special international tribunal” that would prosecute “the Hitlers” (as Stalin referred to them) for war crimes. While Stalin and V. Molotov (his foreign minister) would have been happy to summarily hang or shoot the senior members of Hitler’s government, they envisioned an international trial as a “grand political spectacle whose outcome was certain”—like the Moscow Trials of 1936 to 1938.3 The National Socialists would be executed at the end of the legal proceedings but not before “the depths of Nazi depravity” were exposed for all to see. Also, an international tribunal would establish “a legal claim” for reparations, which Stalin and Molotov knew was required if Russia were to recover from the war that had killed millions and destroyed thousands of villages, cities, and industries.4

After the trials got underway in Nuremberg’s Palace of Justice on 20 November 1945, the Soviets quickly learned that the trial they thought they were getting was not what was going to happen. Stalin believed that the evidence of war crimes committed by the Germans was so overwhelming that the IMT would be open-and-shut. But Stalin did not understand that the British, French, and Americans would insist upon full and fair proceedings—including allowing a Nazi accused to testify on his own behalf, call defense witnesses, and challenge prosecutors and prosecution evidence. For example, he and the rest of the Soviet leadership did not understand that their hand-picked judge and chief prosecutor at the IMT, Iona Nikitchenko and Roman Rudenko, respectively, would not be able to prevent the German defendants from alleging that the 1940 massacre of more than 20,000 Poles at Katyn (which the U.S.S.R. foolishly tried to blame on the Germans at the IMT), made the Soviets just as guilty of war crimes.5 As Hirsch explains, the Russians thought that Nuremberg would be a story of Soviet victimhood and German treachery. They thought that the narrative would be Soviet heroism and German guilt. What they got instead was a forum where the Soviet

Union was both isolated and censured for its wartime conduct.6

Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg is organized chronologically. It first examines the background of the IMT before looking at “The Prosecution’s Case” and “The Defense Case.”7 The book closes with a section titled “Last Words and Judgments,”8 in which Professor Hirsch provides some conclusions about the import of the Soviet Union’s participation at the IMT and the tribunal’s impact on the evolution of LOAC.

For those in the legal profession, probably the most interesting aspect of the book is the discussion about the origin of “waging aggressive war” and “crimes against peace” as offenses triable at the IMT. The idea for these war crimes did not originate with American, British, or French jurists. Rather, it was the Russian academic Aron Trainin who insisted that it was not sufficient to prosecute the Nazis for crimes committed during the conflict itself. On the contrary, the Nazis also must be tried for launching the war—committing “a crime against peace.”9

While the Allies had discussed the idea of labeling aggressive war as a punishable criminal act, it was Trainin who coined the term “crimes against peace” and argued that the crime encompassed acts of aggression, violation of peace treaties, and the like.10 Consequently, because the Soviet Union persuaded the Allies that Germany’s leaders must be prosecuted for crimes against peace, Article 6 of the Charter of the International Tribunal declared that it was a crime to (1) plan, prepare, initiate, or wage a war of aggression or a war in violation of international treaties, or (2) conspire to do so.11 While the offense has become “somewhat of a dead letter” today—because there have been no prosecutions of “crimes against peace” since Nuremberg—it remains an offense under international criminal law; and, the International Criminal Court in The Hague has jurisdiction over the offense of “aggression.”12

Army lawyers will be interested in Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg’s discussion of the defense of superior orders. Again, it was Aron Trainin who insisted that the defense must not be permitted. If it were, he argued, then the guilty would escape individual responsibility by claiming that
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**Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg**

*Reviewed by Fred L. Borch III*

This truly groundbreaking book should be read by every lawyer with an interest, general or otherwise, in the law of armed conflict (LOAC) and the International Military Tribunal (IMT) in particular. Author Francine Hirsch, a history professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, deserves high praise as the first scholar to publish a comprehensive study of the role played by the Soviets in the prosecution of Nazi leaders at the IMT. Prior to the publication of Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg, the history of the IMT was viewed almost exclusively through Western eyes, with Brigadier General Telford Taylor’s personal memoir—Anatomy of the Nuremberg Trials—serving as the foundation for understanding the event.1 By looking at Soviet participation in the war crimes prosecution, Hirsch now gives a new and valuable perspective on what happened at Nuremberg in 1945 and 1946. Or, as she puts it, her book “presents a new history...by restoring a central and missing piece: the role of the Soviet Union.”2

The Soviets were “key actors” in the creation of the IMT and were the first among the Allies to envision a “special international tribunal” that would prosecute “the Hitlers” (as Stalin referred to them) for war crimes. While Stalin and V. Molotov (his foreign minister) would have been happy to summarily hang or shoot the senior members of Hitler’s government, they envisioned an international trial as a “grand political spectacle whose outcome was certain”—like the Moscow Trials of 1936 to 1938.3 The National Socialists would be executed at the end of the legal proceedings but not before “the depths of Nazi depravity” were exposed for all to see. Also, an international tribunal would establish “a legal claim” for reparations, which Stalin and Molotov knew was required if Russia were to recover from the war that had killed millions and destroyed thousands of villages, cities, and industries.4

After the trials got underway in Nuremberg’s Palace of Justice on 20 November 1945, the Soviets quickly learned that the trial they thought they were getting was not what was going to happen. Stalin believed that the evidence of war crimes committed by the Germans was so overwhelming that the IMT would be open-and-shut. But Stalin did not understand that the British, French, and Americans would insist upon full and fair proceedings—including allowing a Nazi accused to testify on his own behalf, call defense witnesses, and challenge prosecutors and prosecution evidence. For example, he and the rest of the Soviet leadership did not understand that their hand-picked judge and chief prosecutor at the IMT, Iona Nikitchenko and Roman Rudenko, respectively, would not be able to prevent the German defendants from alleging that the 1940 massacre of more than 20,000 Poles at Katyn (which the U.S.S.R. foolishly tried to blame on the Germans at the IMT), made the Soviets just as guilty of war crimes.5 As Hirsch explains, the Russians thought that Nuremberg would be a story of Soviet victimhood and German treachery. They thought that the narrative would be Soviet heroism and German guilt. What they got instead was a forum where the Soviet

Union was both isolated and censured for its wartime conduct.6

Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg is organized chronologically. It first examines the background of the IMT before looking at “The Prosecution’s Case” and “The Defense Case.”7 The book closes with a section titled “Last Words and Judgments,”8 in which Professor Hirsch provides some conclusions about the import of the Soviet Union’s participation at the IMT and the tribunal’s impact on the evolution of LOAC.

For those in the legal profession, probably the most interesting aspect of the book is the discussion about the origin of “waging aggressive war” and “crimes against peace” as offenses triable at the IMT. The idea for these war crimes did not originate with American, British, or French jurists. Rather, it was the Russian academic Aron Trainin who insisted that it was not sufficient to prosecute the Nazis for crimes committed during the conflict itself. On the contrary, the Nazis also must be tried for launching the war—committing “a crime against peace.”9

While the Allies had discussed the idea of labeling aggressive war as a punishable criminal act, it was Trainin who coined the term “crimes against peace” and argued that the crime encompassed acts of aggression, violation of peace treaties, and the like.10 Consequently, because the Soviet Union persuaded the Allies that Germany’s leaders must be prosecuted for crimes against peace, Article 6 of the Charter of the International Tribunal declared that it was a crime to (1) plan, prepare, initiate, or wage a war of aggression or a war in violation of international treaties, or (2) conspire to do so.11 While the offense has become “somewhat of a dead letter” today—because there have been no prosecutions of “crimes against peace” since Nuremberg—it remains an offense under international criminal law; and, the International Criminal Court in The Hague has jurisdiction over the offense of “aggression.”12

Army lawyers will be interested in Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg’s discussion of the defense of superior orders. Again, it was Aron Trainin who insisted that the defense must not be permitted. If it were, he argued, then the guilty would escape individual responsibility by claiming that
their actions were committed under the orders or sanction of his government or commanders. As early as December 1943, the Soviets held a public war crimes trial at which three Gestapo officials and a Ukrainian collaborator were prosecuted for murdering some 14,000 civilians (most of whom were Jewish). When the accused raised the defense of superior orders, it was rejected by the tribunal as inadmissible.15

This is an important point, since the general rule at this time was that combatants could not be punished for offenses committed under the orders or sanction of their government or commanders. The United States, for example, did not remove superior orders as a complete defense until November 1944.16 Even then, the American view was that if the crime committed violated “the accepted laws and customs of war,” the defense of superior orders could be considered in determining culpability, either as a matter in defense or in mitigation in punishment.17

The Soviets, however, would have none of this “saving bunker” for war criminals “during the stern hour of vengeance.”18 Consequently, when promulgating the Charter for the IMT, it was the Soviet Union’s view—more than any other single factor—that resulted in the language of Article 8: “the fact that the defendant acted pursuant to [the] order of his government or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility, but may be considered in mitigation of punishment.”19 While the Allies ultimately agreed that the defense of superior orders, in and of itself, would be eliminated as a shield against individual criminal liability at the IMT, the Soviets deserve the credit for being the first to push this important change in LOAC.20

A final point about this outstanding book. Details about Soviet participation in the IMT were relatively unknown—if not forgotten—until Francine Hirsch began exploring this history. There are several reasons for this. First, the politics of the Cold War meant that the American, British, and French governments tried to downplay the Soviet role in the proceedings so that the Nuremberg trials were seen as a triumph of Western leadership and liberal democracy. Soviet participation was seen as “regrettable but unavoidable—a sort of Faustian bargain” that was required but certainly not desired.21 Second, the Soviet role at the IMT has been overlooked because the first books about the event were written by Western judges and prosecutors, like Telford Taylor. These Western writers also made clear in their books that the Soviet Union’s participation at the IMT was, in fact, a threat to the legacy of Nuremberg. After all, the Soviets had invaded Poland with their German ally in September 1939, and the Red Army had committed many war crimes in its conquest of Berlin in May 1945. Third, because the IMT did not unfold in the way Stalin and his colleagues expected—a scripted trial in which guilt was a foregone conclusion—there was little incentive for any Soviet scholar to trumpet the contributions made by Russians to the IMT. Finally, until the former Soviet archives were open to scholars like Professor Hirsch, there was a dearth of primary sources available upon which to construct a narrative about the Soviet Union’s role in the evolution of international law generally and the IMT in particular.

The IMT remains the “starting point” for discussions about “transitional justice, international law, genocide, and human rights.”22 Given its importance in legal history, Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg provides “a new way of understanding the origins and development of the post-war movement for human rights.”23 Professor Hirsch spent fifteen years researching and writing her fine book, which included examining thousands of documents from the former Soviet archives. Her superlative history of the Soviet Union’s role at the IMT deserves to reach the widest possible audience.

Mr. Borch is the Regimental Historian, Archivist, and Professor of Legal History and Leadership at The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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On 19 November 2020, The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School hosted a commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the beginning of trial in the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. This symposium featured seven notable speakers, including Mr. Fred Borch (Photo 1), JAG Corps Regimental Historian; Dr. William Meinecke (Photo 2), a historian from the U.S. Holocaust Museum Memorial who joined the symposium via Zoom; Professor Geoff Corn (Photo 3), South Texas College of Law; Professor Gary Solis (Photo 4), Georgetown Law School; Ms. Andrea Harrison (Photo 5), Legal Advisor and Deputy Head of Legal Department, International Committee of the Red Cross; Professor Tom Nachbar (Photo 6), Senior Fellow, Center for National Security Law; and Lieutenant General Charles N. Pede (Photo 7), The Judge Advocate General.

The speakers covered topics including a historical overview of the International Military Tribunal and the twelve subsequent U.S. proceedings; the contemporary implications of the shift from state to individual criminal responsibility; the legal implications of the twelve subsequent proceedings; and a look forward to how the Nuremberg Trials may continue to affect the practice of law. The symposium is available for viewing on the TJAGLCS Television YouTube channel: https://youtube.com/c/TJAGLCS TELEVISION. (Poster credit: Jaleesa Mitchell-Smith, TJAGLCS; Photo credit: Jason Wilkerson/TJAGLCS)

“Marking such profound history—indeed, legal history—ensures our compass is in working order and sets each of us on the right path.”

—Lieutenant General Charles N. Pede

To read LTG Pede’s complete remarks at the Nuremberg Trials Symposium, please refer to the forthcoming Military Law Review, Volume 229, Issue 2, Summer 2021. Remarks by all speakers will also be included.
The Nuremberg Trials at 75
The International Military Tribunal and the Military Trials Under Council Law No. 10 (1945-1949)

By Fred L. Borch III

Seventy-five years ago, on 20 November 1945, an international military court in Nuremberg, Germany, began criminal proceedings against twenty-two high ranking Nazis. Charged with having committed “crimes against humanity,” “crimes against peace,” and “violations of the laws and customs of war,” the defendants were tried by four judges—one American, one Frenchman, one British, and one Russian. When this International Military Tribunal (IMT) completed its work on 31 August 1946, twelve of the twenty-two defendants had been sentenced to death, and three received life imprisonment. With the exception of three individuals who were found not guilty, the remaining accused were sentenced to confinement, ranging from ten to twenty years. Five Nazi organizations were also declared criminal.

Immediately following the end of the IMT, the American military government held twelve more war crimes trials in Nuremberg.1 They were convened under the authority of Control Council Law No. 10, a law enacted by the Allied Control Council2 that governed Germany after World War II. These “Subsequent Proceedings” (as most historians call them) indicted 185 commanders, doctors, lawyers, judges, industrialists, bankers, and other Germans who had willingly participated

A hand-carved sculpture of the IMT defendants’ box, made by one of the American guards. The sculpture is on display in the library at TJAGLCS. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
in war crimes, crimes against peace, and crimes against humanity. Seventy-five years have passed since the start of the IMT and the Law No. 10 tribunals. Now is the time to commemorate this important legal milestone by briefly telling the story of these thirteen Nuremberg trials, Army judge advocates’ role in them, and their importance in the development of international criminal law and the law of armed conflict (LOAC).

**International Military Tribunal**

There were some senior Allied leaders who believed that the guilt of major Nazi leaders was “so black” that they should be summarily executed. Ultimately, however, the United States, United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union—collectively known as the Four Powers—decided that there should be some sort of judicial disposition, a trial, where those determined to be guilty of war crimes would be punished. The result was the Allied Executive Agreement for the Prosecution and Punishment of the Major War Criminals of the European Axis (Agreement) and a Charter of the International Military Tribunal (Charter). Together, the Agreement and the Charter established the law under which the Nazi leaders would be tried as well as the shape of the Tribunal that would try them.

Probably the most important issue for the IMT was which law should be applied at the proceedings. There were two possibilities: the IMT could use existing international law and determine this law by using the traditional methods of international tribunals. Alternatively, the IMT could simply apply the law as already determined by the Four Powers. The problem with the first approach was that it opened up the defense that a crime charged in an indictment was not an offense under international law. Justice Robert H. Jackson, the lead American prosecutor, argued that “in view of the disputed state of the law of nations,” it was “entirely proper” that the Four Powers should determine the criminal law that would be the basis of the IMT prosecution. This explains why the Charter declares the law to be used at the Tribunal. It specifies that certain acts are war crimes, and that the only decision for the IMT judges to make was which of the defendants were guilty of which crimes.

**Article 6 of the Charter declared the following three crimes as prosecutable at the IMT:**

1. Crimes against Peace. The crime of planning, preparing, initiating or waging a war of aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or conspiring to do so;
2. War Crimes, or violations of the laws and customs of war; and
3. Crimes against humanity, or inhuman acts committed against civilian populations.

There was not much difficulty when it came to gathering evidence supporting convictions for violations of the laws and customs of war (e.g., unlawful killing of prisoners of war) or crimes against humanity (e.g., unlawful killing of Jews and Roma in concentration camps). When it came to proof that the Nazis had committed crimes against peace, however, it was more problematic. As Brigadier General Telford Taylor, Mr. Justice Jackson’s deputy at the IMT, wrote:

> Men plan and prepare for war by acts lawful in themselves—economic estimates, military plans and maneuvers, the manufacture of weapons, political memoranda—and to prove that these were done with guilty intent to initiate an aggressive war is difficult at best. It was unusually easy in the cases of [Herman] Göring and [Joachim von] Ribbentrop, and others who were present at conferences (recorded in writing with typical German thoroughness) at which Hitler and his associates spoke openly of their intention.

In addition to the problem of determining intent, the IMT had to interpret the term “war of aggression.” Ultimately, it held that “aggressive acts” were different from “aggressive wars.” Hitler’s seizure of Austria and Czechoslovakia were aggressive acts, while the invasion of Poland—and the subsequent invasion of France, the Low Countries, and the Soviet Union—constituted a “war of aggression.” This distinction seems rather artificial, if not illogical, and this no doubt explains why there has been no prosecution for crimes against peace since the IMT. It is no wonder the crime today is considered “something of a dead letter.”

After the decision about the applicable law, the next most important issue was who to prosecute. Justice Jackson explained that the IMT would focus on major leaders and policy makers. “Our case,” Jackson wrote, “is concerned with the Nazi master plan, not with individual barbarities and perversions which occurred independently of any central plan.” In theory, the IMT could have prosecuted any and every German citizen who had committed a war crime. In focusing on the policy makers, and not those individuals who put these policies into effect, the IMT left for another day the prosecution of the “trigger-pullers” and those like them. Ultimately, the “major war criminals” were tried by the IMT. While all were important, those with the greatest name recognition included Herman Göring (Reichsmarschall and Commander of the Luftwaffe, President of the Reichstag, and Hitler’s named successor), Joachim von Ribbentrop (Foreign Minister of Nazi Germany from 1938 to 1945), and Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel (Chief of the High Command—the highest ranking officer in the German Armed Forces).

As for the procedure at the IMT, the Charter borrowed from both common and civil law. Under Article 24(g), for example, an accused could testify on his own behalf, under oath and subject to cross-examination. While this is a fundamental right in Anglo-American jurisprudence, it is unknown in many European courts.
On the other hand, under Article 24(j), an accused was permitted to make an unsworn statement to the Tribunal on the merits—a statement not subject to cross-examination. Lawyers trained in European civil law were familiar with this practice. Common-law attorneys, however, viewed Article 24(j) as quite extraordinary.12

For the lawyer accustomed to Anglo-American jurisprudence, the lack of a rule against hearsay and other rules of evidence designed to protect an accused were most unusual. Article 19, however, clearly stated that the “Tribunal shall not be bound by technical rules of evidence,” and that the court “shall admit any evidence which it deems to have probative value.”13 Judge advocates familiar with Ex parte Quirin, however, would have known that the military commission trying the German U-boat saboteurs had a similar rule, i.e., any evidence probative to a reasonable person was admissible.14

Despite this mixture of common law and civil law procedure at the IMT, the process was quite fair to the defendants. The indictment had to specify “in detail the charges against the defendants,” and a copy of the indictment “and of all the documents lodged with the indictment” had to be given to the accused “at a reasonable time before trial.”15 The defendants also had the right to present a defense and have the assistance of counsel. Finally, they had the right to cross-examine any witness called by the prosecution.16

As for the composition of the IMT itself, the four judges represented each of the Four Powers. The members were: Francis Biddle (United States); Donnedieu de Vabres (France); Lord Justice Lawrence (United Kingdom), president; and General I. T. Nikitchenko (Soviet Union). Biddle had been the Attorney General under President Franklin D. Roosevelt and had been one of the prosecutors in the military commission that tried the U-boat saboteurs.15

When the IMT ended on 31 August 1946, the four judges had listened to some 360 witnesses give hours and hours of testimony. They also had considered thousands of pages of documents. In its judgment, based on a forty-two volume record of trial, the IMT found eight of the accused guilty of “conspiracy to commit crimes against peace.” The chief evidence supporting these verdicts was that the accused had participated in conferences at which Hitler and the eight accused “spoke openly of their intention” to initiate war in violation of international treaties and agreements.17 The IMT also found twelve of the accused guilty of “waging aggressive war against ten nations.” While the conspiracy to commit crimes against peace and waging aggressive war were both crimes against peace, the distinction lies in the former relating to planning, preparing, and initiating war, while the latter concerned the actual waging of war.18

In regards to war crimes, the IMT held that the “evidence relating to war crimes has been overwhelming in its volume and detail.”19 The IMT heard about the murder, ill-treatment, and deportation of civilians in occupied territories, and also the murder and mistreatment of prisoners of war (POWs). Most importantly, in finding the accused guilty of having committed war crimes, the IMT rejected the defense of “superior orders” in accordance with Article.
8 of the Charter, which provided that “the fact that the defendant acted pursuant to [the] order of his government or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility, but may be considered in mitigation of punishment.” The significance of Article 8 simply cannot be overstated. It signaled the death knell to the “act of state doctrine” that previously had provided a complete defense to criminal acts committed pursuant to orders from a superior government official. No longer would a soldier of any rank be able to escape punishment for killing those wounded in combat or mistreating POWs because his commander had ordered him to do so or because such crimes were sanctioned by his government.

Finally, in regards to crimes against humanity, the IMT heard evidence that the accused had implemented programs that either degraded or exterminated “national, political, racial, religious, or other groups.” The accused were convicted of being leaders, organizers, instigators, and accomplices in the formation or execution of a common plan or conspiracy to commit inhuman acts against civilians, including murder, extermination, enslavement, and deportation.

Although some scholars and commentators have criticized the IMT as “victor’s justice” and a violation of the prohibition against ex post facto laws, the import of the tribunal’s decisions are clear: for the first time in history, an international court had determined that there was individual criminal responsibility for violations of international law, including responsibility for acts of state.

Military Trials Pursuant to Control Council Law No. 10

Since Articles 22, 23, and 30 of the Charter contemplated that there would be multiple IMTs, the Allies discussed plans for a second IMT, while the quadripartite judicial proceedings were underway in Nuremberg after 20 November 1945. By late October or early November 1946, however, President Truman had decided that the United States would not take part in any more IMTs. He most likely was persuaded by Justice Jackson’s final report to him on the IMT, in which Jackson argued that holding additional Four-Party trials would be inefficient. The better course of action, wrote Jackson, was for “each of the occupying powers [to] assume responsibility for a trial within its own zone.” A zonal prosecution “can be conducted in two languages instead of four [as occurred at the IMT], and since all of the judges in any one trial would be of a single legal system, no time would be lost in adjusting [to] different systems of procedure.” While Jackson’s words should be taken at face value, it also was increasingly apparent to President Truman that a second IMT might “devolve into a wrangle between capitalist and communist ideologies” and that the Russians would be more interested in scoring propaganda points than punishing German war criminals. Truman was prescient, as relations with the Soviet Union soon deteriorated into a Cold War, and the emergence of the Truman Doctrine only increased tensions between the Russians and the West.

In January 1947, Truman informed the British, French, and Soviets that the United States would not participate in any more IMTs and that it intended to prosecute German war criminals “in national or occupation courts” as authorized by Control Council Law No. 10, Punishment of Persons Guilty of War Crimes, Crimes Against Peace and Against Humanity. Under Article III of Law No. 10, every zone commander was authorized to prosecute “all persons...arrested and charged” for war crimes “before an appropriate tribunal.” While the French and Soviets almost certainly would have liked to have continued with the IMT as a vehicle for prosecuting war crimes, Truman’s announcement that the United States would no longer participate in a Four-Party tribunal meant that the Nuremberg IMT would be a stand-alone event in legal history. All war crimes prosecutions now would occur in the Allies’ respective zones; there would be no more quadripartite judicial proceedings.

While Truman’s January 1947 announcement meant that there would be no IMT after Nuremberg, the U.S. Army had been busy preparing for other war crimes prosecutions long before this decision. In October 1944, Major General Myron C. Cramer, then serving as The Judge Advocate General, established the “War Crimes Division” in his office in Washington, D.C., and placed Brigadier General John M. Weir, a career Army lawyer, in charge of it. Weir and his staff began collecting reports of war crimes. Three judge advocates also went to London to work with the United Nations Commission for the Investigation of War Crimes. The War Crimes Division (renamed the War Crimes Office in March 1945) published lists of alleged war criminals, and gave these to Allied troop commanders and (to occupation authorities after May 1945), to enable them to apprehend wanted war criminals. Along with Weir, another key figure in the Army’s efforts to gather information on war crimes was judge advocate Colonel David “Mickey” Marcus, who followed Weir as the head of War Crimes Division/Office.

Consequently, in September 1945, when General Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed Brigadier General Edward C. Betts—the Theater Judge Advocate—to oversee the identification and apprehension of persons suspected of war crimes, much had already been done by Army lawyers. Moreover, Betts played a key role in the war crimes program because he instructed Charles H. Fahy, the head of the American Legal Division of the Allied Control Council, to draft a law that would permit the British, French, Soviets, and Americans to prosecute war criminals in zonal trials. On 20 December 1945, as a result of Betts’s directive to Fahy, Law No. 10 was enacted by the Control Council.

Ultimately, Brigadier General Betts was responsible for the prosecutions of all cases involving war crimes committed against Americans and war crimes committed in concentration camps liberated by U.S. troops. The Malmedy and Mauthausen trials held at Dachau, Germany, are the most well-known of cases in this category. But while judge advocates working for Betts prosecuted the Malmedy, Mauthausen, and other similar cases at so-called Military Government Courts, where the evidence was heard by panels of Army officers, all twelve trials conducted under Council Law No. 10 were heard by a three-member panel of civilian judges. This alone made them unique judicial proceedings, in that no military personnel were determining findings and sentencing, as might be expected at a military tribunal. As for the law being
applied at the tribunals conducted under Law No. 10, the judges insisted that crimes listed in Law No. 10 "reflected pre-existing rules of international law," and they consistently rejected the criticism that the tribunals somehow were prosecuting the accused for offenses that were not criminal at the time they were committed.

Since Law No. 10 did not dictate the structure of the zonal tribunals, General Lucius D. Clay, in his role as Military Governor and commander of the American zone in Germany, promulgated Ordinance No. 7 on 18 October 1946. Titled Organization and Power of Certain Military Tribunals, it established the framework for the twelve subsequent proceedings, and permitted the tribunals to hear evidence against those men and women accused of violating the crimes listed in Law No. 10. Under Article VII of Ordinance No. 7, the rules of evidence were similar to those adopted at the IMT, in that the judges could "admit any evidence which they deem to have probative value," including hearsay. Ordinance No. 7 also required proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and viewed this as meaning that such doubt existed when a reasonable doubt, and viewed this as meaning that such doubt existed when an "unbiased, unprejudiced, reflective person... could not say that he felt an abiding conviction amounting to a moral certainty of the truth of the charge."556

While the judges at the twelve subsequent proceedings were civilians, the lead prosecutor was military: Brigadier General Telford Taylor. A thirty-seven-year-old attorney who had served as a deputy to Justice Jackson at the IMT, Taylor was not a member of the Judge Advocate General (JAG) Department. His close relationship with Jackson, however, and his prior work on the IMT made him well-qualified to lead all prosecution efforts under Council Law No. 10; and, on 29 March 1946, Jackson announced that Taylor would be in charge of all post-IMT trials. By this time, Taylor—aided by Colonel Marcus—had been able to recruit thirty-five attorneys, as well as scores of administrators, court reporters, translators, stenographers, and typists, who would assist in the prosecution of what is best described as the Nuremberg Military Tribunals.577

While an accused had the right to conduct his own defense, no accused made such a choice; and, as a result, more than 200 attorneys served as defense counsel in the twelve military tribunals. A few represented more than one accused in the same trial. All the defense attorneys were German lawyers, with the exception of two U.S. and one Swiss attorney. Many of the German attorneys had been Nazi Party members, and a few had been members of the Sturmabteilung (SA) and Schutzstaffel (SS).58 This Nazi affiliation, no matter how serious, did not disqualify these Germans from serving as defense counsel.59

Over the next twenty-eight months, Brigadier General Taylor (he was promoted because the rank of colonel was thought to have insufficient prestige for a chief prosecutor) and his staff would convene twelve trials involving 177 accused in the Palace of Justice where the IMT had been held. The accused represented "all the important segments of the Third Reich," including: Nazi judges and prosecutors; SS and other military leaders; German industrialists and bankers; members of killing squads; and Nazi ministers and diplomats. Of the 177 accused, 142 were convicted. Twenty-five were sentenced to death; the rest received sentences to imprisonment. What follows is a very brief summary of the twelve Nuremberg Military Tribunal proceedings, starting with the Medical Case that began on 9 December 1946 and concluding with the High Command Case that ended on 28 October 1948. With few exceptions, only the nature of the crimes charged and the results of trial are examined in the narrative that follows.

Case No. 1: Medical Case
Twenty-three physicians and other officials associated with German medical institutes were indicted for engaging in a "common design or conspiracy" to commit war crimes and crimes against humanity—the crimes being a variety of medical experiments performed by the accused on German civilians and enemy POWs without their consent. Most of the experiments occurred at the concentration camps. These included: high-altitude, malaria, and freezing experiments at Dachau; sterilization experiments at Auschwitz and Ravensbrueck; and spotted fever, poison, and incendiary experiments in Buchenwald. When the verdicts were announced on 19 August 1947, the three-civilian-judge court convicted sixteen accused and acquitted seven.

One of the most important aspects of the Medical Case was the court's willingness to give the accused the benefit of the doubt in terms of the standard of proof. In this regard, the judges found three of the accused not guilty of having conducted horrific medical experiments on camp inmates at Dachau, even though there was "much in the record to create a grave suspicion that the defendants" participated in them. The Medical Case also established that there was a right against self-incrimination at war crimes trials. After the prosecution requested the testimony of Walther Neff, who had assisted in the medical experiments at Dachau, the tribunal agreed to call Neff; but, it insisted that he be advised that any statements he made before the court could be used against him at a later trial.

Case No. 2: Milch Case
Luftwaffe Field Marshall Erhard Milch was prosecuted for his involvement in creating the Nazi's slave labor program, which had resulted in the forced removal of at least five million enslaved laborers to Germany. He was convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment, most likely because the court learned that Milch "himself urged more stringent and coercive measures to supplement the dwindling supply of labor in the Luftwaffe." Released from prison in 1954, Milch died in January 1972 in Wuppertal-Barmen, Germany.44

Case No. 3: Justice Case
The fifteen accused were prosecuted for perverting the rule of law by transforming the German courts into a system of "cruelty and injustice." They had used so-called "People's Courts" and "Special Courts" to hold secret trials for civilians to eliminate all political opposition to Nazi Party rule. They also were charged with furthering the extermination of German Jews by applying discriminatory laws to them in legal proceedings that lacked "all semblance of due process."45

Trial began on 5 March 1947 and ended on 4 December 1947. The import of the Justice Case is that it rejected the argument by the accused that LOAC violations...
were the only offenses recognized by international law. As the tribunal put it, the killings in the concentration camps were “acts of such scope and malevolence, and they so clearly imperiled the peace of the world, that they must be deemed to have become violations of international law.”

Four accused were acquitted; the remainder were convicted of war crimes, crimes against humanity, or both. Three accused were also convicted of criminal membership in the SS. Four accused were sentenced to life imprisonment. The remainder received sentences of between five and ten years in jail.

There is a JAG Corps connection to the Justice Case: one of the three tribunal judges, Justin Woodward Harding (1888-1976), had served as a judge advocate colonel in World War II. Prior to his service as an Army lawyer and as a judge at Nuremberg, Harding had a distinguished law career: former Assistant Attorney General of Ohio, U.S. Attorney for the Alaska Territory, and U.S. District Court judge for the First Division of Alaska from 1929 to 1933. This made Harding the only federal judge to sit on any of the twelve tribunals.

Case No. 4: Pohl Case
The eighteen accused in the Pohl Case were all members of the WVHA (Wirtschafts- und Verwaltungshauptamt or “Main Economic and Administrative Office”), one of the twelve main SS offices. The WVHA was responsible for overseeing the concentration camps as well as managing a number of “economic enterprises” that were “operated almost entirely by the use of concentration camp labor.” Since millions of innocent civilians had died in these camps, SS-Obergruppenführer, Oswald Pohl, a three-star-general equivalent who had been the chief of the WVHA, along with seventeen fellow WVHA members, were charged with conspiring to commit war crimes and crimes against humanity. The war crimes included murder and mistreatment of civilians and POWs in the camps, as well as systematic extermination of the Jews.

Ultimately, Pohl and fourteen accused were convicted. Three were acquitted. Three of the fifteen convicted men were sentenced to death (including Pohl). Three were sentenced to life imprisonment, and the remainder received between ten and twenty-five years imprisonment.

Case No. 5: Flick Case
Friedrich Flick and the other five accused were high-ranking directors in Flick’s group of companies, called Flick Kommanditgesellschaft. The six men were charged with committing crimes against humanity, chiefly by seizing properties belonging to Jews in Germany, Czechoslovakia, and other countries. The prosecution alleged that this so-called “Aryanization” of real and private property amounted to systematic plunder in violation of the laws of war.

The trial began on 21 April 1947 and ended on 22 December 1947. Three of the accused were found not guilty. The three others were convicted for using slave labor in the companies owned or controlled by them. They received sentences ranging from two-and-a-half years to seven years.

Flick, who was convicted of using slave labor in his company, and who had received the longest sentence, managed to reconstitute his business after being released from prison. When he died in 1972, he was one of the richest people in the world, with some 300,000 employees in 330 companies.

Case No. 6: Farben Case
There were twenty-four accused, all of whom were employed in various plants and departments in the I. G. Farben company. The gist of the fifty-one-page indictment—the longest in the twelve subsequent proceedings—was that Farben, a chemical and pharmaceutical conglomerate, had financed the Nazi regime. It had expanded its manufacturing “far in excess of the needs of a peacetime economy” so as to allow Hitler to wage aggressive war. The indictment also charged the accused with having committed war crimes by plundering the occupied territories and using slave labor in I. G. Farben’s various factories.

While examination of witnesses ordinarily was conducted by the prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges, the Farben tribunal was noteworthy in permitting the accused to personally conduct cross-examination. This was a rejection of the procedure at the IMT, as that tribunal held that an accused represented by counsel was not entitled to question a witness. In Farben, however, the trial judges decided that “the complexity of expert testimony” justified permitting one or more of the accused to cross-examine a witness.

Case No. 7: Hostage Case
The eleven accused were charged with ordering the execution of thousands of civilian hostages in occupied territory in reprisal for attacks on German troops. The prosecution stressed that the hostages had been killed without any investigation or trial and in accordance with “arbitrarily established ratios,” which varied “from 50 to 100 for each German soldier killed and 25 to 50 for each German soldier wounded.”

Moreover, the accused were charged with having plundered public and private property, and murdering civilians in occupied Norway, Greece, Yugoslavia, and Albania. Finally, they were charged with illegally ordering their subordinates to deny POW status to combat captives and to summarily execute them.

The trial began on 15 July 1947 and ended on 19 February 1948. Charges against one accused were dismissed because of ill health. Two others were found not guilty. Seven of the other eight were found guilty of executing hostages without due process. Five of the eight accused also were convicted for ordering the execution of POWs. Two accused received life imprisonment, and the remainder received sentences between seven and twenty years in jail.

The judges in the Hostage proceedings wrestled with the defense of superior orders. While accepting that it was no longer a bar to individual liability, the court did hold in effect that if a subordinate did not know, and could not be expected to know, that the order he carried out was illegal, mens rea was lacking and the subordinate could not be convicted. The litmus test was the “reasonable man standard”—where a person could not reasonably be expected to know of an order’s illegality, this lack of criminal intent precluded a finding of guilt.

Case No. 8: RuSHA Case
The fourteen accused were members of the Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamt der SS or RuSHA, which was responsible for safeguarding the
racial purity of Germany. The indictment alleged that the accused had committed crimes against humanity by participating in "a systematic program of genocide, aimed at the destruction of foreign nations and ethnic groups, in part by murderous extermination, and in part by elimination and suppression of national characteristics." The accused also were charged with criminal membership in the SS.55

Trial began on 20 October 1947 and ended on 10 March 1948. A female accused was acquitted. Five of the other accused were convicted solely of criminal membership in the SS and were sentenced to time served. The other eight accused were convicted of all charges. One was sentenced to life imprisonment. The remaining received sentences ranging from ten to twenty-five years.59

Case No. 9: Einsatzgruppen Case
The charges in this trial were modelled after the RuSHA indictment, in that the accused were charged with crimes against humanity by using the Einsatzgruppen to carry out a systematic program of genocide. They also were charged with a variety of war crimes, including the murder of POWs and civilians in occupied territory, and the destruction of property not justified by military necessity. All of the accused were also charged with being members of a criminal organization—either the SS, Gestapo, or Sicherheitsdienst (SD or Security Service).61

The proceedings began on 29 September 1947 and ended on 9 April 1948. All were convicted; but, Otto Rasch—the commanding officer of Einsatzgruppe C—was severed from the trial for ill health. Twenty of the accused were sentenced to death, and two were sentenced to be imprisoned for life.62

Case No. 10: Krupp Case
The indictment in Krupp was modelled after the charge sheet in Farben. The accused were charged with crimes against peace by financing the Nazis’ rise to power in Germany. Some of the accused were charged with war crimes and crimes against humanity by systematically plundering public and private property in countries occupied by the Germans during the war.63

The trial began on 8 December 1947 and ended on 31 July 1948. None of the accused were convicted of crimes against peace because the tribunal granted a motion to dismiss on the ground that the government had failed to present sufficient evidence to support a conviction as a matter of law. One accused was found not guilty of all charges.

Four of the accused were found guilty of plunder and slave labor—including Alfried Krupp, who the court considered to be the most culpable given his position in the Krupp group of companies. He was sentenced to twelve years’ imprisonment and ordered to forfeit all his real and personal property. The other convicted accused received sentences between time served and ten years.64

Case No. 11: Ministries Case
In a fifty-page indictment, the twenty-three accused were charged with committing crimes against peace by taking part in wars of aggression and invasion; committing war crimes—including the murder of Allied pilots and aircrew who made forced landings in Germany and been summarily executed; with participating in the murder, mistreatment, and persecution of German Jews in the 1930s; and with deporting and enslaving civilians in the occupied territories on a massive scale.65

The trial, which began on 6 January 1948 and finished on 13 April 1949, lasted more than fifteen months. Some of the accused were high level officials in the Foreign Office and Presidential Chancellory; others were members of the SD or SS, or both. Five accused were convicted of crimes against peace, two were acquitted, and the remainder were convicted of various offenses. One important aspect of the Ministries judgment is that the court refused to convict any of the accused for murder, mistreatment, or persecution of German Jews between 1933 and 1939, as it concluded that Council Law No. 10 did not make criminal any offenses that were not connected to war crimes or crimes against peace—and the offenses in question had occurred prior to the start of World War II.66

Case No. 12: German High Command Case
Wilhelm von Leeb and thirteen other high-ranking Army and Navy officers were charged with committing crimes against peace by planning various wars of aggression and invasions. They were also charged with war crimes, including the issuance of orders that “certain enemy troops be refused quarter and denied the status and rights of prisoners of war,” and the deportation and enslavement of civilians in occupied territories.67 Justin Harding, the former judge advocate colonel who had participated as a judge in the Justice Case, also sat in judgment in the High Command Case.68

The trial commenced on 5 February 1948 and ended on 28 October 1948. On the first day, Johannes Blaskowitz—who had participated in the invasion of Poland and held various Army commands until
1945—committed suicide by throwing himself off a balcony at the Nuremberg prison. The court subsequently would acquit Bals-kowitz of all charges. As for the remaining thirteen accused, all were convicted of war crimes. The evidence was overwhelming that the accused had treated Soviet POWs with "particular inhumanity," and that the deaths of many of these POWs "was the result of systematic plans to murder" them. The court also heard evidence that some of the accused had implicated Hitler’s order that there was to be no interference when German civilians killed Allied airmen who had been forced to land in Germany. Sentences imposed ranged from life imprisonment to time served.

The IMT also established that witnesses must be informed of their right not to incriminate themselves. Even though nothing in Ordinance No. 7 required it, all twelve tribunals permitted the accused to cross-examine witnesses against them. The judges were also willing to adopt innovative procedures, such as permitting the accused to personally conduct cross-examinations. Finally, the courts took the burden of proof seriously, acquitting some accused even when there was substantial evidence of guilt, as in the Medical Case.

As we mark the 75th anniversary of the start of the IMT and the twelve subsequent military tribunals, now is the time to acknowledge their impact on the evolution of LOAC and the role played by Army lawyers in the development of war crimes prosecutions. Additionally, it is important to recognize that these trials, besides their importance to lawyers and historians, aided in the denazification and democratization of Germany—and so helped create the free, stable, and economically vibrant Federal Republic of Germany that plays a major role in the world today.

**Notes**

1. After the unconditional surrender of Germany in May 1945, the Allies assumed extraordinary authority in Germany. The defeated nation—and its capital city, Berlin—were divided into American, British, French, and Soviet zones of occupation, and military governments were established in each zone. To coordinate the administration of these four zones, which included the right to hold war crimes trials within each zone, the commanders-in-chief of the four occupying armies formed an Allied Control Council. That council met on a regular basis to set—and coordinate—occupation policies in the four zones, including: food distribution, industrialization, denazification, and reparations. David Zabecki, Germany at War: 400 Years of Military History 540 (2014).

2. The Four Power Control Council consisted of France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Each country occupied a “zone” or sector of Germany and each also occupied a zone of Berlin. See 1 Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council. Law No. 10 (1951).


4. The Soviets were the first to suggest that a tribunal be convened to prosecute Nazis for war crimes. While there is little doubt that Stalin believed that the Nazis were guilty and deserved to be hanged as soon as possible, he "envisioned the Nuremberg Trials as [he] had the Moscow Trials of 1936 to 1938," that is, "as a grand political spectacle whose outcome was certain." Francine Hersch, Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg: A New History of the International Military Tribunal after World War II, at 4 (2020).


6. While Mr. Justice Jackson was one of four prosecutors—each of the Four Powers appointed a lead prosecutor to the IMT—he had the greatest impact because of his knowledge of international law and his experience as an Associate Justice on the U.S. Supreme Court. It was Mr. Justice Jackson, for example, who insisted that "aggressive war-making is aggressive and criminal," a view that inexorably led to the IMT charge of "crimes against peace." Robert Jackson had been on the U.S. Supreme Court since 1941 and, after his service as the lead American prosecutor at Nuremberg, he returned to the U.S. Supreme Court, where he served until his death in 1954. Id. at 82


11. The other accused were: Ernst Kaltenbrunner (head of the Reich Main Security Office); Alfred Rosenberg (minister for the Occupied Territories in the East until 1941); Hans Frank (governor-general of Poland); Wilhelm Frick (minister for internal affairs); Julius Streicher (publisher of the newspaper Der Stürmer); Fritz Sauckel (plenipotentiary of the mobilization of labor); Alfred Jodl (Colonel General and head of the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht); Arthur
Seys-Inquart (commissioner for the Netherlands from 1940 to 1945); Martin Borman (deputy Führer after 1941 (tried in absentia)); Rudolf Hess (deputy Führer until May 1941); Erich Raeder (grand admiral and commander of the Navy until 1943); Karl Dönitz (grand admiral and commander of the Navy from 1943 to 1945); Baldur von Schirach (leader of the Hitler Youth and Gauleiter of Vienna); Albert Speer (minister of armaments); Konstantin Neurath (Reich protector of Bohemia and Moravia from 1939 to 1943); Hjalmar Schacht (president of the Reichsbank from 1933 to 1939 and minister of economics from 1934 to 1937); Fritz von Papen (former vice chancellor and ambassador to Turkey); Hans Fritzsche (head of the radio division of the Ministry of Propaganda).


13. Id. McIntyre, supra note 5, at 76.

14. Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1 (1942). These saboteurs were a small group of German agents who landed on beaches in New York and Florida. Their mission was to wage a campaign of sabotage on U.S. soil. The mission failed when one of the Germans turned himself in to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. For more on Quirin, see Louis Fisher, Military Tribunals & Presidential Power 91-124 (2005).

15. Heller, supra note 7, at 469 (specifically referring to Article 16 of the charter).

16. McIntyre, supra note 5, at 76.

17. Taylor, supra note 8, at 66-67. Presumably these treaties included The Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1929. The so-called Wannseekonferenz, which occurred in January 1942, is a good illustration, as it was here that the Nazis planned in detail the “Final Solution” for the Jews. For more on the Final Solution, see Lucy David-owicz, The War Against the Jews: 1933-1945 (1975).

18. McIntyre, supra note 5, at 84.

19. Id. at 86.


21. Article 8 did not entirely eliminate the superior orders defense. It is true that the IMT proceedings established that the defense of superior orders, in and of itself, was no longer a legal shield. But other defenses, such as coercion or duress, were still relevant to guilt. Additionally, if a “subordinate had no good reason for thinking that the order was unlawful,” then the superior orders defense would be applicable. Solis, supra note 9, at 388.

22. Taylor, supra note 8, at 64.

23. McIntyre, supra note 5, at 90.

24. Id. at 109-16.


26. Id.

27. Heller, supra note 7, at 22.

28. In 1947, President Truman announced that the United States would “support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressure.” This so-called Truman Doctrine was official recognition of the Cold War between the United States and its North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies and the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies in the east.

29. Control Council Law No. 10, reprinted in Heller, supra note 7, at 473-76.

30. David “Mickey” Marcus (1901-1948) was a remarkable individual by any measure. A graduate of the U.S. Military Academy and Brooklyn Law School, Marcus practiced law in New York City and served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney prior to World War II. During the war, as a member of the JAG Department, Marcus served in a variety of assignments in Washington, D.C., Hawaii, and Europe. Colonel Marcus resigned his commission in 1947 and subsequently was recruited to help organize and train the military forces of the Provisional Jewish Government that would emerge as Israel in 1948. He was serving as a general in the Israeli armed forces when he was accidentally shot and killed during operations near Jerusalem on 10 June 1948. The film Cast a Giant Shadow, starring Kirk Douglas as Marcus, was one of the most popular movies in American theaters in 1965. Cast a Giant Shadow (Batjac Productions 1966). For more on Marcus, see Fred L. Borch, Soldier: David “Mickey” Marcus, On Point, Winter 2010, at 17. See also Steven L. Ossad, Out of the Shadow and into the Light: Col. David “Mickey” Marcus and U.S. Civil Affairs in World War II, Army Hist., Winter 2016, at 6.
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TDS at 40
A Short History of Its Origins

By Fred L. Borch III

Forty years ago, on 7 November 1980, General Edward C. “Shy” Meyer, then serving as Army Chief of Staff, approved the permanent establishment of the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service (USATDS). This was a major development in the history of the Corps because it meant that Army lawyers serving as defense counsel were now in a separate and independent organization. Prior to the creation of “TDS,” as it is commonly known, judge advocates assigned to represent Soldiers at courts-martial were assigned to specific field commands, where they worked in the local Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA). They were supervised—and rated—by the SJA or someone who worked for that SJA. Since the SJA worked for the convening authority, there was a perception that the military defense counsel might not be truly independent in providing legal advice and representation and that there was a potential for unlawful command influence. Since USATDS recently celebrated its fortieth birthday in November 2020, now is the time to examine how and why it came into existence.¹

After World War II, and during the hearings on the enactment of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) in 1950, some military justice practitioners began agitating for the establishment of a separate organization for defense counsel. Resistance to the idea, however, came from both commanders and SJAs. Commanders objected to the idea of a vertical or “stovepipe” organization that would be operating on an Army installation. At its core, this objection was really about control. The traditional command perspective was that it was a bad idea for a commander to have less than complete control over units and people on his post because such units and people may be unresponsive to command needs. Staff Judge Advocates similarly did not like the idea that defense counsel would be operating in their courtroom but not be under their control. Some SJAs were offended by the proposal that a separate USATDS would guard against unlawful command influence. These SJAs insisted that they were always scrupulous in avoiding such influence, and they did not believe that any perception to the contrary justified creating a separate organization for defense counsel.

This resistance notwithstanding, in 1973 the Department of Defense Task Force on the Administration of Military Justice recommended that military defense counsel in all the services be removed from the supervision of the local SJA and be placed in a separate organization.² The Secretary of Defense concurred and directed that the Army, Navy, and Air Force establish separate organization for their defense counsel. The following year, the Air Force and Navy complied. The Army, however, did not. As Colonel (COL) Robert B. Clarke—the first Chief of TDS—explained in a 1980 interview, Army court-martial rates were too high (over 16,600 general and special courts-martial in Fiscal Year 1974), and the Army JAG Corps’s retention of field grade officers was so low that the Corps “simply lacked the middle managers the program required.”³

This changed when Major General Wilton Persons became The Judge Advocate General in 1975, chiefly because Persons “had a keen interest in improving the quality of trial and defense counsel.”⁴ When he approved COL Alton H. Harvey’s concept for a “Field Defense Services Office” (FDSO), Major General Persons—together with Harvey, who was then serving as the Chief, Defense Appellate Division (DAD)—laid the foundation for a separate defense counsel organization in the Army. Activated as a sixth branch of DAD on 1 October 1976, the purpose of FDSO was to provide advice to the field “beyond that presently available from the installation senior defense counsel.” Not only did FDSO provide “timely responses to telephonic and written requests for assistance,” but it also conducted training for military defense counsel.⁵ The first chief of FDSO was
Lieutenant Colonel Joe D. Miller, and he was assisted by Major John Renfrow and Captains (CPTs) Nicolas P. “Chip” Retson and Malcolm H. Squires Jr. In 1977, FDSO personnel traveled worldwide conducting one-day seminars at various locations. Then-CPT Squires remembered that his “proudest accomplishment” was obtaining Continuing Legal Education (CLE) credit for the FDSO seminars from the four states that actually required CLE for licensed attorneys in 1977.6

At the same time that FDSO personnel were educating and training military defense counsel, they were also laying the groundwork for a separate defense counsel organization. In February 1978, based on work done by FDSO, Major General Persons went to General Bernard W. Rogers, then serving as Army Chief of Staff, and requested immediate approval of a separate defense counsel organization. General Rogers, however, rejected Major General Persons’s recommendation. He and other senior commanders in the Army were skeptical about the need for a separate organization for military defense attorneys and thought that “independent” defense counsel “might unfairly manipulate the criminal justice system to their own ends.” But, while Rogers did not approve the establishment of a separate defense counsel organization, he did authorize a one-year pilot program—to be conducted in a major Army command.

After consulting with the Commander of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and obtaining his approval, General Persons launched the test program at TRADOC on 15 May 1978. The command was the logical choice for the experiment because it was “geographically compact, had no installations outside the United States and its units were not subject to deployment.”8 Much of the initial planning for the experiment within TRADOC was done by COL Daniel A. Lennon Jr., then serving as TRADOC’s SJA. Colonel Lennon put together basic planning elements for the test program, including organization and support of TDS field offices and selection criteria for defense counsel.9

The test program involved forty-one defense counsel at fifteen installations, with three Regional Defense Counsel (RDC) located at Forts Dix, Benning, and Knox supervising the defense work of these forty-one counsel. Defense counsel in the test program were tasked with providing: representation at all courts-martial; representation at Article 32 investigations; custodial and other pretrial consultations; advice on Article 15, UCMJ, actions; and representation at some administrative boards.10

General Persons’s decision to start the TDS experiment at TRADOC was timely, as an October 1978 General Accounting Office (GAO) report to Congress urged the Army to create a separate organization for defense counsel “without delay.”11 In February 1979, in hopes of using this GAO report as leverage with General Rogers, Major General Persons proposed to him that TDS be created now. General Rogers, however, refused. Still concerned that independent defense counsel might undermine good order and discipline, Rogers insisted that the test program be continued past the one-year mark.

In September 1979, based on positive feedback from both SJAs and convening authorities in TRADOC, the pilot program was expanded to all units located in the United States (including Alaska and Hawaii) and Panama. A few months later, it expanded to Europe and Korea. By January 1980, the test program was operating Army-wide.

In May 1980, after comprehensive evaluations—which included the views of all major commanders in the Army, as well as thirty-five general and fifty special court-martial convening authorities, and were overwhelmingly positive—the new TJAG, Major General Harvey, recommended to the new Chief of Staff that he approve the creation of USATDS. General Meyer hesitated, however, because he was concerned that a separate defense counsel organization seemed “at odds” with his unit cohesion policies.12 Five months later, despite any misgivings he may have harbored, General Meyer gave formal approval to the establishment of TDS on 7 November 1980. A year later, there were about 200 judge advocates stationed in about 60 different “Field Offices.” Each Field Office was headed by a Senior Defense Counsel (SDC), and the Field Offices were grouped into nine geographic regions, with each headed by a lieutenant colonel RDC. Europe was a special situation, in that three of the nine USATDS regions were located in Germany. Three lieutenant colonel RDCs headed these regions, with a colonel stationed in
Heidelberg at U.S. Army, Europe (USA-REUR). He was the “Senior RDC” and had overall supervision for the three regions. Given that there were over 300,000 Soldiers in Europe during this Cold War era, and that the distance from USAREUR to TDS headquarters in Washington, D.C., was significant, this arrangement made sense—especially when it is remembered that there was no email or internet in this era and that the difference in time zones made communication by telephone difficult at times. As for the SDCs in the nine regions, they were either senior captains or majors, depending on the size of the field office.

While “a principal aim of TDS was to remove once and for all doubts, both in and out of the Army, that military defense counsel were not 100 percent loyal to their clients’ interests,”13 there was a second goal: improving professionalism. As COL Clarke explained almost forty years ago, the issue was not that defense counsel were not doing a good job. They were. Rather, the problem was that when defense counsel worked for the SJA, or one of his staff, it was difficult for that SJA “to get too close to the defense function.”14 There was fear that the judge advocate captain serving as a defense attorney might misunderstand the motives and intentions of that SJA. The newly established TDS would correct the “supervisory void” that some judge advocates believed existed by “injecting field grade defense counsel supervisors into the system.”15

In the early years of TDS, there were occasional problems with logistical support for local field offices, since support generally mirrored what was available to the local SJA, and this varied considerably from post to post. Additionally, there was occasional resistance from SJAs who were not inclined to provide sufficient administrative support to TDS if it meant that the SJA office would suffer shortages. Over time, however, these logistical issues were resolved.

One final note about the early history of TDS: the relatively small size of TDS in the larger Army meant that the unit initially did not have its own shoulder sleeve insignia. Consequently, all personnel assigned to TDS wore the World War II-era Army Service Forces (ASF) patch on the left shoulder, commonly called the “Texaco Star” because of its similarity to the white-star-in-a-red-circle insignia used by Texaco Oil. Not until nearly 25 years later, in 2006, did the Army approve a unique shoulder patch for TDS that its members wear today. In a tip-of-the-hat to the old ASF patch, however, the new insignia has a white star with a circle in its center.

Today, USATDS is headquartered at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. It is part of the U.S. Army Legal Services Agency, which provides logistical support to USATDS. Attorneys typically serve two-year tours as defense counsel. The USATDS has nearly 600 Soldiers, about 160 of whom are Active Component and over 275 of whom are Reserve Component. Reserve Component members belong to one of three Legal Operations Detachments (LODs): the 16th LOD, the 22d LOD, and the 154th LOD. The mission of these three organizations is to provide legal services support to commanders and Soldiers who help sustain military operations. The Army National Guard has also developed a thriving TDS organization with over 125 defense counsel.16

As TDS celebrates its fortieth birthday, there is no question that it has been a phenomenal success and has improved the administration of military justice in the Army. Any concerns that some commanders may have had about “independent” defense counsel running amok and undermining good order and discipline are gone. Similarly, SJAs are comfortable with defense counsel providing services that are separate and apart from the SJA office. The TDS organization is favorably viewed by civilian criminal defense attorneys and bar associations with an interest in military law. Soldiers get first-class representation at both courts-martial and administrative hearings, and these Soldiers know that their defense counsel does not work for the SJA or the convening authority. There is every reason to think that USATDS will continue to be an integral and critical component of full and fair trials under the UCMJ. TAL

Mr. Borch is the Regimental Historian, Archivist, and Professor of Legal History and Leadership at The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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An Historic First in Our Corps
FLEP NCOs

By Fred L. Borch III

Late last year, two Staff Sergeants (SSG) and one Sergeant (SGT) were selected for the Funded Legal Education Program (FLEP)—the first time in history that noncommissioned officers (NCOs) have been chosen to attend law school at Army expense. This is an important historical first in our Corps because it is the first time that enlisted men and women have been eligible to earn a law degree at Army expense and then serve as judge advocates (JAs). It is also significant because expanding the program to qualified NCOs demonstrates that the Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps—like our Army—is committed to ensuring that every career-oriented Soldier has the same opportunities. What follows is a short discussion of the history of the program and a quick look at the three Soldiers chosen to be the first NCO FLEP participants.

History of the Funded Legal Education Program
Beginning in the 1930s, the Army sent a handful of line officers to law school to earn a degree. Most of these individuals—like Ernest M. “Mike” Brannon who later served as the Judge Advocate General (TJAG)—were destined to teach in the Law Department at the U.S. Military Academy because it was thought that a law degree would make them better professors. In the years immediately following World War II, the Army also sent a small number of line officers to law school with the intent that they earn law degrees and then practice law as members of the JAG Corps. Then-Captain Wilton Persons, for example, was a West Point graduate and Armor Cavalry officer who attended Harvard Law School at Army expense; he too would serve as TJAG before retiring as a major general in 1979.

In the early 1950s, Congress decided that it was too expensive to use taxpayer dollars for active duty personnel to attend law school. Consequently, starting with fiscal year 1953, the Army was prohibited from using taxpayer funds to send line officers to law school with the intent that they earn law degrees and then practice law as members of the JAG Corps. Then-Captain Wilton Persons, for example, was a West Point graduate and Armor Cavalry officer who attended Harvard Law School at Army expense; he too would serve as TJAG before retiring as a major general in 1979.

In 1961, the Army developed an alternative to the lack of law school funding when it established the Excess Leave Program (ELP). By Army regulation, ‘career-motivated officers from other
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SSG Perla Gonzalez, 68A-Biomedical Equipment Specialist
SSG Matthew Smith, 27D-Paralegal Specialist
SGT Kathryn Matthews, 27D-Paralegal Specialist
branches” were permitted to take extended leave for up to three-and-a-half years to attend civilian law school and study to pass the bar exam. In this leave status, these officers received no pay and allowances and paid for all their tuition and fees. However, the ELP participants accrued time in grade for pay and promotion purposes. By 1965, the Corps had 144 officers in the program. There were 128 officers in the ELP in 1971. As these officers earned their law degrees and began serving as JAs, they formed the backbone of the Corps’s middle-management ranks.

While the ELP worked well enough (the Corps had authority to take some 100 officers into the program every year), the Army still struggled to retain talented officers in all branches in the 1970s. This was because interest in military service was relatively low after the very unpopular Vietnam War and because the end of conscription and the transition to an all-volunteer Army made both recruiting and retention a difficult mission. In the JAG Corps, the biggest challenge was retaining mid-grade officers—senior captains and majors—and the Army concluded that resurrecting a taxpayer funded law school program would help solve this problem. Congress agreed and Senator Barry Goldwater (Republican-Arizona) introduced legislation in early 1973 that was enacted the following year as the "Funded Legal Education Program.”

As the April 1974 Army Lawyer explained, every year FLEP allowed up to twenty-five active duty commissioned officers to be selected to attend law school. Officers were eligible for the program if they were serving in the grade of O-3 or below, had a baccalaureate degree, and had between two and six years of active duty service. Those selected for the program would have tuition and fees paid and would also receive full pay and allowances while in law school. In return, they agreed to a six-year active duty obligation upon completion of the program.

Initially, the ELP continued to operate concurrently with FLEP, but the JAG Corps soon recognized that FLEP was a sufficient manpower source. Consequently, the ELP was discontinued in 1975.1

The First NCO FLEPs
For more than forty-five years, only commissioned officers have been eligible for the FLEP; enlisted personnel—by statute—could not take advantage of this educational opportunity. How and why did this restriction originate? Why were enlisted personnel ineligible? There are several explanations. The Army of the early 1970s was not the educated force of today. More than a few officers did not have college degrees (there were thousands who earned commissions through Officer Candidate School, which required only a high school diploma). Also, there was no requirement for enlisted personnel to have a high school degree, much less any college or university education. Additionally, civilian education was not important for promotion in the enlisted ranks. This all meant that relatively few NCOs on active duty would have been eligible when the FLEP was established, and this is one reason that they were left out of the 1970s legislation. A second reason is that, as the JAG Corps’s intent was for the FLEP to stabilize its middle-management officer ranks, it probably believed that drawing from the commissioned officer population was the easiest course of action.

Finally, it is likely that institutional bias played a role in that, when the Army and Congress were creating the FLEP, these institutions did not recognize that qualified NCOs also deserved the opportunity to attend law school. Fifty years ago, the gulf between the enlisted and officer ranks was much more pronounced than it is today—at least in terms of education. Additionally, the idea that every NCO should have the same education opportunities as commissioned officers was not a widely-held view. As a result, NCOs were excluded when it came to program eligibility.

At its core, this expanded eligibility reflects the realization that our Corps must attract the best junior leaders to serve as JAs—men and women who are “confident, humble, innovative peer leaders” and who are “committed to the Army team.”

Remember that the Army in the early 1970s was gender segregated (women served in a separate Women’s Army Corps) and it was not until 1976 that women had the same educational opportunities as men to earn a degree at the U.S. Military Academy. The point is, Army culture of the 1970s was much more limited when it came to educational opportunities. Even today, it is only very recently that female Soldiers have been permitted to attend Ranger School and the Special Forces qualification course.

Recognizing that it was time to give qualified NCOs who wanted to serve as JAs the opportunity to participate in the program, Congress amended the controlling legislation in December 2019. As a result, NCOs in all the “military departments . . . in paygrades of E-5 to E-7” (Sergeant to Sergeant First Class in the Army), with

At its core, this expanded eligibility reflects the realization that our Corps must attract the best junior leaders to serve as JAs—men and women who are “confident, humble, innovative peer leaders” and who are “committed to the Army team.”

Between four and eight years of active duty service, are now eligible to participate in the program.4 At its core, this expanded eligibility reflects the realization that our Corps must attract the best junior leaders to serve as JAs—men and women who are “confident, humble, innovative peer leaders” and who are “committed to the Army team.”7 Additionally, just as the Basic Branch experiences of officer FLEPs enhance their value as JAs in the Corps, so too will the enlisted experiences of NCO FLEPs.

More than twenty NCOs applied for the 2020-2021 FLEP, and three were selected: SSG Perla Gonzalez, SSG Michael Smith, and SGT Kathryn Matthews.

SSG Perla Gonzalez
Staff Sergeant Perla Gonzalez enlisted in 2013 and serves as a Biomedical Equipment Specialist in Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS) 68A. A Soldier in that MOS is responsible for performing repairs on medical systems and medical equipment. Staff Sergeant Gonzalez is now serving in Vilseck, Germany. She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Law and Society from the University of California-Santa Barbara. Staff Sergeant Gonzalez also has a Master of Arts degree. In her words, she "wanted to apply to law school for years, but it was never the right time." The Funded Legal Education Program will let her "merge [her] love for the Army with [her] love for the law." Staff Sergeant Gonzalez has applied to a variety of law schools, including the University of California-Hastings, University of California-Davis, Stetson University, and Baylor University.

SSG Matthew Smith
Staff Sergeant Matthew Smith is a MOS 27D Paralegal Specialist. He graduated from the University of Central Florida with a degree in legal studies in 2003. Smith then enlisted in the Army in 2013. He served as an administrative law paralegal at U.S. Army Pacific and as the military justice operations NCO at 8th Theater Sustainment Command. He is a qualified court reporter and now serves as the Clerk of Court, 3d Judicial District, III Corps, and Fort Hood. He will attend law school at the University of Hawaii. Becoming a lawyer has been a "childhood dream" for SSG Smith, and the program will let him become an attorney and JA. It will "enable [him] to continue leading the Soldiers [he has] come to love." 

SGT Kathryn Matthews
Sergeant Kathryn Matthews earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology and Political Science at Arizona State University in 2015, and enlisted in the Army in MOS 27D in 2017. She now serves as a Paralegal Specialist at U.S. Army Central Command, Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina. Sergeant Matthews has "been working towards becoming a judge advocate since before [she] enlisted," and the program will let her achieve this goal. At the time she applied for the program, SGT Matthews had been accepted to Officer Candidate School (OCS). She gave up her OCS slot to apply for the FLEP—which turned out to be a good decision for her and our Corps.

Conclusion
Since the goal of the FLEP is to allow deserving Soldiers with superb educational qualifications and demonstrated leadership skills to serve as JAs, it made perfect sense for Congress to amend the law to open the educational opportunity to mid-grade NCOs in all Army military occupational specialties. There is no doubt that there will be more NCOs selected for the program in the future, but the three selected in 2020 will forever be a JAG Corps history first.

Notes
1. During this time the Judge Advocate General’s Department was transformed into the Judge Advocate General’s Corps.
8. Email from Staff Sergeant Perla Gonzalez to author (2 Feb. 2021) (on file with author).
9. Id.
11. Email from Staff Sergeant Matthew Smith to author (2 Feb. 2021) (on file with author).
12. Id.
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Beginning on 31 December 2019, the 82d Airborne Division executed its most significant no-notice deployment in more than thirty years. As tensions with Iran escalated, nearly 3,500 paratroopers of the Army’s Immediate Response Force (IRF), including 10 judge advocates (JAs) and paralegals, rapidly deployed to the Middle East. The first elements of this force departed Fort Bragg fewer than eighteen hours after receiving orders. The rest of the force joined shortly thereafter and maintained a presence in the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility for several months, ensuring the nation was ready to rapidly and decisively respond to any acts of aggression.

The unit cohesion, discipline, and readiness required to successfully execute such a feat does not manifest overnight but is built in pieces day to day. “Be ready” is not merely a motto for the 82d Airborne Division. Rather, it is a way of life, a culture, which permeates everything the Division does and is. This Azimuth Check provides insight into the ways the Army’s only Airborne Division and its assigned legal professionals ensure they remain ready for anything, anytime, anywhere.

Unbeatable LGOPs

From its initial jumps into Sicily, Salerno, and Normandy in World War II through present day, the 82d Airborne Division has always considered its little groups of paratroopers (LGOPs) key to how it fights and wins on the battlefield. These groups of typically two-to-four mostly junior Soldiers must understand and be able to execute the commander’s intent when geographically separated from formal leadership. The successful execution of decentralized military operations requires the most senior leaders to relinquish tight control and oversight over their troops. Similarly, the most junior paratrooper must earn their commander’s trust that they will exercise disciplined initiative and sound judgment.
With this goal in mind, the Division seeks to form cohesive squads, sections, and crews capable of successfully executing the mission. To operate in potentially austere and dangerous conditions, LGOPs must be disciplined, master the fundamentals, and understand their leaders’ intent. This is as true for junior JAs and paralegals who may have to operate while disconnected from senior JAs as it is for other paratroopers in the Division. Members of the 82d Airborne Division Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA) train to fulfill all assigned roles: Soldier, legal professional, paratrooper.

The 82d Airborne Division puts a premium on basic paratrooper skills and physical fitness. The OSJA regularly participates in training focused on ensuring all paratroopers are qualified marksmen, confident using their communications equipment, and capable of performing basic lifesaving functions on their fellow paratroopers. Additionally, JAs train for analog operations and are expected to dominate even in a contested electromagnetic environment. Finally, the Division, and the OSJA in particular, designs and implements functional fitness programs that relate directly to combat tasks to prepare its paratroopers for the mental and physical rigors of ground combat operations.

The JAs and paralegals of the 82d Airborne Division must not only meet these high paratrooper standards, they must similarly possess the substantive legal mastery needed to support the Division. To that end, the legal team prioritizes section- and office-wide legal training events and leader professional development to ensure our legal LGOPs are prepared to provide the necessary principled counsel—even when separated from senior JAs—to the leaders and paratroopers of the Division. A key component of this training effort is ensuring Division JAs and paralegals understand their leaders’ intent, are empowered to take the initiative within that intent, and can provide legal advice in any environment.

**Deploy, Fight, and Win Anywhere in 18 Hours**

As the nation’s main airborne contingency force, the 82d must be ready to deploy, fight, and win anywhere in the world in eighteen hours. To be truly prepared for whatever the nation might demand requires a strict focus on readiness. The Division’s main mission is to deploy and defeat any adversary, anywhere, in any environment as part of a joint and coalition force.
meet this mission, the Division’s paratroopers, including OJSAs, must be ready to respond quickly to alerts, maintain airborne proficiency, and operate in the most austere of environments.

Recall alerts are a regular part of life for the men and women of the Division. Each unit must be able to marshal its team members for a potential rapid deployment. The Division routinely conducts emergency deployment readiness exercises to test a unit’s ability to alert, assemble, and conduct paratrooper readiness tasks. These realistic exercises serve an important purpose in preparing a unit to assume the role of a dedicated IRF. There have been many a night when your authors have received the much-anticipated recall alert, groggily rolled out of bed, grabbed the essential ruck sack, and made their way to the Division footprint to check in. While not always the most glamorous part of the job, practicing for the moment when the recall alert does not say “EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE” is essential to springing into action when truly needed.

In addition to recall rehearsals, the 82d Airborne Division frequently conducts airborne operations, often called “jumps,” Division will likely find themselves dropped into an extremely austere environment. The Division focuses on sustaining lethality during an airborne assault even under unforgiving conditions. The unit’s JAs and paralegals regularly train on how to provide legal advice and support with only the items they jump with into combat. As part of this approach, they rely heavily on having key analog products and legal resources in their legal kit bag.

Transform the Division
In addition to the 82d Airborne Division’s extensive efforts to train and prepare its forces for rapid deployments, it simultaneously looks to innovate and transform for the future. The Division must rapidly adapt and outthink future near-peer adversaries. Success depends on dominating any enemy in the physical, virtual, and cognitive spaces. To prepare for these complex environments, the Division routinely incorporates and leverages new technologies, including several artificial intelligence-powered tools that help aggregate battlefield data and create flat, fast, accurate, and lethal kill chains by honing its observe-orient-decide-act loop. A team of JAs in the Division stand on the shoulders of those legal giants who deployed rapidly to places like the European Theater, Grenada, Panama, and various Middle East locations. The hope—and the plan—is that they will be ready to follow those sterling examples and honor that legacy when their time comes. All The Way! Airborne! TAL
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Private Myo Win Tun said his commanding officer’s order was clear. As a result, in August of 2017, the Myanmar armed forces massacred thirty civilians and buried them in mass graves. Were they “just following orders” and, if so, is that a valid defense to a war crime charge?

Initial military training casts on the heart and conscience of every Service member a strong desire to obey the orders of their superiors. This is intentional. From initial entry, all military training transforms civilians into Service members, relentless in carrying out the orders of the officers and noncommissioned officers charged with their care. Oaths recited publicly at promotions and reenlistments capture the institutional and individual emphasis on obedience to orders.

But obedience is not without limits, especially in armed conflict. Members are duty bound to disobey orders they know to be patently illegal, such as killing a civilian not directly participating...
in hostilities. Although, what happens when moral distance and limited information exists between transmissions of the order by staff in the military hierarchy to those carrying out the orders? Or worse, a Soldier’s lack of education or experience led them to perceive an illegal order as legal. A caustic tension can exist on this very matter: do I disobey the order of the one I have sworn an oath to obey, and possibly suffer punishment under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), or subject myself to unforeseen judgment?

Seventy-five years ago, the International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg and the “subsequent proceedings” addressed the age-old service member’s defense: the defense of superior orders. The judgments of the Nuremberg IMT and “subsequent proceedings” merit judge advocates’ focused attention for application to today’s practice. This article discusses the Nuremberg tribunals, the international law addressing the defense of superior orders, and the application of the defense in three of the “subsequent proceedings” cases. The article then leaps forward to a contemporary analysis of the defense of superior orders in U.S. law and provides practical recommendations for judge advocates (JAs) to train their formations.

From 1914 until 1944, U.S. Service members could assert the defense of superior orders as a complete defense to a crime so long as they could demonstrate they acted in accordance with superior orders. Alongside the other milestones of the Nuremberg trials, such as individual responsibility for violations of jus cogens and war crimes, the IMT and “subsequent proceedings” addressed the defense of superior orders, navigated the assertion of the defense, and established a standard that endures to today.

**The International Military Tribunal and The London Charter**

Before victory, the Allied Powers publicly expressed their intention to hold their adversaries accountable for their violations of the law of armed conflict (LOAC). World War II (WWII) atrocities such as the Holocaust, Malmedy Massacre, and many more demonstrated the propensity of opposing forces to commit evil acts against service members and civilians during armed conflict. In a remarkable departure from “what had been done after the last war,” the Allied powers agreed to hold individuals responsible by tribunals of both an international and national character. The Allied tribunals, such as the IMT at Nuremberg and the “subsequent proceedings” convened after Germany’s unconditional surrender, may forever be remembered as the “most significant tributes that Power has ever paid to Reason.”

Striving to strike a delicate balance between accountability and a fair process, the drafters of the tribunals ensured that the founding international agreement for the IMT in Nuremberg, the London Charter, addressed the defense of superior orders explicitly among the few articles of the charter. The drafters aimed to eliminate the possibility of impunity on the basis that defendants claimed to “only be following orders.” In Article 8 of the London Charter, “[t]he fact that any person acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility, but may be considered in mitigation of punishment if the Tribunal determines that justice so requires.” And as written and applied, Article 8 did just that; in fairness to the defendants, they knew before trial that any assertion of the defense of superior orders would not serve as an excuse or justification for charged acts, but could mitigate punishment.

Similar to the novelty of the international tribunal itself, the drafters of the London Charter wrote Article 8 in a manner that departed from an interloping and defense-friendly defense put forth by Lassa F.L. Oppenheim. Beginning in 1906, Oppenheim made popular the defense of superior orders as a complete defense—one that excused war crimes committed by service members pursuant to orders. The drafters of Article 8 departed from this brief development and reinstated an old standard. Under Oppenheim’s defense, belligerents would hold individuals who ordered the criminal acts responsible, rather than those who committed the acts, but this standard was not welcomed at the Nuremberg IMT.

On 20 November 1945, the Nuremberg IMT proceeded to trial without the possibility of asserting the Oppenheim defense of superior orders to excuse criminal acts. The Nuremberg IMT judges did not excuse any of the twenty-one Nuremberg defendants’ crimes based upon the defense of superior orders. The judgment at Nuremberg IMT appeared to contain a persuasive precedent of strict application of Article 8 and, therefore, only permitted evidence concerning obedience to orders as possible mitigation in sentencing. What may be more significant and offer a more profound legacy, however, are the subsequent proceedings convened under Control Council Law Number 10 and the two trials that occurred under that U.S. law.

**“Subsequent Proceedings”: The von Leeb and List Cases**

For those responsible for crimes and atrocities in WWII not tried at the Nuremberg IMT, the Allied Powers divided up the defendants based upon sectors of Allied post-war occupation. The United States pursued criminal accountability of Nazi war criminals in what has been referred to as the “subsequent proceedings,” or tribunals convened under U.S. law, tried in Nuremberg, Germany. The United States instituted the “subsequent proceedings” by U.S. directive as expressed in U.S. Control Council Law Number 10 (Law No. 10).

The drafters of Law No. 10 knew that the defense of superior orders would need to be addressed just as it was in the London Charter. That was done in Article II.4(b), which mimicked Article 8 in that, “[t]he fact that any person acted pursuant to the order . . . of a superior does not free him from responsibility for a crime, but may be considered in mitigation.” And, although the Law No. 10 drafters followed the London Charter, the outcome of the assertion and application of the defense of superior orders at the “subsequent proceedings” was different.

During a few of the twelve “subsequent proceedings,” such as United States v. Ohlendorf (The Einsatzgruppen Case), United States v. List (The Hostage Case), and United States v. von Leeb (The High Command Case), the strict Article 8 standard for defense of superior orders began to wilt. The tribunals wrestled with the defense of superior orders and the evidence presented at trial.

---
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Their judgments expressed a reluctance to ignore evidence excusing criminal acts but did so under different theories, such as duress or mens rea. In Ohlendorf, the tribunal considered the defense of superior orders coupled with the defense of duress. In List and von Leeb, the tribunal dealt with military commanders and high-ranking officers. The tribunal applied the defense in their cases more akin to a mistake of law defense, which provides us with a view to the contemporary. In von Leeb for example, the tribunal in judgment expressed:

Furthermore, a distinction must be drawn as to the nature of a criminal order itself. Orders are the basis upon which any army operates. It is basic to the discipline of an army that orders are issued to be carried out. Its discipline is built upon this principle. Without it, no army can be effective and it is certainly not incumbent upon a soldier in a subordinate position to screen the orders of superiors for questionable points of legality. Within certain limitations, he has the right to assume that the orders of his superiors and the state which he serves and which are issued to him are in conformity with international law.

The von Leeb tribunal struggled with finding guilt when a defendant did not know, nor should have known, that an order was illegal. The tribunal’s judgement in List, more clearly articulated their reservation with a strict rejection of the defense of superior orders and instead expressed:

Implicit obedience to orders of superior officers is almost indispensable to every military system. But this implies obedience to lawful orders only. If the act done pursuant to a superior’s orders be murder, the production of the order will not make it any less so. It may mitigate, but it cannot justify the crime. We are of the view, however, that if the illegality of the order was not known to the inferior, and he could not reasonably have been expected to know of its illegality, no wrongful intent necessary to the commission of a crime exists and the inferior will be protected. But the general rule is that members of the armed forces are bound to obey only the lawful orders of their commanding officers, and they cannot escape criminal liability by obeying a command which violates international law and outrages fundamental concepts of justice.

In the end, the List case further emboldened the vitality of the defense of superior orders from the complete bar envisioned in the London Charter. The defense of superior orders proved resilient to the Nuremberg IMT’s singular attempt to reject this defense outright. Instead of a complete rejection, the “subsequent proceedings” addressed the defense of superior orders, which had an impact on the LOAC. Today, leaders and service members have the opportunity to assert the defense in limited circumstances and know when the defense will not apply.

Current U.S. Application of the Defense of Superior Orders

A Service member’s obligation to obey orders remains an essential element of the U.S. military’s ability to function effectively. However, following a superior’s orders is not a get-out-of-jail-free card for an alleged LOAC violation. Because U.S. practice is to charge war crimes as offenses under the UCMJ, and obedience to superior orders remains a viable defense, it is important for JAs to understand and be able to apply the current law in an increasingly complex and legally dynamic world.

The 2019 Manual for Courts-Martial (MCM) addresses obeying military orders in several parts. Within the MCM, Articles 90, 91, and 92, UCMJ, criminalize acts of disobedience and are the most relevant to this discussion. Article 90 prohibits “willfully disobeying the lawful command of [a] superior commissioned officer.” Article 91 adds the requirement to obey warrant officers, noncommissioned officers, and petty officers. Finally, Article 92 forbids Service members from disobeying any lawful general order, regulation, or order issued by a member of the armed forces, which it is their duty to obey. These three articles provide the fundamental presumption on which the defense of superior orders depends: Service members will obey the orders issued by their superiors.

The mere existence of an order, however, does not stop the analysis or necessarily absolve the accused from criminal responsibility. The 2020 Military Judges Benchbook instructs that if a court-martial panel determines the accused is acting under an order, then the fact finder must also decide whether the accused knew the order was illegal. Therefore, defense of superior orders is a complete defense, unless: (1) the order is illegal, and (2) the accused actually knew it was illegal or a person of ordinary sense and understanding would, under the circumstances, know the order was illegal.

A court-martial panel, when determining whether the accused had actual knowledge of a patently illegal order, must take into account factors such as the accused’s age, education, training, rank, background, and experience; circumstantial evidence is sufficient to prove actual knowledge. Absent proof of knowledge, the measure becomes that of a person of ordinary sense and understanding. The UCMJ clearly contemplates that a young private likely does not have the same familiarity with the law as a senior officer. Nevertheless, the reality of current practice is that neither private nor senior officer should have difficulty identifying an illegal order.

There exists a strong inference that a superior’s order requiring the performance of a military duty is lawful, unless the order is patently illegal. United States courts have also used the term “manifestly” to describe the illegal order. The UCMJ does not define patently illegal or unlawful in the context of obeying an order, but instead provides the example of directing the commission of a crime (e.g., the torture of a detainee or the unlawful killing of a combatant incapacitated by severe wounding or capture). As a question of law, and given that the military judge makes the determination on the legality of an order, the lack of a definition is arguably appropriate.

Use of the terms “patently” and “manifestly” signals the crime must be obvious on its face. This is evidenced by the law not only permitting Service members to disobey, but actually requiring disobedience
of the order. Consider, as an example, the widely known abuse of prisoners perpetrated by U.S. Service members at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. The guards perpetrated acts such as urinating on prisoners and making them remove their clothes and forming human pyramids. If a superior orders a Service member to carry out such heinous acts, it would be immediately apparent that the order is illegal, requiring them to disobey. Identifying the illegality does not require academic prowess, but how to respond may not be so instinctive.

Training Disobedience to an Order

The U.S. military indoctrinates its members to follow orders, even when counter to their conscience, religion, or personal philosophy. This makes sense given the inherently harmful situations encountered in the profession of arms (e.g., rapelling from a helicopter or clearing a fortified building of armed enemy combatants). However, the law demands the opposite—disobedience—when the order is to commit a war crime. Current law of war training contains little, if any, discussion on how one should respond to a patently illegal order.

It seems prudent to provide Service members, especially those at the tactical level where most war crimes are ordered, the tools to respond. Judge advocates can easily accomplish this during their required classes on the rules of engagement, law of war, or detainee operations. Due to the varying speeds of war, training on this matter deserves special focus and careful articulation. The instruction might begin with asking what actions the trainee(s) will take during the following three vignettes.

Vignette #1

A lieutenant tells the Service members in his platoon, “Motorcycles should be engaged on sight.” Later the same day, while on a mounted combat patrol, the members approach three men riding on a motorcycle, none of whom appear to be armed or committing any hostile acts. The lieutenant demands over the radio, “Why aren’t you shooting?”

Vignette #2

An enemy tank column advances on a squad’s position, and the squad leader directs their squad members to seek cover in a church. As one tank passes the church, the same squad leader opens a window and yells for a squad member to grab the javelin missile system.

Vignette #3

During a combat operation, Service members capture three prisoners of war (POWs) and bind their hands with plastic cable ties. A private overhears a discussion between the squad leader and another member, where they agree to cut the ties, making it appear as if the POWs are trying to escape. Shortly thereafter, while readying his M4 carbine, the squad leader orders the private to cut the ties.

Takeaway

Throughout the vignette discussion, JAs should guide Service members through four recommended response steps.

Step 1: DECIDE. Make a determination whether the order is patently illegal.
Step 2: CLARIFY. If circumstances allow, respectfully request the superior to repeat and/or clarify the order.
Step 3: DISOBEY. If the order is patently illegal, disobey the order.
Step 4: REPORT. If the superior continues with a patently illegal order, report the incident to a higher authority.

At no point should the subordinate resort to violence against the superior. The availability of the legal defense of superior orders to a war crime largely depends on the specific jurisdiction and forum. Since U.S. Service members are ordinarily tried by courts-martial, training ought to center on the current application of the defense in the UCMJ. For a more complete understanding of the defense of superior orders, one may also study its recent application in international law and in the courts of our coalition partners.

Conclusion

Commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the IMT at Nuremberg provides the Judge Advocate General’s Corps an opportunity to reexamine a portion of history involving LOAC, a history forged in the crucible of armed conflict and the courtroom. The IMT addressed a complicated issue of significance to both commander and service member: the limitation of a superior’s orders and criminal liability of an individual service member. What resulted is a bright line rule to memorialize: Patently illegal orders overcome the presumption of obedience and must be disobeyed, or the service member risks criminal liability. This standard is reflected in current U.S. law and practice.
With a re-emphasis on preparation for large-scale combat operations, JAs must incorporate the defense of superior orders in their training and leader development on the LOAC. Additionally, due to a current absence of instruction on the subject, the inclusion of guidance on the proper response to a patently illegal order is equally integral. Service members who are confused by the law concerning obedience to orders and respond inappropriately present a risk to mission and force. Let’s learn from the past and prepare for the future. TAL

MAJs Medici and Scheel are professors in the National Security Law Department at The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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Hate the Sin, Not the Sinner’s Family
Benefits Available to Victim Family Members of Retirement-Eligible Soldiers

By Major Carling M. Dunham

Some crimes stay hidden for decades and then surface near the end of a Soldier’s career. Crimes committed at the height of a Soldier’s professional development juxtapose sharply with the level of personal ethics expected at that level of leadership. In many cases, good order and discipline demands accountability and punishment for these Soldiers and their crimes. Frequently, families are affected by the fallout for the Soldier’s crimes. What then becomes of the Soldier’s spouse and dependent children, some of whom have foregone their own personal careers and communities for the siren call of “the needs of the Army”? Fortunately, the Uniformed Services Former Spouses’ Protection Act (USFSPA) addresses the situation where a
Protection for victims of abuse under the USFSPA avoids the oft-cited conundrum of “punishing the family”

This article identifies the benefits of a military retirement and the unique stressors for military families; it also serves as an introduction to the USFSPA provision for victims of abuse of retirement-eligible Soldiers. With a current emphasis on providing legal support to victims of domestic violence, knowledge of the provision’s existence and eligibility requirements is critical for military justice practitioners to advise their commanders; for defense counsel to advise their Soldier-clients; and for legal assistance attorneys to advise their family member clients.

Protection for victims of abuse under the USFSPA avoids the oft-cited conundrum of “punishing the family” for the misconduct of the Soldier—hating the sin, but not the sinner’s family. The situation is not uncommon: A high-ranking Soldier—either enlisted or officer—commits a crime which justifies trial by court-martial. For these serious offenses, a punitive discharge is an authorized punishment. If a Service member receives a punitive discharge, he is no longer eligible to retire from the military. A punitive discharge, then, cuts off the Soldier’s eligibility to receive retired pay and other retirement benefits. The termination of eligibility occurs at the military judge’s entry of judgment following the court-martial. The USFSPA seeks to put victim family members in the position they would have been had the abuse not occurred and had Soldier been able to retire.

Military Retirement: A Unique Link Back to the Military for Both Soldiers and Family Members

The military’s retirement plan is one of the few retirement entitlements of its kind in both duration and amount, and “is one of the most important and arguably the most prized benefit of long-term military service.” In addition to receiving retirement pay, military retirees have access to the on-post commissary and exchange where they can buy groceries and other commercial items for a reduced cost. Military retirees also have access to TRICARE insurance for an annual fee that is typically much lower than the premiums for civilian insurance plans. Military retirees’ families also remain eligible for access to military bases, exchanges, commissaries, and insurance plans.

In many ways, life after military retirement retains more characteristics of the previous work life than any civilian job and subsequent retirement. This link between Soldier and retirement is deliberate: “Retirement,’ in the context of the military, is something of a misnomer—retired pay, unlike a typical pension, is not simply compensation for past services, but also ‘reduced compensation for reduced current services.’” This invisible link between retirement and the potential for recalled service also affects military families. Military spouses, then, remain tied to the military in a way that civilian spouses do not.

Stressors of Military Life

Due to the transient nature of military life, military spouses are in uniquely vulnerable positions—both financially and socially. “Indeed, military spouses may be the quintessential ‘trailing spouse,’ their situation made even more challenging because their families encounter location assignments, rather than location choices, and the result may not be conducive to employment.” Despite military spouses statistically being more educated than other civilians of working age, they are “far less likely to participate in the labor market than the general working age population, [fifty-seven] percent compared to [seventy-six] percent in 2016.” Some of this discrepancy is likely explained by the intangible aspect of potential employer hesitancy to hire military spouses who have to move frequently and, occasionally, on very short notice.

In the most recent Blue Star Families annual survey, employment is the most common concern for military spouses, even topping the concern for their Soldier’s time away from family. In addition to the strain of frequent geographic moves, deployments, and providing childcare, military spouses who are unemployed most commonly cite the demands of the Soldier’s job as a barrier to seeking employment. Of those military spouses who are employed, seventy-seven percent “experience some degree of underemployment.” Underemployed military spouses earn approximately twenty-seven percent less income than their civilian peers. Over a twenty-year military career, this disparity can result in approximately $190,000 in lost income. This amount does not account for loss of income for those spouses who are unemployed. This unemployment and underemployment results in military families struggling to make ends meet at twice the rate of civilian families.

Adding to financial insecurity, military spouses may struggle to develop roots in a community. Almost seventy percent of military families live off the installation. Forty percent of military families “do not feel a sense of belonging to their local civilian community.” A sense of connection to community develops over time, but frequent military moves often disrupt that process at each duty location. Conversely, military spouses’ identities may be wrapped up in their spouse’s service. For example, one Navy pilot’s wife recalls attending spouses’ meetings where she was “forced to wear a shirt with ‘Mrs.’ and [her] husband’s call sign on it.” Both extremes—isolation and dependence—can be common consequences of military spouse life.

Financial insecurity coupled with tenuous community ties can create an environment ripe for abuse. One of the top barriers to leaving an abusive relationship is domestic violence in the military is underreported due to myriad concerns about the spouse’s career, feelings of isolation, and financial dependence on the abuser. Adding to the problem is that...
the occurrence of violent crimes is increasing, with the trauma of service in a wartime Army at least partially to blame.

Legal assistance attorneys and military justice practitioners must be aware of the consequences associated with a military spouse reporting a domestic offense. Domestic violence and sexual violence committed by a Soldier can result in trial by court-martial. The authorized punishment for these crimes includes a punitive discharge. When a retirement-eligible Soldier is court-martialed and receives a punitive discharge, the family members doubly suffer—first from the abuse itself and then from the loss of retirement benefits after decades of following their spouse’s military service.

A specific provision within the USFSPA attempts to remedy this inequity. Generally, this provision seeks to put the victims of abuse in the same place they would have been had the abuse and subsequent punitive consequences not occurred “and the member had retired under normal circumstances.”

Eligibility and Payment under the “Victims of Abuse” Provision of USFSPA

To be eligible, a spouse must have been married to the Soldier for ten years or more, during which time the Soldier performed at least ten years of creditable service. The Soldier must be retirement-eligible. The spouse must also have been the victim of the abuse or the parent of the Soldier’s dependent child who was the victim of abuse. A dependent child is eligible for the retirement benefits if the other parent died as a result of the Soldier’s abuse.

The USFSPA governs payment to spouses and dependent children who were victims of abuse by the Soldier. There are three authorized types of payments to spouses or children from what would have been the Soldier’s retirement pay: (1) a court order to pay the spouse a fixed amount from the Soldier’s disposable retirement pay; (2) a court order to pay the spouse a percentage of the Soldier’s disposable retirement pay; and (3) a court order to pay child support to the dependent child from the Soldier’s disposable retirement pay. Enforceable civilian court orders include “final decrees of divorce, dissolution, annulment, and legal separation, and court-ordered property settlements incident to such decrees.” Any court order must
include the correct language and division of pay to be actionable by the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). 48

To receive payment, spouses must obtain a certification regarding the amount of retirement pay and then they must remain eligible. 49 First, either the issuing court or the eligible spouse may request certification from the Secretary of the Army (or designee) of the amount of monthly retired pay the Soldier would have been entitled to had the Soldier's eligibility for retirement pay not been terminated as a result of misconduct. 50 This calculation will ignore any reductions in grade or forfeitures of pay adjudged at the court-martial. 51 The certified amount will be deemed to be the disposable retired pay of the Soldier. 52 The total amount of the disposable retired pay of a Soldier payable under all court orders may not exceed fifty percent of the disposable retired pay of the Soldier. 53

Second, the spouse must remain eligible for payment. Payment under the court order will terminate if the Soldier dies, if the spouse dies, if the spouse remarries, by the terms of the court order itself, or if the court-martial sentence that terminated eligibility is set aside or mitigated to no longer include a punitive discharge. 54

In addition to a portion of retirement payment, the spouse and dependent children are eligible to receive medical and dental care, exchange and commissary privileges, and any other benefits afforded to dependents of military retirees. 55 This includes the right to the Survivor Benefit Plan. 56 Even though eligibility under the USFSPA is terminated by the Soldier's death, with concurrent eligibility under the Survivor Benefit Plan, the spouse is still put in the place they would have been absent the Soldier's misconduct. Other benefits include the right to use Space-Available transportation and to use military discounts where offered. 57

**Conclusion**

Both military justice practitioners and legal assistance attorneys must familiarize themselves with the USFSPA, particularly when the Soldier is retirement-eligible. The protections available to victims of abuse should be taken into consideration by a military justice practitioner when advising the commander or client on possible courses of action. Understanding that the USFSPA provides a safety net for victims of abuse of retirement-eligible Soldiers, the commander need not shy away from a court-martial of the Soldier when the underlying misconduct may warrant one. A defense counsel should be able to advise their Soldier-client on potential protections available to the Soldier's family members. The legal assistance attorney should competently advise abuse victims on the available protections under the USFSPA and the steps needed to establish eligibility.

The Army's leadership stated that "[p]eople are our greatest strength, our most valuable asset, and our most important weapons system." 58 Knowledge and application of the USFSPA is a way for us to implement our leadership's philosophy of taking care of people. TAL
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U.S. Army North OSJA Actions in the COVID-19 Response

By Major Isaiah M. Garfias, Captain Charles R. Eiser, & Captain David J. Bryant

The Big Picture

The Department of Defense (DoD) response to the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) is a domestic response on a scale never before seen. United States Army North (USARNORTH)—the Army Service Component Command responsible for domestic response operations, headquartered in Joint Base San Antonio-Fort Sam Houston, Texas—led the Army’s response effort to this catastrophic event. Strictly by the numbers, USARNORTH oversaw 8,208 DoD personnel operating across five Regional Task Forces and ten Regional Defense Coordinating Elements (DCE). In addition, USARNORTH employed fourteen Urban Augmentation Medical Task Forces (UAMTF). In total, there were 4,400 medical personnel on the ground treating civilians.1

The path that leads to military service providers treating civilians is a long one that is legally and administratively nuanced; and, it is uniquely juxtaposed against the immediate need to save lives and prevent human suffering. The balancing of proper authorities, potential claims for liability, and the constitutional protections of U.S. citizens are but a few of the issues that have arisen from the DoD COVID-19 response. To fully understand the DoD response during COVID-19, one must first understand the role of USARNORTH and the unique mission set of the USARNORTH Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA).
Responding to a DSCA Event

While USARNORTH’s first priority is Homeland Defense, it is also responsible for coordinating Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) for disaster or emergency response efforts. For context, it is helpful to understand how the Army responds to a “typical” domestic disaster. The situation routinely begins with a weather or news report. The usual suspect is a hurricane barreling toward the United States—think Florida or states on the Gulf of Mexico. As the situation starts to develop, the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution becomes relevant. The Tenth Amendment states that “[t]he powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States.” In the case of a domestic disaster response, we are mostly concerned with a state’s retained police powers. Because the states did not give up their police powers, it is the responsibility of the state to prepare for and respond to a natural disaster and protect the general welfare of its inhabitants. The Federal Government can, and usually does, provide support to a state in a disaster response; but, in order for the Federal Government to have the authority to take action, the state must take the lead and generally needs to request help from the Federal Government.

Following a hypothetical hurricane response example, the state of Florida gets a weather report stating that a Category 5 hurricane is heading its way. If the Governor believes the expected impacts will be severe enough, he will declare a state of emergency. The Governor marshals assets and determines whether the state needs federal assistance. If the Governor determines federal assistance is needed, the Governor will ask the President to make a Stafford Act declaration; this makes more federal resources available to the President to assist the state with their response and recovery effort. The state then starts requesting specific types of support. This request comes in the form of a document called a Request for Assistance (RFA) and is sent to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The Federal Emergency Management Agency staffs the request and then makes a determination whether, and how, the request can be fulfilled.

In many cases, the DoD is determined to not be the most appropriate federal agency to provide the requested support. In those cases, the more appropriate agency provides the support. If the capability is more appropriately provided by the DoD, as in the case of aviation assets or high water vehicles, the DoD is then asked to support. The RFA is forwarded to the Defense Coordinating Officer (DCO), a USARNORTH asset, for validation and then to either the Combatant Commander or the Secretary of Defense for approval. Once approved, the request becomes a Mission Assignment (MA). The MA is then pushed down through USNORTHCOM and USARNORTH to be prepared to receive a specific unit capable of performing the task as a Mission Assignment Task Order (MATO). United States Forces Command determines which unit is most capable of completing the MATO. Once decided, USARNORTH assumes operational control, commonly referred to as OPCON. If the sourced unit is an Air Force, Navy, or Marine Corps unit, USARNORTH assumes tactical control, commonly referred to as TACON. United States Army North coordinates the logistics, provides needed staffing, and publishes orders for the subordinate units.

In between USARNORTH and the unit is a Joint Task Force which is forward on the ground in the disaster area. This task force receives and processes all units through joint reception, staging, onward movement, and integration (JRSO&I); it also provides logistical support. The Joint Task Force judge advocate (JA) is usually the one who provides the unit a legal briefing during JRSO&I. Thereafter, the subordinate unit begins to provide the requested capability to the state and local government.

Legal Limitations

Operating solely within the domestic environment brings unique legal challenges that are not commonly presented to most OSJAs, specifically within their national security law sections. Military operations taking place within the homeland are subject to significant limitations, forcing JAs to strictly scrutinize all operations and ensure their commands conform to domestic law and policy. These limitations ensure the constitutional protections afforded to citizens of the United States are not disrupted. The legal limitations include the Standing Rules for the Use of Force (SRUF), the Posse Comitatus Act (PCA), and intelligence oversight and sensitive information policy. Each of these limitations is necessary to understand the unique legal issues USARNORTH OSJA faced during the COVID-19 response.

The SRUF applies when Title 10 Service members are operating within U.S. territory. These rules were specifically codified based on domestic and constitutional laws and provide guidance on using force domestically, presumably against civilians. Compare this to the more widely known Standing Rules of Engagement (SROE), designed to provide guidance on how to effectively engage an enemy in combat operations outside the United States. When providing training to Service members operating domestically, it is crucial for the instructing JA to distinguish between these two sets of rules.

Both sets of rules are codified in the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) 3121.01B, Standing Rules of Engagement/Standing Rules for the Use of Force for U.S. Forces. While “hostile act” and “hostile intent” guidance is present in both the SROE and the SRUF, the differences between the sets of rules are significant. For example, the SRUF does not include escalation of force criteria, colloquially known as the “5 Ss” (shout, show, shove, shoot to warn, shoot to kill). Instead, when acting under the SRUF, if a Service member faces a “hostile act” or a “hostile intent,” they must attempt de-escalation measures and exercise their inherent right of self-defense; however, they may not apply the same escalation of force principles they may have learned in their SROE instruction.

The PCA has a unique and nuanced history within the United States and is widely written about and discussed. Put simply, the PCA prohibits Title 10 Service members from conducting law enforcement functions within the homeland absent an exception. Exceptions to the PCA are rarely invoked and must come from either the Constitution or Congress.
When operating within the homeland, Title 10 Service members must receive a PCA briefing explaining their limitations and how they may respond to requests for assistance. It is vital for all DoD personnel who operate domestically to fully understand and integrate intelligence oversight and sensitive information policies into their knowledge base. Protecting Americans’ right to privacy is balanced against the DoD’s need to provide security, often by using intelligence assets to gain information about an area where Service members will be operating. The servicing JA must understand their commander’s left and right limits to ensure they can obtain as much key information as possible, while also upholding Americans’ civil and privacy rights. Walking this tightrope can prove challenging and sometimes places the bulk of the burden on the JA, especially in the domestic context.

Fiscal considerations also give rise to unique issues. The Economy Act and the Stafford Act are the statutes with fiscal considerations that are most commonly invoked during domestic operations. Both are applied under specific guidelines and are highly regulated to ensure compliance with those guidelines. The Economy Act allows one federal agency to order goods and services from other federal agencies, but every agency requesting that service or goods is required to pay for it. The Stafford Act makes it mandatory, with limited exceptions, for the servicing federal agency to be reimbursed for “incremental” costs they expended during an operational response mission, such as a hurricane or pandemic. Attorneys must ensure the correct “pot of money” is being used at all times. Maintaining fiscal responsibility can be extremely challenging in the very dynamic domestic operations environment because operations are executed on short timelines and assets and capabilities are unknown.

Providing legal support to the USARNORTH Headquarters requires a firm understanding of the authorities that allow the DoD to operate in a domestic setting. As a JA, operating domestically is a unique mission set and requires substantial expertise. This expertise balances the DoD mission with the constraints present in the SRUF, the PCA, the constitutional protections inherent to all U.S. persons, Intelligence Oversight restrictions, and unique domestic threats. The USARNORTH Headquarters does an excellent job overseeing the use of DoD forces domestically, which is enabled by its persistent attorneys integrating with the staff and taking every opportunity to educate their teammates. Currently, the USARNORTH OJSJA has a handful of elite civilian subject matter experts that have, time and time again, proven invaluable at ensuring DoD personnel operating domestically do not violate U.S. persons’ constitutional protections. These subject matter experts teach at USARNORTH and around the country on topics such as Intelligence Oversight, the PCA, the Insurrection Act, the Stafford Act, the Economy Act, Immediate Response Authority, and the SRUF, just to name a few.

COVID-19
The “typical” domestic disaster that requires a DoD response is usually concentrated in a particular area, like Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico, or even the security of the Southwest Border. The difference between the above examples and COVID-19 are twofold: 1) the expansive nature of the pandemic requires multiple command elements and 2) it is a threat that requires a unique response. Historically, USARNORTH had one task force assigned to coordinate with the state and local government; COVID-19 required five. A “typical” disaster response prompts one or a handful of states to declare a state of emergency. During COVID-19 all of the states declared a state of emergency. At the risk of belaboring the obvious to a reader that has undoubtedly been affected by the pandemic, it needs to be stated that the magnitude of the COVID-19 threat was unprecedented, and the DoD response was a testament to the adaptability, endurance, and persistence of the U.S. military.

In the case of the USARNORTH response to COVID-19, DoD assistance mostly came in the form of medical and engineering capabilities. For example, fourteen of the Army’s fifteen UAMTFs augmented the medical staffs in civilian hospitals throughout the country. The U.S. Navy’s (USN) USS Comfort and USS Mercy hospital ships treated overflow patients from civilian hospitals. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), developed and constructed hospital overflow capacity at multiple sites. The COVID-19 response presented significant logistical and coordination challenges based on the scope of required assistance and the duty to protect those individuals providing the assistance from being infected; these challenges included the adherence to social distancing policies and personal protective equipment protocols. Any DSCA response requires coordination with FEMA and local, municipal, township, and state governments. This is necessary to implement the correct capabilities under the correct authorities. In a normal DSCA response, leadership can work through logistical and capability requirements with all the interested parties in the same room, setting expectations and hashing out roles and responsibilities. The COVID-19 outbreak required a DoD response across the entire United States, with logistical support predominantly provided by a workforce adapting to a remote working environment.

The DoD response to COVID-19 was exceptional and something this Nation should view with a sense of pride. It was also beset by challenges never before faced and required DoD, USNORTHCOM, and USARNORTH to adapt quickly and effectively to ensure they were never “late to need.”

Legal coordination also presented unique challenges. During COVID-19, the USARNORTH OJSJA coordinated legal support from all five Joint Task Forces and the subordinate DCEs. Approximately ninety-one Judge Advocate General’s Corps (JAG Corps) personnel supported the COVID-19 response. This legal support was spread across the nation and required solving myriad unique legal problem sets based on 1) the nature of the task force or DCE and 2) the area in which they were operating. For example, subordinate legal advisors presented the headquarters with legal issues ranging from liability for DoD medical personnel, Privacy Act violations, and potential intelligence oversight issues, to ethics surrounding the acceptance of gifts and Reserve mobilization statute issues.
Providing support to address these issues posed many challenges that arise only in the DSCA context. It was accomplished by maintaining consistent operational communication, establishing an USARNORTH National Security Law Division (NSLD) legal synch with subordinate legal advisors, publishing a legal annex with guidance on expected legal issues, maintaining a shared inbox to field legal inquiries, and cross-leveling legal guidance and best practices on a daily basis. Some of the unique legal issues our office fielded are discussed below.

**Legal Issues Addressed**

**Medical Practice**

The rapid influx of DoD health care providers (HCPs) to temporary and makeshift medical facilities, and eventually to private and public healthcare facilities, presented a host of credentialing issues unique to these disparate local jurisdictions. Licenses, credentials, and privileges are terms of art within the medical field, each requiring a baseline understanding by the JA. A medical license is the occupational license—bestowed either by an approved professional association or agency, following testing by a medical board—that permits the HCP to legally practice medicine.\(^2\) Credentials are documents maintained by the medical facility where the HCP works. They constitute evidence of an HCP's qualifications.\(^2\)

Based on the HCP's credentials, the medical facility will give permission to the HCP to provide specific medical and other health care services to patients in the facility. This permission is called "privilege."\(^2\) Upon domestic deployment into COVID-19 hotspots, state licensing portability acts and federal disaster privilege statutes abolished requirements that DoD or civilian HCPs be credentialed or privileged in the local jurisdiction. DoD HCPs report to and are under the supervision of the Medical Treatment Facility Commander.\(^1\) The Commander validates the specific licensing or certification level necessary for each HCP.\(^1\)

Early in the MA process, and during the deployment of HCPs outside of a DoD medical treatment facility, FEMA Regions recognized the failures of the draft language within the Statements of Work\(^2\) to address credentialing, privileges, liability, patient billing, etc. In an attempt to proactively and uniformly address these shortcomings, a USARNORTH civilian legal expert drafted a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) template.\(^3\) Following discussions with a FEMA Regional Counsel, USNORTHCOM adopted the MOA as standard operating procedure and not only directed subordinate units to use the MOA template, but issued Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)-required language for future MAs. This language addressed the appropriate authority for DoD HCPs to work in local hospitals and eliminated the need for discussion of liability coverage.

**Gifts/Meals**

The well-settled prohibition against accepting gifts from a prohibited source experienced a resurgence following several requests for legal reviews concerning state medical facilities attempting to provide meals for DoD personnel. This was experienced in the state of New York, where the MA required the state to reimburse twenty-five percent to FEMA for costs.\(^4\) The argument was made that the state can provide food, but the unit must ensure personnel will not receive per diem for those meals. United States Army North opined that the Soldiers concerned are prohibited from accepting the gift of free meals from the state.\(^5\) Each meal accepted constitutes a gift or gratuity, which does not fall within any exception to accept.\(^6\) The fact that Soldiers accepting such meals would reduce their entitlements and accept a proportionate per diem rate in exchange, per provisions of the Joint Travel Regulation,\(^7\) does not change the characterization of the meal as a gift. The provision of twenty-five percent reimbursement or cost-matching arrangement, essentially a quid-pro-quo between New York and FEMA, does not change the end result for the Soldiers concerned.

Similar to the medical practice context, in late April 2020, OSD issued a memorandum to promote consistency and uniformity throughout the DoD response.\(^8\) The memorandum addressed offers of donations from private industry to the DoD in support of the COVID-19 response. The memo designated the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment as the focal point for the receipt and staffing of all offers of donation.\(^9\) While the memorandum openly stated its purpose was to handle these donations in a timely, consistent, and coordinated fashion across the department during response activities, it also served to reinforce the prohibition on accepting gifts of meals during a DSCA event.

**Mobilization of Forces**

In many overseas missions, National Guard and Reserve units deploy as part of contingency operations, but they do so in a Title 10 status and are usually mobilized under one mobilization authority.\(^10\) While operating in a domestic environment, National Guard units can operate under a Title 10, Title 32, or State Active Duty status; and, along with Reserve units, they can mobilize under a number of mobilization authorities.\(^11\) Within the JA community for the COVID-19 response, National Guard and Reserve attorneys—and paralegals advising at both USARNORTH and as FEMA Region Legal Advisors—crafted together Inactive Duty Training, Active Duty for Training, and Annual Training periods to bridge the gap prior to the issuance of mobilization orders under 10 U.S.C. § 12302.

There were many unique legal issues that arose while operating as the higher command of Reserve units under different mobilization authorities, and working alongside National Guard units in a Title 32 status. For example, National Guard forces in a Title 32 status are subject to the laws of their state, but they are not subject to the restrictions of the PCA.\(^12\) The Presidential Memorandum\(^13\) that authorized 100% reimbursement of National Guard forces limited this assistance to COVID-19 response activities authorized by sections 403 and 503 of the Stafford Act.\(^14\) Law enforcement activities are not authorized by sections 403 and 503. Therefore, to address this and allow the greatest possible latitude for National Guard forces, DoD drafted language within the corresponding MA which stated, "safety and security missions, not to include law enforcement activities, are authorized as part of this Mission Assignment."\(^15\) However, as security is widely accepted as a law enforcement activity,\(^16\) this led to considerable confusion regarding the...
potential for federal reimbursement for the National Guard securing COVID-19 testing and treatment facilities or filling in for sick prison guards.47

In addition to the movement restrictions, redeploying Service members were subject to isolation and symptom monitoring. As units approached the termination of their mobilization orders, the question arose whether these isolation periods could be added to each MA and reimbursed by FEMA as a cost inherent to the mobilization.48 Lastly, as the initial operational tempo of COVID-19 waned, some FEMA Regions inquired whether Emergency Preparedness Liaison Officers mobilized for longer durations under 10 U.S.C. § 12302 could be transitioned to other DSCA events—such as hurricane response.49

Intelligence Oversight and Sensitive Information

The use of intelligence assets and the collection of information in the course of a DSCA event and the COVID-19 response presented many unique intelligence oversight and sensitive information issues. As entire units mobilized and deployed to COVID-19 hotspots, commanders sought to employ intelligence personnel to provide situational awareness of domestic criminal activity as well as conduct contact tracing and predictive analysis. Department of Defense Law Enforcement (LE) officers may collect, maintain, and disseminate criminal intelligence (CRIMINT) when it affects or impacts the DoD against specific individuals or organizations. These individuals or organizations are reasonably suspected of being potentially involved in a definable criminal activity or enterprise affecting DoD interests.50 However, this falls outside the lawfully assigned mission of a DoD Intelligence Component (DIC) of either defense-related foreign intelligence or defense-related counterintelligence.51 Additionally, even DoD LE is prohibited from gathering CRIMINT and personally identifiable information regarding persons without a connection to DoD or a reasonable expectation of threat or direction of interest toward DoD personnel or facilities.52 To further exacerbate the issue, the 2019 DSCA Execute Order contained language that “supported

Combatant Commanders are authorized to utilize DIC capabilities and personnel for other than intelligence activities to provide damage assessment and situational awareness reporting for an event that is expected to cause significant impact and result in a declared emergency or major disaster.”53 When read broadly, and without the context of the preceding paragraph, this language gave rise to requests to use intelligence personnel to review publicly available information to analyze access to medical care, predictive analysis regarding the spread of the virus, population density, infrastructure assessments, and crime rates. Any of these activities could have quickly incurred command liability for questionable intelligence activities.54

The use of intelligence personnel aside, the assignment of DoD HCPs within public and private medical facilities created several legal issues concerning the reporting of treatment metrics—to include deaths, infections, and bed counts—where DoD elements would potentially acquire information concerning non-DoD affiliated personnel (NDAP).55 As the initial wave of the pandemic subsided and alleviated the burden upon medical facilities, public health officials refocused efforts to determine the spread of the virus, and consider potentially using existing mobilized forces to trace the contacts of infected individuals, through contact tracing. While DoD Service members would be prohibited from collecting information from NDAPs,56 the National Guard Bureau had an extremely limited opportunity to engage in contact tracing if National Guard forces were operating in a non-federalized status and detailed to the state public health department.

Conclusion

One of the greatest challenges for any headquarters is to hit the ground running when crisis arises. Guidance needs to be immediate, consistent, and adaptable to the many legal issues subordinates or staff sections might encounter. Even more burdensome to the servicing JA is the unique nature of domestic operations. As an Army, we are not accustomed to domestic operations. The command and its legal advisor find themselves with a complex, nuanced set of legal authorities and an operation that the unit has never conducted planning for or training to execute. Ensuring these Soldiers completely grasp the mission and understand their left and right limits requires an engaged and dynamic commander and legal advisor. This was provided in volume under the command of USARNORTH and its OSJA team. TAL
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Adherence to the Rule of Law in African Militaries
USAFRICOM’s Roadmap

By Sandra Franzblau & Mark “Max” Maxwell

There is a relationship between a military that abides by the rule of law and governance consistent with democratic values. New democracies most plainly illustrate this relationship. Africa best illustrates this dynamic and offers an incredible opportunity for growth toward stronger governance consistent with democratic values. For this very reason, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) recognized early in developing its newest geographic combatant command, the U.S. Africa Command (USAFRICOM), that a rule of law division was essential in working with African militaries. United States Africa Command supports good governance and democratic values by promoting military adherence to the rule of law through its Office of Legal Counsel. The Office of Legal Counsel structures security cooperation activities with African militaries using a roadmap with three interrelated lines of effort: soldier accountability; command adherence to the law; and military professionalism.

The Challenge
In 1985, very few of Africa’s fifty-four countries could be categorized as democratic in orientation. By 2015, a majority of African nations had introduced political reforms which were either democratic or in the process of becoming so. While representational government has increased, and Africa’s potential is boundless, peace and security remain elusive and even absent in many sectors of the continent. There are those who use its vast ungoverned space to train extremists, or who exploit underfunded or non-existent security forces to engage in a variety of illicit activities. All have the same result of destabilizing regions and threatening other countries at a significant cost to their citizenry. The result is that countries in Africa often must turn to those outside Africa to confront problems from within.

In the hope of finding the right prescription for achieving peace and security, African countries working alone—and with a variety of international organizations and other countries—have tried multiple strategies with varying degrees of success. Identifying the correct methodology for security assistance to work with African partners to improve the professionalism and capability of their armed forces is a strategic imperative for the United States and its allies.

There can be no lasting peace if citizens are frightened of their own military. This leads to a well-documented and never-ending cycle of insecurity and conflict. The United Nations has estimated...
that up to fifty percent of post-conflict societies slip back into violence. That statistic speaks to the relationship between the rule of law and the military, and the importance of this roadmap in securing a lasting peace.

A government's legitimacy to govern is tied directly to its ability to respect the rule of law. Logically, a military's respect for the law is integral to a government's legitimacy. It has been our experience at USAFRICOM that countries struggling to strengthen their governance often have militaries as their most developed agency. Thus, through respect for the law, militaries are essential in modeling good governance. Simply stated, peace and security are not attainable for those countries with unaccountable soldiers, rogue commanders, and unprofessional militaries.

The Roadmap: Accountability, Command Adherence to the Law, and Military Professionalism

Good governance is a tall order for any country. The competing interests of governance make this extraordinarily complex and challenging. Although complex, a country can measure its capability to govern; its capacity to do so; and its political will to govern well. Capability and capacity will vary among countries, but the most important factor in establishing good governance is a country's political will to do so. Without it, any reform is notional, at best.

If political will exists, improvements are possible through the careful identification as to what capability or capacity gaps exist—and what methods could be used to address those gaps. There are no exclusive pathways to achieving peace and security. Numerous factors play into a country's ability to establish peace and security—such as geography, natural resources, population, and its unique history. One factor directly in the hands of a country's leaders, however, is governance. One pathway to good governance is to improve militaries by applying a roadmap which lays a solid foundation to focus efforts in three key areas: soldier accountability; command adherence to the law; and overall professionalism in the military ranks.

This is an area of interest for USAFRICOM which was, in part, established to assure that relations with African countries would endure. The strategic vision was to work as partners with African countries to improve their security forces capacity with the goal that, eventually, Africa's strengthened democratic institutions could solve their own challenges. A few years after USAFRICOM was operational, President Barack Obama emphasized this point in his address at the University of Cape Town: "Now America has been involved in Africa for decades. But we are moving beyond the simple provision of assistance, foreign aid, to a new model of partnership between America and Africa—a partnership of equals that focuses on your capacity to solve problems, and your capacity to grow." This philosophy is foundational to USAFRICOM's approach.

The focus on soldier accountability, command adherence to the law, and overall military professionalism provides an analytic framework for working with willing partner militaries to improve gaps in capacity and capability. Resourcing decisions to improve each of those lines of effort can be made more competently by carefully assessing the capability, the capacity, and the political will of individual governments to address shortcomings. This ensures investments and resources are used strategically, precisely, and effectively to improve identified outcomes.

The conceptualization of a roadmap for adhering to the rule of law originated at the Office of Legal Counsel, Legal Engagements Division. This office is dedicated to working with African military partners to improve military operational adherence to the rule of law. While all U.S. Combatant Commands have legal offices, no other Command has a division that is solely focused on partner military adherence to the rule of law. The reasons for having a Legal Engagements Division in a Combatant Command focused on African security should be somewhat self-evident. Given the trajectory of democratic change in Africa, and its importance to global security, partner militaries that adhere to the rule of law—and are professional and accountable—are the militaries USAFRICOM seeks to partner with.

What is not self-evident is how we get there. Focusing on soldier accountability, command adherence to the law, and overall military professionalism is an effective means to promote overall adherence to rule of law. Historical efforts to do so can be reviewed within this framework, resulting in best practices and a clearer understanding of practical next-level engagements to facilitate improvements.

Before taking specific action, USAFRICOM must first determine which partners have the political will to effect positive change. United States Africa Command first looks to those partner countries who request security force assistance. Fundamental to that request is that the call for positive change originate with the African partner. To gauge which countries desire this, USAFRICOM relies upon the Department of State (DoS), which sets U.S. Government foreign policy to include security assistance priorities. The DoS identifies country priorities through consultation with other U.S. governmental agencies. Those experts understand the particular challenges individual countries face in establishing good governance.

United States Africa Command also works with the DoS, to include individual U.S. Embassies, and the African partner to develop individual country cooperation plans. These yearly, updated, non-binding agreements describe the type of security assistance, force, and cooperation activities each individual country desires and that the U.S. Government would support in achieving strategic military objectives within the next one to three years.

These comprehensive processes ensure our activities can achieve both short- and long-term strategic goals. Military expertise, the theater campaign plan, and the input of other U.S. Government agencies result in a robust interagency process that is nested in national security and defense policy. These processes yield many benefits, most notably collaboration and de-confliction. It is in this environment that USAFRICOM seeks to enable those countries that desire improvement to their military institutions.

The Roadmap: Accountability

The roadmap to facilitate positive change begins with soldier accountability because it is a foundational principle that the military must serve its people. This requires
military justice cases are adjudicated in
civilian courts within their Ministry of
Justice. These arrangements may be for
convenience (e.g., there are not enough
military offenders per year to justify staff-
ing and resourcing military prosecutors
and courts) or for ideological reasons (i.e.,
military subordination to the citizenry is
reinforced and the development of an elite
military culture is discouraged by sending
all criminal cases involving soldiers to
civilian courts). 29

Drawing from this base of expertise,
Legal Engagements has identified three
factors that, regardless of the legal system,
are necessary for soldier accountability to
its citizens: 1) the commitment of adequate
resources to those justice mechanisms
(capability); 2) laws that clearly articulate
offenses and the mechanisms for their
investigation and adjudication (capacity);
and 3) the political will at all levels to allow
justice to run its course.

First, countries need to have legislation
and regulations that ensure soldier—and
hence military—accountability. Drafting
legislation that creates a comprehensive
military justice system, and which amends
loopholes in the law that are antitheti-
cal to accountability, can be difficult and
time-consuming. Reaching the right balance
between military control over minor disci-
plinary infractions, and military and civilian
responses to serious criminal misconduct by
military members, is certainly difficult.

Second, there must be resources to
ensure that soldiers who engage in miscon-
duct or commit crimes are held accountable.
There must be properly trained personnel
in the systems of accountability who have
the correct resources and equipment to
do their jobs, whether magistrates, inves-
tigators, or court personnel. When the
prosecution and adjudication responsibil-
ities are carried out by civilians, military
legal advisors play a critical role in the pro-
cess. Through close relationships with their
commanders, military legal advisors become
aware of soldier misconduct, make recom-
mendations as to the appropriate level and
forum for handling the misconduct, and
when a formal criminal process is recom-
mended, liaise with the appropriate military
or civilian prosecutors’ offices. All militaries
benefit by having astute and well-trained

military legal advisors, given their multiple
roles in soldier accountability.

Third, there must be political will—
both inside and outside of the military—to
hold soldiers accountable. The political
sensitivities can be fraught when those who
possess the nation’s weapons of war are
asked to lay them down to submit to civil-
ian or even military review and censure.
Where military leadership does not support
accountability, an inflexion point is created
for civilian leadership: they must risk chal-
 lenging military authority while seeking to
establish a strong and independent justice
system. This is where only those with
strong political will have a chance at suc-
cess, and where choosing partners who are
willing to put forth the effort is imperative.

Of the three factors required to ensure
soldier accountability to its citizens, the
greatest challenge is political will. This is
because political will is essential to ensur-
ing legislation is comprehensive, and that
justice and misconduct systems are properly
resourced. While no two countries are
alike, political will is the essential predicate.
Country prioritization occurs after a com-
prehensive interagency process that assesses
all factors and determines relative political
will before allocating U.S. resources.

To identify capacity and capability gaps
in accountability, USAFRICOM engages
directly with African military legal advi-
sors and magistrates, the experts on their
own systems of accountability. The Legal
Engagements Division has determined the
best opportunity to engage with African
military legal advisors and magistrates is
the Africa Military Law Forum (AMLF).
The AMLF is the only professional forum
for military legal professionals in Africa.
This forum has the overarching goal of
promoting the rule of law through soldier
adherence to the law of armed conflict, in-
ternational human rights law, and relevant
domestic laws. 30 The Legal Engagements
Division hosts the AMLF annually with
ever-increasing numbers of African mil-
itaries sending delegates; most recently,
thirty-five African countries were repre-
sented. Most importantly, African delegates
have invested in the AMLF by electing their
own representative leadership to develop
topics of focus, to represent the interests of
four geographic areas within Africa, and to
network with each other to mentor and discuss best professional practices in advising their militaries through their moderation of chat groups.

Many delegates and current AMLF leadership represent the highest level of legal officer within their own militaries—that is, The Judge Advocate General or the equivalent. It is within this forum that the experts on African military systems of accountability can mentor one another and focus attention on improving military justice capability.

"[The] AMLF gives us a chance, for example today at our round table, to talk about the different legal systems and military justice systems," said Brigadier General Paul Dikita Ilunga, the Chief of the Legal Service of Land Forces in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.31 "We also talked specifically about challenges to each of our respective countries at the level of the armed forces and the military justice systems in those different countries. This [(the AMLF)] is really very valuable," said Ilunga.32 He also noted that:

It gives us an opportunity to sit together as legal advisors, to exchange information, to share expertise and best practices. The AMLF really helps us to reinforce our capabilities and to better understand the legal systems and services of our partner nations and other countries... being able to learn from one another helps to reinforce our capabilities. This way, we become closer and stronger. It is an extremely interesting opportunity and not only that. We get a better appreciation of the system that is provided by the United States, and we are able to see the different mechanisms that are in the works as far as support of our and neighbouring countries.33

Institutions that support soldier accountability must include the participation of legal professionals. They provide guidance to the criminal investigator or serve as the investigator, prosecute the crime, serve as defense counsel, or adjudicate the crime.

The previously described systems often have a magistrate only, which is essential when an allegation of criminality must be investigated and prosecuted; however, commanders need legal guidance from their own advisors—a job description that is different from that of magistrate. Few African militaries had this capability until recently.34

Legal advisors35 can help the commander with both military justice and the tone of command. Having access to legal expertise allows the commander to ensure command actions are, at a minimum, consistent with the rule of law. While this is crucial in military operations, access to legal advice reinforces accountability because military legal advisors can assist the commander with what is appropriate and acceptable behavior of subordinates. Holding someone accountable is necessary after laws or regulations are broken. Making a military lawyer part of the commander’s team helps inform the commander of what the law or regulations require and, in the process, could help the commander avoid making a decision that is contrary to the law or regulations.

With the counsel of a legal advisor, the commander sets a tone and establishes that prohibited behavior will not be tolerated. This creates deterrence. From the soldier’s perspective, knowing that he or she will be treated fairly creates confidence in the military justice system. This, in turn, promotes good order and discipline within the ranks and lends legitimacy to the institution.

The Legal Engagements Division, working with the International Institute for Humanitarian Law,36 reached out to African military commanders and legal advisors for their assessment of the primary challenges their commanders confront in accessing legal guidance.37 Three areas of concern were identified:

1. A dearth of legal advisors within countries after a long period of armed conflict. This resource constraint naturally influences the military’s ability to recruit and staff legal advisors.
2. Institutional and structural impediments to command access to legal advisors. This is particularly relevant within magistrates-only militaries, or where legal advisors are only found at the Headquarters.
3. Beyond constrained resources, or institutional and structural challenges, there remains a failure to use standard processes when issues of accountability arose. In particular, these African military commanders and military legal advisors identified that justice was neither swift (a slow or absent response) nor sure (an absence of doctrine mandating standard operating procedures for investigations) when allegations of misconduct or criminality arose.38

The Roadmap: Command Adherence to the Law

The roadmap goes beyond individual soldier accountability and moves into command adherence to the rule of law—a commander’s leadership responsibility. Many African military leaders recognize the importance of ethical and accountable militaries that follow the rule of law. During his keynote address, Major General (Dr.) E. Z. Mnisi, the Adjutant General of the South African National Defence Forces, stated, “A Commander’s understanding of legal concepts is imperative to combating our current challenges.”39

The Accountability Colloquium, co-hosted by USAFRICOM and a different African military each year, brings African military commanders and legal advisors together to discuss current challenges in military operations and their adherence to the rule of law.40 This annual event is a means of addressing military capability in adhering to the rule of law in operations. It is the only event that brings African military commanders and their legal advisors together in one venue. Topics discussed at the Colloquium have historically included soldier accountability, the law of armed conflict in peacekeeping operations, preventing gender-based violence in armed conflict, and command adherence to the rule of law.

Bringing African military members together to discuss challenges and potential solutions is the key to improving capability and capacity to adhere to the rule of law, as African military members are the experts at identifying both the problem set and potential solutions. Explaining the importance of African military collaboration, Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Biomdo, Legal Services, Kenya Defense Forces, stated that:
The Accountability Colloquium is a good forum, where parties share ideas on the challenges they face. They look at possible solutions that they’ve had, and they also share ideas on how to go about the different challenges that they identified. Some of the challenges that we face as a nation are almost identical to other countries, and by sharing ideas, you are able to get solutions, or at least ideas, on how to resolve the conflicts.41

Legal advisors are defined by and embrace the following overarching principles: the more complex modern armed conflict becomes, the more nuanced the application of the law; and, a country must entrust its military commanders to properly use and manage the use of force in armed conflicts. Between the complexity of modern conflict, and the potential for incorrect application of state-sanctioned force, stands the military legal advisor as the most capable staff advisor to guide the commander through this complicated terrain.

Military operations for different countries take place in a wide variety of contexts. Armed conflicts within Africa take place between countries; within the country’s own borders; or in discrete joint operations across borders in cooperation with neighboring states, where there is no state-on-state conflict. Since inception, USAFRICOM has discovered that most African military operations are designed to assist law enforcement, whether police or gendarme, with threats that are too great for law enforcement to confront alone, such as terrorism.42

The law that the commander must follow in peacetime, when militaries are assisting law enforcement, is different from the law which applies during international armed conflict.43 Most African military operations are in support of law enforcement. The ultimate goal for those military operations should be to stop the criminal activity and develop a prosecutable case.44 Those military operations should be planned with very different considerations than a military operation that takes place during an international armed conflict.

For all military operations, military commanders must first know what authority they have. When the operation is in support of law enforcement, there should be a whole-of-government process established which identifies the scope of the military’s involvement. This should include their use of force measures and the authority to detain personnel. It should be clear who would investigate and adjudicate the crime, and what the standard procedure is for the transfer of evidence from the site of criminal activity secured during the military operation to the appropriate investigative agency. Procedures should have a goal of building a prosecutable case so that justice will be served.

On the other hand, during armed conflict between countries, the goal is to secure peace by applying military force against valid military targets. At all times, and for all military operations, military lawyers are essential for providing advice. They help commanders understand their legal responsibilities and, in turn, what risks they need to mitigate. This advice could be as varied as the appropriateness of targeting an individual; the use of certain munitions; the scope of a soldier’s right of self-defense; the appropriate application for the rules of engagement; or the appropriate handling of a captured enemy belligerent.

Command access to military lawyers is a legal requirement grounded in Article 82, Additional Protocol I of the Geneva Conventions, which mandates that:

> [T]he Parties to the conflict in time of armed conflict, shall ensure that legal advisors are available, when necessary, to advise military commanders at the appropriate level on the application of the Conventions and this Protocol and on the appropriate instructions to be given to the armed forces on this subject.45

Military legal advisors must understand the military and the law. “Would you rather have a lawyer with legal knowledge but no military experience, or an uninforme...” asked Brigadier General B. Mkula, South Africa National Defense Force.46 “Because one will get you killed, and one will get you arrested.”47 Access alone to a military legal advisor does not ensure that a commander understands how to incorporate legal guidance into operations. Incorporating legal guidance into an operation requires a relationship between commander and legal advisor, one that builds upon mutual respect and trust. Brigadier General Dan Kuwali, Chief of Legal Services for the Malawi Defense Forces, explained48:

> [T]he relationship between military commanders and legal advisors: military commanders are supposed to lead their troops in the barracks as well as on the battlefields. Whereas legal advisors are supposed to guide commanders on making informed decisions so that combat operations are in accordance with the law. The commander wants to accomplish the mission efficiently. He needs to understand legal advice. In so doing they can professionally and efficiently achieve their mission.49

**The Roadmap: Military Professionalism**

The third line of effort on the roadmap is to improve overall military professionalism within the ranks. In even the most difficult situations, institutional structures that ensure soldier accountability and command adherence to the rule of law will fail if the military members are not professional.50 There must be an understanding within the ranks that there are legal, moral, and ethical restrictions on the military. Accepting those restrictions is the building block of professionalism.

Professionalism starts with trust;51 within the ranks, this means the trust among fellow soldiers and in their commander. Second is the trust soldiers hold between themselves and the citizenry they serve, thereby making soldiers public servants. Citizen trust of the military must be the core of the military’s legitimacy. Establishing this trust requires a dedication to career-long training. This transforms a soldier from a civilian to a member of the profession of arms.

What is essential and most challenging to the profession of arms is a sense of shared ethos. A lack of ethos within the military manifests itself in a variety of self-defeating behaviors: promotions that are not meritorious; insufficient basic resourcing; blatant corruption; and an
absence of the concept that military members are public servants with the unique attribute that they may lawfully use lethal force on behalf of the State.

"The challenges of professionalizing Africa's militaries are innumerable but not insurmountable." This is the thesis of Dr. Emile Ouédraogo's article, *Advancing Military Professionalism in Africa*. Dr. Ouédraogo summarizes the challenges of inculcating a professional ethos in many African militaries:

A majority of African states have to a certain extent been exposed to these values and principles through trainings in Western military academies and staff colleges. It is important, too, to note that these values are rooted in African culture. Protection of the kingdom, submission to the king, loyalty, and integrity vis-à-vis the community were core values of African ancestral warriors. It was only during the colonial and neo-colonial eras that this civil military relationship foundered and these values eroded.

The newly created African states set up armies to symbolize their nations' independence, but these militaries essentially provided security just to the new regimes. Since then, we have witnessed an ongoing struggle to recapture the historical values of military professionalism.

Professionalization is incrementally developed throughout a military career. Starting at the tactical level, a soldier is inducted into the military. Tactical training includes the basics of how to shoot a weapon, build a fighting position, and evade an enemy. Because the soldier is being entrusted to use force on behalf of the state, this training must include the law of armed conflict and international human rights law concepts. This should be provided to soldiers using vignettes. These real-world problem sets help the soldier understand the rationale behind why they should respond in a certain way in any operation, to include best practices and what is forbidden.

Military leadership must provide strategic training and military doctrine to develop competency and instill in a soldier a sense of responsibility to the country served, unity, and pride to be a soldier. Tactical training instructs soldiers on how to conduct themselves when engaging in operations. The training on doctrine is based on the rules imposed by the State. Finally, the training must culminate in military exercises that are built around real-world operations to build a ready, capable, and professional fighting force able to succeed on real battlefields.

These foundational requirements must be part of the military's doctrine, institutionalized from the highest level to the newly inducted private. This must become part of a military's culture. Without it, the military is nothing more than a cadre of individuals with lethality. Some militaries shun this type of training or provide it to their senior ranks but not their enlisted soldiers; however, there are more foot soldiers than generals, and training to be a member of the profession of arms is at least as important for the private as it is for a general.

Some militaries in Africa were formed from former militias whose allegiance is not to the nation as a whole. For a military to attain a high level of professionalism, every soldier must be inculcated with the notion that they are part of the profession of arms on behalf of the country. Training and education must emphasize that soldiers serve a unique role: on behalf of the state, they are given the unique authority to use force, and on occasion, lethal force. This license to use force, however, comes with heavy responsibilities. Training and military doctrine should expose soldiers to what it means to be part of the profession of arms.

The best way that USAFRICOM models this professionalism is through joint exercises with our African partners. United States Africa Command sponsors nine multinational military exercises on the African continent, and is the largest military exercise sponsor there. The exercises train U.S. Forces while also promoting interoperability with African partner militaries and maritime elements. Each exercise concludes with an assessment of each participating military's skills and their ability to operate consistent with applicable law. The exercises are executed by USAFRICOM's components: U.S. Army Africa, Naval Forces Africa, and Special Operations Command Africa.

Since 2016, USAFRICOM's military exercises have included rule of law objectives. Prior to 2015, no African military legal advisors would normally attend any of USAFRICOM's exercises. Since 2016, almost all exercises have at least one, and often several, partner military legal advisors in attendance—a change brought about by assigning one member of the Legal Engagements Division to support the joint exercise program and develop rule of law objectives.

The rule of law objectives require that an African military or maritime legal advisor attend the exercise and be incorporated into the trained audience. They serve in a command legal advisor capacity in the operations center or headquarters element. Prior to the commencement of the exercise, and within the operations center or headquarters, the African military or maritime legal advisor provides the legal framework applicable to the exercise to their fellow staff officers and commander. They are incorporated into the operations or headquarters staff during the exercise. A U.S. judge advocate (JA) is also assigned to the exercise. They assist their African military legal counterpart in integrating into the staffing process and mentor them as they serve as a command legal advisor. They also work collaboratively on the numerous legal problem sets faced by the exercised command.

The final rule of law objective is for the U.S. JA to 1) assess African partner units on their adherence to applicable law in the trained operations; 2) evaluate their African colleagues' ability to identify legal issues and provide accurate guidance; and 3) gauge the staff and commander's ability to incorporate legal guidance into their decisions. These short assessments are provided to the Legal Engagements Division, the command's exercise branch, and the U.S. Embassy.
country teams to facilitate future dialogue with partner militaries on addressing legal capability and capacity gaps.

For context, it is helpful to review the multinational military exercise, Shared Accord 2019, which took place in and around the Rwanda Defense Force Gabiro Training Center in Rwanda from 14-18 August 2019. The exercise is modeled after the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central African Republic—also known as MINUSCA. Peace operations-based exercises are critical because African countries are the largest troop-contributing force providers for peacekeeping operations, and the African continent has the most peacekeeping missions globally. Therefore, peace operations-based exercises like Shared Accord provide a valuable opportunity to exercise the interoperability of both U.S. and African militaries.

Approximately 1,000 military members from 26 countries, including the United States, participated in Shared Accord 2019. “It was very interesting to work with the U.S., Rwandan, and Moroccan legal advisors,” Captain Baboucarr Sanneh said. “It builds experience. We’re able to learn from one another and it prepares us for future engagements.” Lieutenant Methode Ndizeye, the Legal Staff Officer for the Rwandan Defense Forces Headquarters said, “Incorporating legal advisors into the mission-analysis aspect of the exercise was having real-world benefits . . . I have seen improvement for legal advisors within the African militaries as the militaries develop.”

There are numerous training and engagement opportunities by USAFRICOM that help African soldiers better understand their profession of arms. Training and engagements focused on the soldier’s expertise in the use of force, sense of responsibility to the country’s citizenry through following the rule of law, and sense of soldierly unity, are essential to professionalism.

Conclusion

In March 2020, U.S. Ambassador R. Clarke Cooper spoke in Nouakchott, Mauritania, at the conclusion of “Flintlock,” the largest special operations exercise on the continent. He acknowledged the incredible importance of military exercises in working toward the rule of law. With more than 1,600 service members from thirty African and Western nations attending, as well as U.S. Special Operations soldiers, Ambassador Cooper made the following remarks:

Today our forces are engaged in the defeat of violent extremism from the shores of the Red Sea to the coast of the Atlantic; together, we are combating piracy and countering illicit trafficking from the Mediterranean Sea to the Gulf of Guinea; across the Sahel, we are cementing security, and pursuing peace. . . . The United States has an unwavering and longstanding commitment to Africa. We support good governance, security, the rule of law, opportunities for economic growth, and anti-corruption efforts.

A nation whose soldiers are accountable, whose commanders adhere to the rule of law, and who has a professional military, promotes security and peace. Following this roadmap can more effectively help willing partner nations build militaries that garner the trust and confidence of their citizens. If the past thirty years’ trajectory of increasing truly representative governance continues, the future could see hard-won gains. Those gains, however, will only be possible with soldiers who are accountable, whose commanders follow the law through reliance on their legal advisors, and whose ranks exemplify a profession of arms. Along the way, USAFRICOM will be there to help, assist, and mentor those countries who desire such a military—a military grounded in the rule of law. TAL
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The question of what constitutes a lesser-included offense [in the military justice system] . . . is a Hydra.1

The complicated history of determining lesser included offenses (LIOs) under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) gained a new chapter with the Military Justice Act of 2016 (MJA 2016). While MJA 2016 simplified and clarified certain areas of military justice, it has only muddied the waters regarding LIO identification. Prior to MJA 2016, determining the LIO of a given punitive article under the UCMJ required performing a strict elements test from United States v. Jones; this test often proved challenging to counsel and judges alike.2 Confusion over LIOs was particularly common when it came to the relationships between the various rape and sex offenses, and determining which LIOs they implicated.3

In an attempt to simplify LIO analysis, MJA 2016 has instead released a kraken of confusion. The Military Justice Act of 2016 sought to combine (1) the certainty of the elements test with (2) the convenience of looking to a list of offenses in the Manual for Courts-Martial (MCM).4 The Military Justice Act of 2016 did the first part by codifying the judicially-created elements test in Article 79(b)(1), UCMJ.5 It accomplished the second part by allowing the President to designate offenses that are “reasonably included in the greater offense” in Article 79(b)(2).6 The President did so by listing such offenses in Appendix 12A, effective 1 January 2019.7 However, when the President designated offenses that contained elements not present in the greater offense as LIOs, the current understanding of LIOs was turned on its head.8

Instead of acquiring a simpler process for LIO determinations, practitioners now find themselves in uncharted, and potentially dangerous, territory. Failure to correctly identify proper LIOs can lead to Constitutionally-improper notice, legally incorrect instructions, confusion of members, or other issues on appeal.9 Depending on when the issue is identified, the remedy may be as drastic as dismissal of charges.10

To avoid these pitfalls and provide proper notice to military accused, practitioners must develop a new method for analyzing the relationships between offenses and identifying those raised by the preferred charges, a task previously in the hands of the strict elements test.11 Filling this gap requires the development and application of a new method for determining LIOs, which this article refers to as the “Lego Test.”12
The proposed Lego Test identifies (1) the elements contained in an offense; (2) the elements raised by any enumerated LIOs in Appendix 12A; and (3) the offenses that can be formed by this collection of elements. Put differently, practitioners identify “building blocks”—or elements—from the charged offense(s) and the LIOs contained in Appendix 12A, then combine them to “build” offenses of which the accused may be convicted. Accordingly, under the new version of Article 79, an accused will now be on notice to defend against all of (1) the preferred charges, (2) those enumerated in Appendix 12A, and (3) those “built” via the Lego Test.

This article first traces the history of LIO analysis, focusing on the importance of the due process requirement of proper notice. This history will start with the first adoption of an elements test in 1993, through the military’s attempts to conform the elements test to the UCMJ, and ultimately the return of the strict elements test in 2010. That framework must be understood to ensure that the Lego Test is in compliance because the notice requirement will, likely, endure post-MJA 2016. Second, this article analyzes the changes brought by MJA 2016 and the new Appendix 12A, and what those changes mean for the primacy of the elements test in determining what constitutes an LIO. Third, the Lego Test is introduced and explained in order to provide practitioners with a method for identifying LIOs under MJA 2016. Finally, the Lego Test will be used with the new Article 120(b)(2)(A) to demonstrate the significant practical implications of these recent changes and how, under MJA 2016, an accused is potentially on notice of a whole host of previously-unimagined offenses.

**A History of LIO Analysis Under the UCMJ**

When addressing and analyzing LIOs under the UCMJ, military appellate courts have been primarily concerned with one issue: whether the accused was properly placed on notice that they must defend against such a charge. This requirement found its roots in notions of due process—that an accused should only be required to defend against what is on a charge sheet or indictment. While notice may appear to be a relatively straightforward concept, the method by which military appellate courts have determined whether that notice has been provided was continually developing.

**The First Elements Test**

Prior to 2019, Article 79’s text only required that “an accused may be found guilty of an offense necessarily included in the offense charged or of an attempt to commit either the offense charged or an offense necessarily included therein.” Such a broad definition meant courts had a great deal of latitude to determine what offenses were “necessarily included” in the greater offense.

The first elements test came from the Supreme Court’s 1989 decision in *Schmuck v. United States*, which established an elements test for determining federal LIOs. Prior to *Schmuck*, military courts had applied a loose test that granted broad discretion to military judges in determining LIOs. Under this test, military judges could instruct LIOs when the “offenses [were] substantially the same kind,” even when the offenses contained different elements. This reading of Article 79 placed significant responsibility in the hands of military judges, at both the trial and appellate levels, to determine what exactly was “fairly embraced” by the charged offenses. In retrospect, it is easy to recognize how such variability could run afoul of the due process requirement of notice. Despite these potential issues, the impetus for change did not come from within the military appellate system. Instead, it came from the U.S. Supreme Court.

With *Schmuck*, the Supreme Court adopted an “elements test” to determine LIOs for federal criminal offenses. The Court hoped to reduce confusion and provide some certainty on what instructions would be appropriate in a given case. The Court was concerned that the inherent relationship approach—in use at the time—allowed for “questions of degree and judgment,” increasing the variability of results; this ran afoul of the “certainty and predictability” sought in criminal procedure. Notably, when addressing the constitutional requirement of notice under such an approach, the Court expressed concern that LIOs would not be identified until after all the evidence had been introduced at trial. Given the similarities between the federal rule and Article 79, it is unsurprising that military courts took notice of the Court’s decision in *Schmuck*.

With *United States v. Teters*, the Court of Military Appeals *de facto* established *Schmuck’s* elements test as the standard for determining LIOs under the UCMJ. The military followed the Supreme Court’s lead and explicitly did away with the “fairly embraced” test. While this decision may have provided a working test for enumerated punitive articles, the *Teters* test still had to grapple with the peculiarities of the military justice system, particularly the General Article.

**The Elements Test Meets the Military Justice System**

Over the next seventeen years, military courts sought to carve out exceptions to the elements test in order to accommodate some of the unique features of the military justice system. Throughout these cases, the military justice system, and its practitioners, tried to wriggle away from an elements test that would have resulted in significant changes to its practice. For example, in *United States v. Foster*, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF) held that all enumerated punitive articles in the UCMJ contained an implicit element—that the conduct was prejudicial to good order and discipline or of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces—in order to allow offenses under the General Article to be an LIO of enumerated offenses. Without this implicit element, the elements test would have prevented an Article 134 offense from ever being an LIO of an enumerated offense, even if they were listed as such in the MCM.

This time period also saw CAAF read the requirements for proper notice rather broadly, providing some flexibility to military practitioners. The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces held that notice was provided not just through the required elements of the statute, but also through those alleged in the specification. This was known as the “pleadings-elements approach” to LIO determinations. Notably, in expanding the definition of notice, CAAF looked beyond the statutory language—to the presidentially-provided explanation.
to Article 79—a practice that later CAAF decisions would back away from.34

**Notice Moves the Military Back Toward the Strict Elements Test**

The late-2000s saw CAAF—and military jurisprudence—move toward a stricter interpretation of the elements test, while continuing to rely on the importance of proper notice for determining the validity of LIOs. For example, in addressing whether a violation of Article 134(2) (service discrediting conduct) was an LIO of Article 134(3) (non-capital offenses), the court looked to whether the accused was on notice that by pleading guilty to the incorporated offense under Article 134(3), he was also admitting guilt to Article 134(2).35

The next year, in **United States v. Miller**, CAAF held that a Court of Criminal Appeals could not substitute a finding of guilty to a “simple disorder” under Article 134 for a finding of guilty to an enumerated punitive offense, following a finding of factual insufficiency to the enumerated offense.36 Relying on the importance of fair notice and the due process requirements of the Fifth Amendment, the **Miller** case overruled **Foster** and held that an Article 134 offense is not *per se* included in all of the enumerated punitive articles.37 However, this holding did not address other LIO issues relating to Article 134.38

**United States v. Jones and the Return of the Strict Elements Test**

The LIO odyssey finally arrived back at a strict elements test with CAAF’s 2010 decision in **United States v. Jones**, which held that a strict elements test was the only manner that would ensure that an accused is provided proper notice.39 In **Jones**, the military judge sua sponte gave instructions for indecent acts under Article 134 and as an LIO of rape under Article 120—even though they possessed no common elements.40 Following deliberations, the accused was convicted of the LIO of committing an indecent act.41 Telegraphing its answer, CAAF framed the issue as:

[W]hether an offense is “necessarily included” in, a subset of, or an LIO of a charged “greater” offense when it has no elements in common with the elements of the charged offense but is nonetheless either listed as an LIO in the MCM or has been held by this Court to be an LIO on some other ground.42

In answering the presented issue, CAAF notably began its analysis by framing the issue as one “implicat[ing] constitutional due process imperatives of notice” and the authority to designate LIOs, two issues at the center of the new Article 79.43 The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces opined that proper notice is provided when an LIO is a subset of the greater offense “in every instance,” and not dependent on case-specific facts—a repudiation of the pleadings-elements approach.44 The court noted that decisions, such as **Foster**, in drifting away from the elements test of **Teters**, ran afoul of its recent focus on “the significance of notice and elements in determining whether an offense is a subset (and thus an LIO) of the greater offense.”45

In addition, CAAF affirmed that the authority to designate LIOs rested solely with Congress, and not the President.46 This issue was raised because the government argued that the MCM’s explanation sections, which provided lists of LIOs, were sufficient to provide due process notice of possible LIOs the accused may face.47 The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces found, however, that the designation of criminal offenses under the UCMJ is a power of Congress—not the President.48 Accordingly, the determination of LIOs should be based on the Congressionally-created elements.49

The **Jones** majority was careful to distinguish this limit on executive power from the authorities specifically delegated to the President under the UCMJ. For example, while persuasive to courts, the President’s listing of ways that Article 134 can be violated was “not defining offenses but merely indicating various circumstances in which the elements of Article 134, UCMJ, could be met;” and, therefore, distinct from the issue at hand.50 The court went on to contrast Articles 36 and 56, which authorize the President to prescribe certain rules and maximum punishments, with Article 79; which, at the time, delegated no authority to the President to determine LIOs.51 In doing so, CAAF left open the possibility that—in the future—Congress could delegate such authority to the President.52

After **Jones**, and until 1 January 2019, the determination of LIOs was based on a strict elements test, with reference to those elements prescribed by statute. When performing such a test, one compares the elements of each offense. If all of the elements of offense X are also elements of offense Y, then X is an LIO of Y. Offense Y is called the greater offense because it contains all of the elements of offense X along with one or more additional elements.53

With a refined LIO landscape, it was then up to practitioners to perform, and—in some cases—stumble over the elements test.

**The Importance of Notice and the Way Ahead**

In the post-**Jones** world, CAAF continued to focus on the importance of due process and notice when examining pleadings, even when not specifically addressing LIOs.54 While the strict elements test may be a relatively new approach, the focus on due process and notice has been of consistent concern. Under the strict elements test, the necessary notice was provided through examination of the elements of the offense(s) on the charge sheet. However, in an **MJA-2016** world, such due process notice can now originate from a second source.

**Military Justice Act of 2016**

The Military Justice Act of 2016 arguably represents the most significant changes to the UCMJ in the past half-century.55 Included within those changes is a complete reworking of the processes for determining LIOs under the UCMJ. Unlike many of the developments that LIO determinations have seen in the past forty years, these changes are statutory, rather than judicially-inspired.

**The New Article 79 and Delegation to the Executive**

Article 79 was dramatically amended by **MJA 2016** to provide the Executive the authority to designate LIOs.56 Whereas the pre-2019 version of Article 79 provided one basis for identifying LIOs, the new Article
79 keeps the “necessarily included” language,\textsuperscript{57} while also specifically authorizing the President to designate offenses “reasonably included” in the greater offense.\textsuperscript{58} The President designates LIOs through executive order and lists those offenses in Appendix 12A of the \textit{MCM}.\textsuperscript{59} It appears that the drafters took note of the discussion in \textit{Jones} regarding Congress’s authority to delegate this authority to the Executive, and did so.\textsuperscript{60} With the signing of Executive Order 13825, the President exercised that authority and designated a host of specified LIOs of which an accused is now on notice to defend against.\textsuperscript{61}

Based on both a plain reading of the statute, and its accompanying explanation, it would appear that determining \textit{all of} an offense’s LIOs would require both performing a strict elements test \textit{and} looking to Appendix 12A.\textsuperscript{62} This, however, raises the question of what happens if an LIO in Appendix 12A contains an element not present in the greater offense. Answering that question requires a closer examination of the new Appendix 12A.

\textbf{Appendix 12A LIOs that Violate the Elements Test}

Examination of the new Appendix 12A reveals that the President has, in fact, designated as LIOs offenses which would not satisfy the strict elements test. Specifically, a number of the Article 120 violations for rape and sexual assault have LIOs listed in Appendix 12A that contain an element not present in the greater offense: a lack of consent.\textsuperscript{63} The presence of a lack of consent as an element in some, but not all, Article 120 offenses has long been a source of confusion for both counsel and judges.\textsuperscript{64}

The new Appendix 12A lists a number of LIOs that run directly counter to CAAF’s holding in \textit{United States v. Riggins}, and would not be LIOs under the strict elements test.\textsuperscript{65} For starters, Appendix 12A lists Article 128—assault with intent to commit rape—as an LIO of all rape offenses under Article 120, and assault with intent to commit sexual assault as an LIO of all sexual assault offenses.\textsuperscript{66} Assault with intent to commit a specified crime contains two elements: (1) that the accused assaulted a certain person, and (2) that at the time of the assault, the accused intended to commit the specified crime.\textsuperscript{67} An assault is defined as “an unlawful attempt or offer, made with force or violence, to do bodily harm to another, whether or not the attempt or offer is consummated. It must be done without legal justification or excuse and without the lawful consent of the person affected.”\textsuperscript{68} Accordingly, a lack of consent is an element of assault with intent to commit rape or sexual assault. Given that it is listed as an LIO for all rape and sexual assault offenses, and many of those
do not require proof of a lack of consent, it would not be an LIO under the strict elements test of Jones.69

Furthermore, simple assault under Article 128 is listed as an LIO of rape by force causing or likely to cause death or grievous bodily harm.70 Under the statutory definitions, a person cannot legally consent to force causing or likely to cause death or grievous bodily harm.71 As in Riggins, if charging this theory of rape, the government would not have to prove a lack of consent; they only have to prove that the described force was used, even if that force would have resulted in a legal inability to consent.72 Therefore, lack of consent is not an element of this subsection of rape. However, its listed LIO—simple assault—has a lack of consent as one of its elements, and would not be an LIO under Jones.73

Now that an accused charged with any rape or sexual assault offense is on notice via Appendix 12A that an assault may be an LIO of the charged offense, are they on notice that the government may prove a lack of consent? Does that mean that the accused is now entitled to argue the affirmative defense of consent or mistake of fact as to consent? Now that an accused is on notice of a lack of consent, what other offenses will they have to defend against? While the Analysis section for Article 79 contemplates the President's authority to designate LIOs that would not strictly satisfy the elements test, it does not address any of the attendant issues with having an LIO contain elements not included in the greater offense.74

Enter the Lego Test
The Military Justice Act 2016’s amendment to Article 79, and the publishing of Appendix 12A, has ended the reign of the strict elements test over the LIO universe. While Jones’s reasoning and logic still apply to identifying LIOs under Article 79(b) (1), they are no longer the final authority for determining all LIOs. To adapt to the new LIO world in which the military justice system now finds itself, a new test is needed. The Lego Test satisfies that need by adhering to the principle well-established by case law—the use of elements ensures that proper notice is provided to an accused. The Lego Test differs from the strict elements test in that those elements come from the charged offense, as well as those listed in Appendix 12A.

The Lego Test is a three-step process that involves identifying elements, or “building blocks,” and then using those “blocks” to “build” offenses, of which the accused is now on notice to defend against.

Illustrative Example: Sexual Assault and the Lego Test
To illustrate how the Lego Test may play out at trial, it is helpful to use an actual punitive article. Given that it has been at the center of many an LIO issue, Article 120 and its various subsections will serve as an apt demonstrative aid.80

For this example, an accused is charged with committing a sexual assault by threatening or placing the victim in fear.81 Performing the Lego Test, the first step is to examine the elements of the charged offense.82 The first element is the sexual act alleged.83 The second is issuing the threat that places the victim in fear.84

The next step of the Lego Test involves identifying any listed LIOs in Appendix 12A and breaking them into their elements. Article 128, assault with the intent to commit sexual assault, is listed as an LIO of all sexual assault violations.85 Assault with intent to commit a specified crime has two elements. The first is that the accused assaulted the victim; the second is that when the accused did so, he intended to commit a sexual assault.86 As the first element—committing an assault—is an offense comprised of multiple elements, it too must be broken down. Depending on the facts at issue, an assault can be charged a number of ways.87 One of the elements of assault, regardless of how it is charged, is that it
Illustrative Example: Sexual Assault and the Lego Test

Charged Offense: Sexual Assault via Threat/Fear – Article 120(b)(1)(A) (2019) elements:
- Sexual Act
- Threat/Fear

Appendix 12A LIO: Assault with Intent to Commit Sexual Assault – Article 128(c) elements:
- Assaulted the victim
- With the intent to commit Sexual Assault

Assault elements:
- Without consent
- Attempted or offered bodily harm
- Unlawfully
- Done with force or violence

Built Offense: Sexual Assault Without Consent – Article 120(b)(2)(A) (2019)
- Sexual Act
- Without consent

was committed without the consent of the victim. Therefore, in the current example, this Article 128 offense adds a number of elements: (1) that the act occurred without the consent of the victim; (2) that the accused attempted to do, or offered to do, bodily harm to a certain person; (3) that the attempt or offer was done unlawfully; and (4) that the attempt or offer was done with force or violence.

Having identified the building blocks, the final step of the Lego Test involves identifying those offenses of which the accused has been provided proper notice to defend against. An offense that is now an LIO under the Lego Test, but would not have been under the strict elements test, is a sexual assault committed without the consent of the victim. This sexual assault contains two elements: (1) that the accused committed a sexual act upon the victim; and (2) that the act was done without the consent of the victim. The first element comes from the charged offense and the second element is one of the elements of the listed LIO in Appendix 12A. Notably, this offense would not be an LIO under the strict elements test, as a lack of consent is not raised by placing someone in fear.

Should a trial counsel or a military judge propose an instruction for sexual assault without consent, an astute defense counsel may argue that it is not a proper LIO because it does not fit neatly into either Article 79(b)(1) or Article 79(b)(2). They would argue that (1) it is not an LIO under the strict elements test, and therefore not “necessarily included in the offense charged” and (2) it is not listed in Appendix 12A, therefore no further discussion or analysis is necessary. While some military judges may accept this argument, and therefore end the discussion, some may not. These judges may instead look to decades of precedent focused on the importance of notice and ask whether the accused was on notice that they would have to defend against these elements, and therefore this offense. A defense counsel would be hard-pressed to explain how they were not aware that a lack of consent may be an issue, given that an offense containing that element is listed in Appendix 12A. If it came down to a rigid reading of the new Article 79, against decades of precedent focused on the due process requirement of notice, history would seem to be on the side of notice. Given the recent statutory change, and the corresponding uncertainty as to how courts will interpret these changes, defense counsel do their client a disservice by ignoring potential offenses raised by the Lego Test, as well as the associated defenses they may unlock.

Practical Implications

Responsibility for performing this test will fall on the shoulders of all practitioners but, as they must ultimately determine what to instruct as an LIO, military judges will bear the brunt of these decisions. This responsibility is significant, as incorrect LIO determinations can have drastic consequences, including the dismissal of charges. As it will likely take time for cases tried under the new Article 79 to work their way through the appellate process, military judges will function without the specific guidance of appellate decisions for the immediate future. However, as discussed supra in “A History of LIO Analysis Under the UCMJ,” a military judge focusing on whether an accused was fairly on notice that they must defend against a certain charge, and its elements, will be adhering to decades of precedent and judicial guidance.

Counsel for both parties will also continue to play active roles in the manner in which LIOs are determined and litigated. While military judges should instruct on
LIOs properly identified by the Lego Test, trial counsel can always consider charging in the alternative, as that will also provide proper notice to the accused.103 Across the aisle, a diligent defense counsel will either ask for a preliminary ruling as to what LIOs are potentially available, or be prepared to defend against any offense raised by the Lego Test. Neither party will be viewed kindly if they continue to operate with a pre-2019 mindset when it comes to LIO identification.

Conclusion
The 2019 version of Article 79 created a new LIO landscape for military justice practitioners. With Congress explicitly delegating the authority to designate LIOs to the Executive, the strict elements test of Jones is no longer controlling for LIO determinations. While that test is no longer controlling, its elements-based analysis lives on, now in the Lego Test. Offenses—both on the charge sheet and identified in Appendix 12A—must be broken down to their basic elements to determine what offenses are actually available for instruction as LIOs. In doing so, practitioners will be following the test of the amended Article 79 and, most importantly, will be adhering to decades of precedent protecting an accused’s due process right to proper notice.

The Lego Test will accomplish what the strict elements test used to—it will provide a relatively easy method by which practitioners can ascertain which offenses may be instructed as LIOs.104 It is also, by its nature, adaptable to future changes. Should the President list additional offenses in Appendix 12A, the same methodology would still apply to properly identify LIOs.

The Military Justice Act of 2016 dramatically changed many aspects of military justice practice, including how to determine LIOs. However, these changes do not mean that practitioners should abandon principles that have guided military justice practice pre-MJA 2016. Notice will continue to be the guiding force in identifying LIOs, and applying the Lego Test will ensure an accused’s right to that proper notice will remain protected.

Maj Lewis is the Senior Defense Counsel for the Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center in Twentynine Palms, California.
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37. Id. at 388–89.
38. Such issues included “whether a lesser included offense that includes elements not included in the greater offense may be affirmed in other circumstances, i.e., where the lesser included offense is listed in the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States or where the lesser included offense is not objected to at trial and is instructed upon by the military judge.” United States v. McCracken, 67 M.J. 467, 468 n.2 (C.A.A.F. 2009).
40. Id. at 466–67.
41. Id. at 468. This was common practice at the time, as CAAF pointed out that the MCM listed Indecent Act as an LIO of Indecent Assault, and Indecent Assault as an LIO of Rape and that Indecent Acts had been previously held to be an LIO of Rape. Id. at 467 (citing Manual for Courts-Martial, United States pt. IV, ¶¶ 45.d(1)(c), 63.d(2) (2005); United States v. Schoolfield, 40 M.J. 132 (C.M.A. 1994)).
The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces held that Article 120 offenses committed via fear did not affirmatively require the government to prove a lack of consent, then an offense that requires that element, such as assault consummated by battery, is not an LIO under the strict elements test. Riggins, 75 M.J. at 81–84. Put differently, a lack of consent is not an implied element of a sexual assault, or abusive sexual contact, by placing the victim in fear. United States v. Oliver, 76 M.J. 271, 274 (C.A.A.F. 2017) (citing Riggins, 75 M.J. 78 at 83–84).

The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces’ focus on the importance of pleadings providing the necessary notice of the elements to be defended against was at the center of United States v. Foster in which the court held that Article 134 offenses must “expressly or by necessary implication” allege the terminal element. United States v. Foster, 70 M.J. 225, 226 (C.A.A.F. 2011).

Military judges have a sua sponte duty to instruct on LIOs “reasonably raised by the evidence.” 2019 MCM, supra note 59, pt. IV, ¶ 3.b.(4). This does not require a significant amount of evidence—only “some evidence to which the court members may attach credit if they so desire.” United States v. Davis, 53 M.J. 202, 205 (C.A.A.F. 2000).

The instruction of certain LIOs will make innocence for Article 128, but not for Article 120. Therefore, the instruction of certain LIOs will make previously-inadmissible evidence both relevant and admissible. 2019 MCM, supra note 59, Mil. R. Evid. 404(a)(2)(A).

This strategy requires some cleanup, should the accused be convicted of both offenses. Assuming they are reasonably raised by the evidence. See discussion supra note 94.
CPT Justin Kman presents SFC William Voelcker (pictured center) with the class gift from AIT Class 018-20. The students demonstrated the skills they acquired at AIT by presenting their instructor with an Article 15, charging him with, among other things, providing exceptional leadership. CPT Kman found him guilty of all specifications. (Credit: SSG Kathryn Altier)
Combining Traditional and Progressive Jus ad Bellum Threat Evaluations in Response to Autonomous Weapon Systems

By Major Gregory L. Collins

As was true in previous armed conflicts, this new technology raises profound questions—about who is targeted, and why; about civilian casualties, and the risk of creating new enemies; about the legality of such strikes under U.S. and international law; about accountability and morality.

A cloud of tension hovers over the Combatant Command operations center. Two adjacent States are quickly destabilizing after a recent natural disaster. One State is an ally of the United States, while the other State is a competitor. The operations center team waits for an international armed conflict to erupt. The influx of third-party agencies and nongovernmental organizations assisting with the natural disaster recovery further complicates the confusion on the ground, in the air, and at sea.

The competitor State uses this chaos as cover to achieve its objectives in the region. Amidst the disorder, the operations center team must parse out lawful military objectives within the swarm of State assets, nongovernmental organization platforms, and civilian objects. A targeting working group determines criteria for how the Combatant Commander should evaluate the numerous civilian and military autonomous systems flying, driving, cruising, and hovering throughout the region. There is no playbook for evaluating autonomous systems in volatile and uncertain environments.

So, the targeting working group must combine traditional targeting criteria with a healthy dose of imagination, understanding of the intent behind international law, and focus on the mission.

Numerous hypothetical scenarios demonstrate why States should combine traditional and progressive jus ad bellum evaluations of autonomous weapon systems (AWS) to evaluate threats posed by cutting-edge technologies. Autonomous weapon systems capabilities disrupt the traditional evaluations of State coercive acts under jus ad bellum. Now, States may employ AWS to conduct coercive acts that do not justify a use of force response under traditional jus ad bellum evaluations.
The rapid expansion of AWS technology will continue to outpace law and policy. Updating the framework of *jus ad bellum* analysis will allow attorneys and policy makers more flexibility in advising commanders on appropriate responses to AWS. In providing this proposed framework, the article first summarizes the traditional *jus ad bellum* principles. The principle of necessity receives deeper analysis because its dimension of imminence is a key factor for the proposed framework. After achieving a common understanding, the article then defines levels of autonomy and outlines the impact of autonomy on traditional notions of *jus ad bellum*. Next, the article proposes a framework for evaluating threats posed by AWS and criteria to determine whether AWS actions justify a use of force response. Finally, three vignettes illustrate the complexity and nuances surrounding possible employment of AWS by applying the proposed framework. This article concludes that adopting this proposed framework is the best way for the law to stay in front of AWS, even as it advances at breakneck speed.

**Jus ad Bellum**

The first step in providing a new framework for evaluating AWS actions is to review the most important traditional principles of *jus ad bellum*. *Jus ad bellum* defines when States may resort to armed force. The Department of Defense (DoD) Law of War Manual describes *jus ad bellum* principles to include: "a competent authority to order the war for a public purpose; a just cause; the means must be proportionate to the just cause; all peaceful alternatives must have been exhausted; and a right intention on the part of the just belligerent." In the aftermath of World War II, the international community collectively created the United Nations (U.N.) in an attempt to regulate State action. Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter prohibits States from "the threat or use of force" against other States. Despite the Article 2(4) prohibition, Article 51 of the U.N. Charter also authorizes the "inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs." Unfortunately, since the ratification of the U.N. Charter, this Article 51 exception has often swallowed the Article 2(4) prohibition.

Therefore, outside of the U.N. Charter, the customary right of self-defense may also determine what coercive State actions justify a use of force response under *jus ad bellum*. In practice, each State action requires a fact-specific evaluation of factors to determine whether a coercive act amounts to a "use of force." And, in circumstances when a use of force has not yet occurred, then there is also "little evidence of any current agreed-upon standards" for explaining the concept of imminence. Therefore, for judge advocates advising commanders in dynamic environments, the most important *jus ad bellum* principle for evaluating coercive acts is necessity because "imminence has emerged as 'the most problematic variable' of anticipatory self-defense." The principle of necessity "dictates that a state may not use force unless it is left with no other viable options." If an armed attack occurs, Article 51 of the U.N. Charter authorizes a State to exercise its inherent right of self-defense. Therefore, when evaluating the coercive acts of a State that do not yet amount to an armed attack, imminence plays an important role in determining the necessity of a response.

**Determining Imminence**

The concept of imminence is a key component of evaluating the necessity of a State’s response. In the 1837 *Caroline* case, then-U.S. Secretary of State Daniel Webster described the first commonly accepted *jus ad bellum* criteria to permit "certain forcible pre-attack responses" to an imminent threat. Secretary Webster’s letters argued that a State "need not sit idly by as the enemy prepares to attack; instead, a state may defend itself once attack is imminent." However, the *Caroline* case did not create a precise evaluative framework for States to determine whether an imminent threat justified a use of force response for two reasons. First, each coercive State act must undergo a fact-specific evaluation of whether it amounts to an "imminent threat." Second, each State individually interprets what type of threat it believes amounts to "instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation." One of the challenges for any *jus ad bellum* analysis is that there is "no single adjudicator ex post." Certainly, the vast majority of the international community considers specific types of coercive acts to justify a use of force response. However, such a justified use of force response often depends on whether the coercive act amounted to a "use of force" or an "armed attack." So, the concepts of "use of force" and "armed attack" within *jus ad bellum* must be distinguished to understand the challenges posed in evaluating AWS actions.
Distinguishing “Use of Force” and “Armed Attack”

The inherent right of self-defense relies on an evaluation of whether a State action amounts to an “armed attack” or a “use of force.” Generally, an armed attack is the “physical or kinetic force applied by conventional weaponry.” However, international law does not simply define an “armed attack.” Instead, within the exception of Article 51’s inherent right of self-defense, States have independently determined different thresholds for considering a coercive act to be what it considers an “armed attack.” Attempts to distinguish a “use of force” from an “armed attack” requires a subjective evaluation of the coercive acts. The more similar the use of force is to an armed attack, the more likely it is that a use-of-force response to that original coercive act will be lawful.

Does jus ad bellum change when States employ AWS? Before attempting to address that question, it is important to review some basic concepts of autonomy and appreciate the spectrum of possible AWS.

Autonomous Weapon Systems

Autonomous systems may be categorized based on their level of autonomy. To facilitate conceptualizing the vantages and framework proposed later in the article, the following subsections present the three most common sources for definitions of “autonomy.”

Debating the Definition of Autonomy

The military, academia, and nongovernmental organizations are shaping the ongoing debate over the definition of “autonomy” as applied to AWS. First, DoD Directive (DoDD) 3000.09, Autonomy in Weapon Systems, defines autonomy as a weapon system that, “once activated, can select and engage targets without further intervention by a human operator.”

The second, and arguably the most commonly referenced, description for autonomy relates the system’s level of automation to the decision-making cycle or the “observe, orient, decide, act (OODA) Loop.” When relating to the OODA Loop, semi-autonomous weapon systems are “human in the loop” systems because a human “makes the decision whether to engage a target.” Supervised autonomous weapon systems are “human on the loop” systems because humans are “supervising [the AWS’s] operation in real time.” Finally, fully autonomous weapon systems are “human out of the loop” systems because “once activated, fully autonomous weapons can search for, detect, decide to engage, and engage targets all on their own and the human cannot intervene.”

Third, the International Committee of the Red Cross’s (ICRC) report of an expert meeting on AWS provided a much broader definition of “autonomy” than DoDD 3000.09. The ICRC defined “autonomy” as systems “which can act without external control and define their own actions albeit within the broad constraints or bounds of their programming and software.” The ICRC focused its analysis for AWS on critical functions of the weapon system, to include: “target acquisition, tracking, selection, and attack.”

For the remainder of this article, the OODA Loop description of autonomous systems is used to relate the jus ad bellum framework to the technology.

Autonomy Impacting Jus ad Bellum

The concept of autonomy is fundamental to a jus ad bellum consequence-based evaluation because factors evaluated include state involvement and military character. Fully autonomous (human out of the loop) AWS degrade the direct causal link between AWS coercive acts and the State decision-maker.

For example, a fully autonomous AWS that crosses into the territory of another State based on flight navigation programmed by artificial intelligence may be less attributable to the State than a semiautonomous (human in the loop) AWS that was directed by a State agent to cross into the territory of another State. Simultaneous Threat Evaluations of AWS further analyzes these factors and the incorporation of autonomy.

Simultaneous Threat Evaluations of AWS

Autonomous weapon systems are capable of employing both traditional weapons and cutting-edge technologies. Therefore, a jus ad bellum threat analysis of AWS must undergo simultaneous evaluations for both traditional and cutting-edge threats. These simultaneous evaluations should combine the principles of both instrument-based evaluations and consequence-based evaluations.

Traditional Instrument-Based Evaluations of AWS

The traditional determination of whether a State coercive act was an armed attack depends on an objective evaluation of the “type of coercive instrument . . . selected to attain the national objectives.” The prohibitive language of the U.N. Charter created an objective instrument-based evaluation for coercive acts rather than a more subjective consequence-based evaluation.

The instrument-based evaluation “eases the evaluative process by simply asking whether force has been used, rather than requiring a far more difficult assessment of consequences that have resulted.”

The traditional instrument-based evaluation attempts to create a binary decision for the international community—either the State’s coercive act used an instrument that constituted an armed attack or it did not. However, at the time of the U.N. Charter’s creation, it was impossible for States to anticipate the technological revolution of autonomous systems and artificial intelligence.

For military practitioners, the DoD outlines traditional evaluation criteria for AWS. Still, military practitioners also will have to deal with cutting-edge technologies employed by AWS. Many of these new technologies will be designed to carry out coercive acts that remain below the
traditional thresholds required to justify a use of force response under the instrument-based evaluation of jus ad bellum. In these circumstances, States must shift from the objective instrument-based evaluation to a subjective consequence-based evaluation of AWS coercive acts.

**Progressive Consequence-Based Evaluations of AWS**

The consequence-based evaluation of whether a State’s coercive act constituted an armed attack depends on a subjective evaluation of the threats posed by new technologies that "focuses on both the level of harm inflicted and certain qualitative elements" of a coercive act. The Tallinn Manual 2.0’s consequence-based evaluation factors are: 1) severity, 2) immediacy, 3) directness, 4) invasiveness, 5) measurability of effects, 6) military character, 7) state involvement, and 8) presumptive legality. These factors address the spectrum of potential coercive acts. The Tallinn Manual 2.0’s consequence-based evaluation provides greater subjectivity and flexibility when analyzing coercive acts because it evaluates significantly more factors than the instrument-based evaluation. No individual factor is dispositive.

These subjective consequence-based evaluation factors were developed to counter the emergence of computer network attacks (CNA) in the 1990s. Like the challenges posed by the emergence of CNA, this evaluative framework should also be used to assess emerging AWS technologies whose coercive acts fall below the traditional thresholds of armed attack. As with cyber operations, for AWS it "is not the instrument used that determines whether the use of force threshold has been crossed, but rather . . . the consequences of the operation and its surrounding circumstances." To determine whether a CNA "fell within the more flexible consequence-based understanding of force . . ., the nature of the act’s reasonably foreseeable consequences would be assessed to determine whether they resemble those of armed coercion.

The application of a multi-part test (MPT) in the jus ad bellum are not unique to CNA. Multi-part tests, like the consequence-based evaluative framework proposed above, attempt to “clarify vague or indefinite baseline texts." Professor Ashley Deeks demonstrates in *Multi-Part Tests in the* Jus ad Bellum, that MPTs are "the best worst option" where "States and scholars confront a highly contentious area of international law where the texts and customary rules offer only limited guidance to navigate recurring factual situations" and where "reaching consensus on formal amendments or supplements to the Charter would be extremely costly and very challenging.

However, Professor Deeks also acknowledges the common critiques of MPTs. First and foremost, proposed MPTs "lack formal status in international law." Second, MPTs are often criticized for the following reasons: 1) MPTs are too indeterminate to offer real guidance, 2) application of MPTs may facilitate unequal application of the law to similarly situated States, 3) MPTs bind no particular actor other than, possibly, the States that propose them; and 4) MPTs are “often difficult to apply and can obscure as much as they reveal.” In addition to these general critiques of MPTs, a specific concern exists regarding the jus ad bellum concept of imminence that "decoupling the right to self-defense from the trigger of a concrete armed attack or imminent threat thereof could open a Pandora’s box of forcible actions.

Therefore, applying both the instrument-based evaluations for traditional weapon systems and consequence-based evaluations for non-traditional weapons technologies should "structure and defend state uses of force in nontraditional contexts while preserving the relevance of the U.N. Charter.

**Applying the Simultaneous Threat Evaluations**

To conceptualize the application of these two evaluative frameworks, the following three vignettes 1) briefly describe a hypothetical scenario; 2) apply both the instrument-based and consequence-based evaluations to those hypothetical scenarios; and 3) discuss the impact of autonomy on those evaluations. This exercise allows the reader to explore the challenges in applying both the text of the U.N. Charter and evaluating the many factors of the consequence-based evaluative framework.

**Vignette #1—Third-Party Actors**

State Green and State Red are engaged in an international armed conflict (IAC) over a disputed international border. States Green and Red exchange cross-border artillery fire. State Yellow is sympathetic to State Red. But, State Yellow declared its neutrality in the IAC between States Green and Red. State Red authorizes State Yellow to use State Yellow AWS inside of State Red territory to deliver humanitarian aid to civilians affected by the IAC.

While delivering humanitarian aid, the State Yellow AWS also electronically jams the electromagnetic spectrum. The jamming degrades all electronic systems within a 5 kilometer radius of the State Yellow AWS. State Yellow declares in a press release that it is only jamming the electromagnetic spectrum to protect its AWS from attack during the humanitarian aid delivery operations. However, State Green determines that State Yellow AWS are only conducting these “humanitarian aid delivery operations” to areas fewer than 5 kilometers from the disputed international border. State Yellow’s AWS jamming adversely affects both States Green and Red: civilian and military communication equipment are temporarily disabled; internet and Bluetooth technologies are degraded; and commercial and military power grids are overloaded to the point where breakers are tripped and systems reset. However, there is no permanent damage from any of the State Yellow jamming. Over the last two days, State Green has also observed State Red military forces maneuvering along the disputed international border within State Red territory while State Yellow AWS were jamming within those areas.

**Instrument-Based Evaluation of Vignette #1**

If State Green applies the traditional instrument-based evaluation of coercive acts by State Yellow, then State Green will likely not be able to justify a use-of-force response. There is no indication that State Yellow conducted an armed attack against State Green. And, under the customary international law principle of necessity, there does not appear to be a threat that is “instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.”
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State Yellow AWS have not physically breached the territorial sovereignty of State Green. Traditionally, interference with the electromagnetic spectrum does not fall in line with customary notions of imminent threats. Further, State Yellow made a public declaration of self-defense as its purpose for electromagnetic jamming. At this stage of the IAC between States Green and Red, State Yellow’s AWS actions fly below the traditional threshold of coercive acts that an objective instrument-based evaluation would consider to justify a use-of-force response. Therefore, State Green should also evaluate State Yellow AWS actions under the more subjective consequence-based evaluation.

**Consequence-Based Evaluation of Vignette #1**

If State Green applies a consequence-based evaluation of the State Yellow AWS actions, then State Green should be justified in a use-of-force response to the electromagnetic jamming. Therefore, State Green should evaluate every factor to determine whether it would be justified under *jus ad bellum* to respond with a use of force.

1. **Severity**: Low—State Yellow AWS does not pose a physical threat to individuals or property. State Yellow’s jamming only temporarily disrupts the performance of State Green (and State Red) electronics and systems.
2. **Immediacy**: High—State Yellow AWS jamming immediately affects State Green electronics and systems in the vicinity of the disputed international border.
3. **Directness**: High—There is direct causation between State Yellow’s jamming and the adverse impact on State Green.
4. **Invasiveness**: Medium—State Yellow AWS jamming affects areas inside of State Green. However, merely breaching the territorial sovereignty of a targeted State does not “per se rise to the level of a use of force.”
5. **Measurability**: High—Like a battle-damage assessment after an armed attack, State Green should attempt to quantify the impact of State Yellow AWS jamming.

6. **Military Character**: Low—Typically, a nexus between a coercive action and a military operation heightens the likelihood of characterization as use of force. However, State Yellow is not a participant in the IAC between States Green and Red. And, State Yellow claims that the purpose of its jamming is solely for self-defense while delivering humanitarian aid.

7. **State Involvement**: High—State Yellow publicly declared its involvement and its actions are observable by the international community.

8. **Presumptive Legitimacy**: Low—Most forms of coercion are presumptively lawful, absent a prohibition to the contrary. Generally, there are no prohibitions against electromagnetic jamming.

Next, State Green must weigh the relative importance of each of the consequence-based factors. No formula determines the threshold of coercive acts that justify a use force response. So, State Green assumes risk in reaching its conclusion. State Green should justify a use of force response against State Yellow AWS by demonstrating that the factors of immediacy, directness, invasiveness, measurability, and state involvement create consequences that “resemble those of armed coercion.” In this hypothetical situation, the electromagnetic impact on State Green would likely be sufficient to justify a proportionate use-of-force response to State Yellow AWS, especially if State Green is able to tie State Yellow AWS actions to a State Red armed attack within the IAC.

**Impact of Autonomy on Vignette #1**

Another layer of complexity for either evaluation is formed based on the level of autonomy of the State Yellow AWS. For a traditional weapons system, a State could attribute the effects of the weapon system to the State operator of that system. However, for AWS, the level of autonomy directly impacts the ability of one State to attribute the effects of coercive AWS actions. For example, if State Yellow AWS is a semi-autonomous system, then the consequence-based evaluation factors of “state involvement” and “military character” should increase to account for the direct State Yellow control of the AWS. But, if the “humanitarian aid delivery operations” were conducted by a semi-autonomous system owned and operated by an independent nongovernmental organization, then the factors of “state involvement” and “military character” should decrease to account for the lack of State Yellow control of the AWS. Unfortunately for State Green, this likely decrease in attribution does not change the actual electromagnetic impacts on State Green.

Taken a step further, if State Yellow AWS employed a fully autonomous system, then the factors of “state involvement” and “military character” should also decrease. Even though State Yellow deployed the AWS, State Yellow would be able to demonstrate that the employment decisions were determined by the fully autonomous system’s artificial intelligence (AI). For example, the AI in a fully autonomous system would determine the time, location, duration, and frequency of electromagnetic jamming in support of the humanitarian aid delivery operations. All of these employment decisions would undermine direct attribution back to State Yellow. Vignette #1 demonstrated the challenges associated with evaluating AWS coercive acts under the direct control and acknowledgment of State actors. Next, Vignette #2 moves further down the spectrum of potential AWS actions that complicate direct attribution back to a State and does not clearly meet thresholds that justify a use of force response under *jus ad bellum*.

**Vignette #2—Nonconsensual AWS**

State Green and State Red are still in an IAC over their disputed international border. State Yellow is still neutral. However, in this hypothetical scenario, State Red remotely takes control of a State Yellow-owned business’s autonomous delivery system (ADS) through a complex cyber operation. The State Yellow-owned business did not consent to this State Red cyber operation.

The State Yellow-owned business operates an extensive network of ADS that move products across the international borders of States Green, Red, and Yellow.
State Green intelligence reports indicate that, from the cyber operation, State Red can now access all of State Yellow’s ADS video feeds and global positioning system (GPS) coordinates. State Red denies any involvement in the cyber operation. Based on the travel history of the State Yellow ADS, State Red has likely gained comprehensive graphic and positional data on all major State Green cities, highways, and infrastructure. Now, despite the compromised ADS, the State Yellow-owned business refuses to voluntarily stop using its ADS in State Green.

Instrument-Based Evaluation of Vignette #2

Again, if State Green applies the traditional objective instrument-based evaluation of State Yellow ADS actions, then State Green will be unable to justify a use-of-force response. There is no armed attack and no indication of a use of force by State Yellow.128 State Yellow is also a victim of State Red’s cyber operation. The State Yellow ADS are operating within State Green territory through previous consent granted by State Green. Therefore, State Green should shift to evaluate the impacts of the cyber operation on the ADS by using the subjective consequence-based evaluation to determine if a use-of-force response against the State Yellow ADS is lawful.129

Consequence-Based Evaluation of Vignette #2

Even if State Green applies a consequence-based evaluation of State Red’s actions using State Yellow ADS, State Green will likely not be able to justify a use-of-force response against State Yellow ADS. Again, State Green should evaluate every factor before making its determination.130

1. **Severity**: Low—There is no indication that State Yellow’s ADS pose any threat to physical injury or destruction to property.131
2. **Immediacy**: Low—State Green cannot articulate the “immediate consequences” posed by this cyber operation.132
3. **Directness**: Low—There is significant attenuation between the State Red cyber operation and any known consequences for State Green.133
4. **Invasiveness**: Medium—The use of cyber operations to commandeer devices in the physical domain complicates the invasiveness analysis.134 However, this cyber operation may also constitute a physical harm that “crosses into the target State.”135

5. **Measurability**: Low—State Green cannot determine the measurability of the effects.136
6. **Military character**: Low—State Green must determine whether there is a nexus between a coercive action and a military operation.137 Also, State Yellow ADS’s status as a fellow victim of the same State Red cyber operation attenuates the connection to military operations that would justify an attack on State Yellow ADS, despite the fact that the State Yellow ADS are the platforms collecting the data.138

7. **State Involvement**: Low—State Green must demonstrate a nexus between the coercive action and state involvement. State Red denies responsibility for the cyber operation. State Yellow’s ADS are merely the mechanisms that State Red used to accomplish its cyber operation.

8. **Presumptive Legitimacy**: Low—There is no prohibition against cyber espionage.139

State Green will likely be unable to justify a use-of-force response against State Yellow ADS because even the subjective consequence-based evaluation factors do not create consequences that “resemble those of armed coercion.”140 Though State Green would be unable to justify a use-of-force response, State Green could still pursue other legal and diplomatic options to prevent State Yellow ADS from future overflights.141

Impact of Autonomy on Vignette #2

Once again, the level of autonomy of the State Yellow ADS will impact the consequence-based evaluation. On one side of the spectrum, if State Red’s cyber operation took control of the State Yellow semi-autonomous systems, then State Green should be able to attribute the State Yellow ADS actions directly to State Red. This type of active control over State Yellow ADS would be akin to commandeering a traditional military platform or hijacking an aircraft and therefore increase the “directness” factor of the consequence-based evaluative framework.142 At the other end of the spectrum, if State Red’s cyber operation merely received graphic and positional data from State Yellow’s fully autonomous systems, then State Green would have difficulty attributing any of the State Yellow ADS actions to State Red. This type of passive receipt of information gained by State Red from a fully autonomous system would be more akin to information received during peacetime cyber espionage.143 In addition to the complexity of attribution, Vignette #2 attempted to demonstrate the uncertainty in threat evaluations of AWS when their end-result mimics espionage instead of use of force. Finally, Vignette #3 evaluates another *jus ad bellum* threat analysis that offers some complexity based on the location of the coercive acts and the fully autonomous AWS.

Vignette #3—Unmanned Underwater Vehicles

For this hypothetical scenario, State Green and State Red are not in an IAC. However, both States Green and Red disagree about overlapping claims to their territorial waters and exclusive economic zones (EEZ)144 in the Purple Sea. Maritime commercial fishing fleets from both States Green and Red operate year-round in the Purple Sea. State Green is a capitalist democracy. State Green-flagged fishing vessels are owned and operated by private individuals or corporations. State Red is a communist dictatorship. State Red claims that its flagged fishing fleet is privatized; however, State Red maintains overall control of the licensing, operations, and employment of all State Red-flagged fishing vessels. State Red also uses a number of shell corporations to structure its control over all State Red-flagged fishing vessels and their support ships. State Green, and much of the international community, consider the State Red-flagged fishing vessels to be the proxy-navy145 for State Red.

In the last five years, a State Red fishing shell corporation invested heavily in the research and development of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs).146 State Red UUVs are fully autonomous systems deployable from both land and fishing fleet support ships. Once released into the Purple Sea, the State Red UUVs use AI to navigate underwater for periods of up to three
months.147 State Red kept its AI program-ning top secret. The State Red fishing shell corporation declared that these UUVs were “only for the commercial purpose of track-ing fish within Purple Sea.” However, these State Red UUVs are built to specifications similar to conventional military torpedoes that allow them to travel underwater up to 40 knots.148 Also, their reinforced hulls allow them to collide with objects and re-main operational, even after a collision.

Unfortunately, in the last three weeks, tensions continued to flare between States Green and Red over their disputed ter-ritorial waters and EEZs. The number of collisions between State Red UUVs and State Green-flagged fishing vessels in-creased from two collisions in the past five years to nine collisions in the past twenty-one days. All collisions occurred within the high seas149 of Purple Sea. So far, none of the State Green fishing vessels have been seriously damaged.150

Yesterday, State Green recovered a State Red UUV inside its own EEZ. The State Red UUV appears to have malfun-ctioned and sunk to the shallow seafloor. Upon further examination, State Green discovered that this State Red UUV carried an explosive payload within its hull large enough to sink a State Green warship.

Instrument-Based Evaluation of Vignette #3

If State Green applies the traditional objective instrument-based evaluation of actions by State Red, then State Green will likely be unable to justify a use-of-force response. Though there appears to be a use of force by State Red UUVs (the collisions151 between State Red UUVs and State Green-flagged fishing vessels), these actions have not risen to the level of an “armed attack” by State Red.152 The State Red UUVs are operating in the high seas of the Purple Sea and within the disputed EEZ of State Green. Therefore, State Green should shift to evaluate the impacts of the State Red UUVs by using the more subjective consequence-based evaluation to determine if a use-of-force response against the State Red UUVs is lawful.

Consequence-Based Evaluation of Vignette #3

If State Green applies a consequence-based evaluation of the State Red UUV actions, then State Green will likely be able to justify a use-of-force response. State Green should evaluate every factor before making its determination.153

1. **Severity**: High—State Red UUV pose a threat to the physical safety of State Green mariners and fishing vessels.154 The intensity of the collisions and the potential for catastrophic loss of a fishing vessel weigh against the State Red UUV actions.155

2. **Immediacy**: High—State Green can articulate the “immediate consequences” posed by these State Red UUV collisions.156

3. **Directness**: Medium—There is some attenu-ation between the State Red UUV actions and known consequences for State Green.157 For example, State Red UUVs’ collisions impacted commercial fishing vessels of State Green, but not State Green warships.158 The mere presence of a State Red UUV inside the EEZ of State Green does not amount to an “armed attack.”159

4. **Invasiveness**: Low—State Red UUVs are operating as instigators on the high seas and within a disputed EEZ, neither of which intrude into State Green.160

5. **Measurability**: Medium—State Green is able to measure the effects of the specific collisions.161 However, it is more difficult for State Green to measure the overall impact of State Red UUVs operating within its EEZ and territorial waters.162

6. **Military character**: Medium—State Green must determine whether there is a nexus between the State Red UUV collisions and a military operation.163 Also, State Red’s deliberate use of shell corporations obfuscates direct attribution to the State Red military.164

7. **State Involvement**: Medium—State Green must demonstrate a nexus between the coercive action and state involvement. Like military character, State Red’s use of shell corporations intentionally degrades State Green’s ability to attribute State Red UUV actions to State Red.

8. **Presumptive Legitimacy**: Medium—The U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) regulates most actions demonstrated by this hypothetical scenario.165 However, like the U.N. Charter, UNCLOS never anticipated the employment of UUVs.166 So, there is still uncertainty as to whether UNCLOS applies to UUVs based on the definitions agreed to by the State parties.

Overall, State Green should be able to justify a proportionate167 use-of-force re-sponse against State Red UUVs because the subjective consequence-based evaluation factors created consequences that “resemble those of armed coercion.”168

Impact of Autonomy on Vignette #3

State Red UUV autonomy will sig-nificantly impact the consequence-based evaluation of State Red actions. State Green will be wading into complicated waters as it attempts to attribute State Red’s employ-ment of fully autonomous systems to State Red.169 There is significant debate as to who is “accountable” for the actions of fully autono-mous systems—is it the politicians who decide to use them; the commander who deploys them in the physical environment; or the computer programmer who coded the AI software?170

Also, without access to State Red UUVs and the algorithms the AI used to “learn”171 these actions, it will be nearly impossible for State Green to demonstrate the intent behind the collisions. Notably, when attributing actions of military or paramilitary activities to a State,172 the unique dimensions of AI were not consid-ered as part of either the “effective control” test set forth by the International Court of Justice in Nicaragua173 or the “overall control test” set forth by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in Tadić.174 For example, State Red could downplay any attribution by claiming that the State Red UUVs collided because of navigational errors in programming rather than intentionally colliding with State Green-flagged fishing vessels. Or, State Red could blame the AI software— positing that the State Red UUVs “learned”175 on its own to collide with State Green-flagged fishing vessels in an attempt to gain access to the schools of fish.

Once again, the consequence-based evaluative factors would allow State Green to consider these aspects of autonomy on attribution in ways not previously con-ceived by the traditional instrument-based
evaluative framework. Though the subjective consequence-based evaluative framework does not provide a simple answer, it at least offers a framework for autonomy to be evaluated.

Conclusion
Combining traditional instrument-based use of force evaluations with progressive consequence-based use-of-force evaluations provides a flexible and comprehensive lens for States to evaluate *jus ad bellum* threats posed by AWS. In many ways, AWS are merely a new means to deliver both traditional weapons and cutting-edge technologies. However, their present development and likely future growth means that States will take advantage of AWS’ unique capabilities in ways never envisioned by the drafters of the U.N. Charter. Likewise, customary international law and State practice will take time to develop. Therefore, like the international community’s response to the emerging threat of computer network attacks, States, academia, and nongovernmental organizations must develop and adopt a new *jus ad bellum* framework for evaluating AWS actions.

Under the current instrument-based evaluative framework, States will be unable to justify a use of force response to AWS actions that do not resemble the effects of an armed attack. Adopting the dual-lens view of both 1) the objective instrument-based evaluation and 2) the subjective consequence-based evaluation for AWS actions will provide States with greater adaptability and flexibility in lawfully countering AWS actions.

Though more subjective, the consequence-based evaluations ultimately allow States to relate the impacts of AWS to a non-exhaustive list of factors. This article posed three vignettes in an attempt to evaluate examples of possible AWS coercive acts that are below traditional armed attack thresholds. States should build off of the lessons learned from the emerging threat of cyber operations and develop an evaluative framework for AWS threats. *Tallinn Manual 2.0* ‘s consequence-based evaluation will be more responsive to new technologies and more flexible at assessing whether AWS actions resemble armed coercive acts.

Fortunately, a combination of these evaluations for traditional threats and future technologies creates a dual framework for States to apply to AWS. As more and more AWS fly, drive, crawl, swim, and hover into future conflict zones, this combination of both instrument-based and consequence-based evaluations will arm States with the ability to determine whether a use-of-force response to AWS is justifiable under *jus ad bellum*.162

---
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### Appendix A. Spectrum of Coercion

**Professor Michael N. Schmitt**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Forceful Coercion</th>
<th>Prohibited Intervention</th>
<th>Forceful Coercion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic Coercion</td>
<td>CNA Rising to a de facto Level of Armed Attack</td>
<td>Imminent Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational Coercion</td>
<td>Use of Force</td>
<td>Use of Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Coercion</td>
<td>Actively &amp; Directly Preparing Another to Apply Armed Force</td>
<td>Armed Attack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Non-Forceful Coercion**: Diplomatic Coercion, Informational Coercion, Economic Coercion.
- **Prohibited Intervention**: Threat to Peace
- **Forceful Coercion**: CNA Rising to a de facto Level of Armed Attack, Imminent Attack, Actively & Directly Preparing Another to Apply Armed Force, Use of Force, Armed Attack.

### Appendix B. Proposed Normative Framework for CNA

**Professor Michael N. Schmitt**

**Instrument-Based Evaluation**
- Armed Attack
- Use of Force
- Actively/Directly Preparing Another to Apply Armed Force

**Consequence-Based Evaluation**
- Severity
- Immediacy
- Directness
- Invasiveness
- Measurability
- Presumptive Legitimacy
- Responsibility

**Overall operation culminating in Armed Attack**
- Imminent and Unavoidable Attack
- Last possible opportunity to Counter the Attack
- Self-Defense Authorized
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A JA on the Rio Grande

By Major Beau O. Watkins

Del Rio is not the edge of the Earth, but you can see it from there. ¹

In the summer of 2018, the U.S. Attorney General’s office requested the Armed Services provide twenty-one active duty and reserve judge advocates (JAs) to assist in handling criminal illegal immigration cases. The overburdened system was exacerbated by the Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA) staffing shortage along the United States’ southern border. ² I volunteered and was assigned to the Western District of Texas, Del Rio Division. ³ From a professional standpoint, working with the AUSA office in Del Rio, Texas, was rewarding. It introduced me to an area of law in which I had no background, and it allowed me to broaden my perspective of what justice means—and what it means to be in the Army.

This article provides an overview of this broadening assignment and lists the benefits a JA can enjoy by serving as a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney (SAUSA) on the U.S. southern border. The section entitled Area of Operations and Scope of Duties describes my time in Del Rio, Texas, and my job as a Special Assistant United States Attorney for the Western District of Texas. Next, the section, Immigration, discusses the basics of immigration and criminal law—including terminology, key players, and process. The final section, Application, consists of a series of examples illustrating the intersection of the administrative and criminal process. Last, the sections Lessons Learned and Conclusion offer thoughts and observations from a JA perspective.

Area of Operations and Scope of Duties

Area of Operations
Del Rio, Texas, is a small city along the United States-Mexico border. It sits on the Rio Grande River at the intersection of two major highways, 277 and 90. ⁴ A map of the area shows that the city sits directly across the Rio Grande River from Ciudad Acuna, Coahuila, Mexico.

Del Rio’s sparse population, network of rural roads, and surrounding highways make this area—and the U.S. district court jurisdiction in that area—an ideal location for drug smuggling, human trafficking, illegal entry, and other border crimes. For instance, during the fiscal year of 2017, the Western District of Texas had 5,570 criminal filings. ⁷ In 2018, their criminal filings for immigration cases grew by twenty-one percent. ⁸ In 2017, the Del Rio Division alone had 1,403 criminal filings. ⁹

I can’t say that I was surprised by this volume of cases. Since the entire purpose of this assignment was to deal with the immigration crisis on the U.S. southern border, logically, the Department of Justice (DoJ) would assign me to a “border town.” But, while I had some experience as a SAUSA at a magistrate court at Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, my scope of duties in Del Rio was far larger and different in many ways.
Immigration

Law Basics
Any JA assigned to the border should possess a general understanding of U.S. immigration law. Below is a brief overview of some key provisions. Later, the various administrative and criminal laws are applied to fact-based scenarios, so this overview serves as a brief refresher of general immigration law topics.

Immigration law is enforced through the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), codified as 8 U.S.C. §§ 1101-1537. The INA is administrative (i.e., it is not a criminal code), but it does have criminal provisions. I focused on the criminal provisions and had little interaction with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents, immigration judges, or immigration attorneys. The criminal process is distinct and separate from the administrative aspect. However, the administrative immigration procedures can have a critical effect on the criminal process, and vice versa. As a result, it is important to understand the administrative side because it is always in the background of the criminal process.

Key Terms
To effectively practice immigration law, an attorney should be familiar with the following key terms and phrases.

- **Alien:** Any person not a citizen or national of the United States.
- **Immigration officers:** Any employee or class of employees of the Service or of the United States designated by the Attorney General, individually or by regulation. All Border Patrol (BP) agents are considered immigration officers.
- **Expedited Removal Proceedings (ERP):** An alien is subject to expedited removal if a BP agent determines the alien is inadmissible within the context of 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6). An alien who is present in the United States without being admitted or paroled, or who arrives in the United States at any time or place other than as designated by the Attorney General is inadmissible.

- **Credible Fear of Persecution:** A well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion. A person who meets this definition is now a refugee.
- **8 U.S.C. § 1325 (Improper Entry by Alien):** This criminal violation is committed when an alien enters or attempts to enter the United States at any time or place other than as designated by immigration officers, or eludes examination or inspection by immigration officers, or attempts to enter or obtains entry to the United States by a willfully false or misleading representation or the willful concealment of a material fact.
- **8 U.S.C. § 1326 (Reentry of Removed Aliens):** This criminal violation is committed when an alien who has previously been denied admission, excluded, deported, or removed enters, attempts to enter, or is at any time found in the United States. Penalty typically does not exceed two years unless some other conditions are met, such as commission of an aggravated felony subsequent to [their] previous removal.

Lawful Admission into the United States
There are a variety of means to enter the United States legally; however, there are conditions. 8 U.S.C. § 1181(a) states, “[N]o immigrant shall be admitted into the United States unless at the time of the application for admission he (1) has a valid unexpired immigrant visa . . . and (2) presents a valid unexpired passport or other suitable travel document.” The first condition is most likely obvious: you need to have some form of official documentation in order to enter the United States as an immigrant. 8 U.S.C. § 1225(3) states, “All aliens, including alien crewmen, who are applicants for admission or otherwise seeking admission or readmission to or transit through the United States shall be inspected by immigration officers.”

Scope of Duties
As a result of severe staffing shortages—particularly along the Rio Grande River, and an increased emphasis on border security and immigration control, the DoJ and the Department of Defense (DoD) signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU), which stated the DoD would provide twenty-one active and reserve JAs to serve on the border for 179 days. They would assist in prosecuting reactive border immigration cases, with a focus on misdemeanor improper entry and felony illegal re-entry cases. This included drafting pleadings, assisting with plea negotiations, and making court appearances. It also included drafting prosecution memorandums and coordinating with law enforcement agencies to prepare cases for grand jury indictment. Representing the United States at initial appearances, preliminary and detention hearings, guilty pleas, and bond revocation hearings was also part of the duty description. I was fortunate enough to be one of the active duty Army JAs selected to assist the DoJ.

The border regions were busy during my six months assigned there. I represented the United States at approximately 450 felony initial appearances, 45 preliminary and/or detention hearings, over 300 guilty pleas, and over 100 sentencing proceedings; I prepared over 100 indictments for grand jury; and I conducted over 25 guilty pleas. In total, I served as lead attorney in over 180 criminal matters.

450 felony initial appearances, 45 preliminary and/or detention hearings, over 300 guilty pleas, and over 100 sentencing proceedings; I prepared over 100 indictments for grand jury; and I conducted over 25 guilty pleas. In total, I served as lead attorney in over 180 criminal matters.
In short, to enter the United States, one must have the appropriate paperwork and be inspected by an immigration officer at a designated port of entry. If those two things are not in place, it could lead to an expedited removal proceeding (ERP).

**Expedited Removal Proceedings**

Most undocumented immigrants are removed through an ERP. An ERP precludes any further hearing or review if an immigration inspecting officer determines the alien meets the requirements of 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6)(A)(i). The authority to sign the expedited removal orders is typically withheld to supervisors and above in the Border Patrol. However, there are situations when further review is required, such as when the alien makes a request for asylum or articulates a credible fear of persecution. One of the most important limitations on the use of ERPs is their restriction to those aliens apprehended within 100 (air) miles of the border. If a law enforcement officer (LEO) apprehends an alien outside of this 100-mile area, or the alien can show they have lived for two years continuously in the United States, the alien is not subject to an ERP.

Notably, ERPs are also universally used after an alien has been convicted of a violation of 8 U.S.C. §§ 1325 and 1326 due to the limited appellate rights. If an alien re-enters the United States illegally after having been removed or having departed voluntarily under an order of removal, the prior order of removal is reinstated and "the alien may not apply for any relief and shall be removed at any time after the re-entry." In effect, since releasing an alien would subject them to immediate deportation—and therefore their appearance cannot be reasonably assured (as required by 18 U.S.C. § 3142(b)), the AUSA must request any alien charged with a crime be held in DoJ confinement facilities.

Assuming an alien is convicted for a violation of 8 U.S.C. § 1326, after serving their time in a DoJ confinement facility, they will be released to ICE, which will begin the deportation process under the previous deportation order, which remains in effect. The judge who sentenced the defendant for their criminal conduct can also order the alien removed at the completion of their sentence. In summary, the effect of a previous deportation order ensures no undocumented immigrant who has previously been removed subject to a deportation order can be released on bond or their own recognition, as they will, practically speaking, be a risk of failure to appear. If they are released, on bond or otherwise, ICE agents could deport them since they still lack legal status to be in the United States. The practical implications of this are discussed later in this article through the analysis of fact patterns. With an understanding of how the administrative process works, we can now analyze the criminal provisions of the INA.

**Criminal Provisions**

Title 8 of the INA is one of the primary titles dealing with criminal violations of the INA. Some criminal acts apply to both immigrants and U.S. citizens. One of the most important things to remember is that once an LEO files a criminal complaint on an alien, the alien is entitled to all the rights and privileges of a U.S. citizen. This means they are entitled to an attorney, at no expense to the defendant (if they cannot afford one), and all the other rights to which a U.S. citizen is entitled in the judicial process. I can vouch that the defense attorneys that I met in Del Rio were intelligent, compassionate, and diligent in their work; they zealously represented their clients, even in the face of a massive caseload.

**Example 1—8 U.S.C. § 1326: Re-Entry of Removed Aliens**

**Facts**

Defendant A, a citizen of Honduras, paid a smuggler in Piedras Negras, Mexico, $1,000 to be smuggled into the United States. Defendant A had previously lived in the United States for three years before being apprehended, and an immigration judge ordered his deportation in October 2012. In September 2018, Defendant A was met by the smuggler at the bus station (la parada de autobus) and guided down to the Rio Grande River across from Eagle Pass, Texas. This portion of the river is only knee- and ankle-deep during the summer months. After crossing the river, Defendant A crossed an easement along the sides of roads, rivers, and other features regularly patrolled by BP Agents—colloquially known as a “drag.” Border patrol agents working the drag spotted the footprints of Defendant A and, after tracking him for approximately thirty minutes, discovered him hiding in thick brush. After identifying themselves to Defendant A, BP agents questioned him. Defendant A freely admitted to not having immigration documents allowing him to be in the United States legally and to having just crossed the Rio Grande River, and he expressed fear of returning to his home country due to gangs. Based on his statements and his wet and muddy clothing, BP agents arrested Defendant A. A background check revealed that Defendant A was previously deported for a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1325. This is Defendant A’s second illegal re-entry offense.

**Initial Appearance**

The government must hold the initial appearance without unnecessary delay, which typically means within twenty-four hours.
Preliminary and Detention Hearing

In accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 3142(f), the preliminary and detention hearing must be held within five days (not including Saturdays, Sundays, or legal holidays). These hearings are waived in the vast majority of cases. This is due to two factors: (1) the clear evidence of illegal entry, which would make a preliminary hearing pointless; and (2) the ICE detainer which is immediately put in place upon confirmation of their illegal status, which would make a detention hearing fruitless. Assuming they do not waive the preliminary or detention hearing, the prosecution must be prepared to put on evidence. This means a witness, usually a BP agent, must be available to testify.

Due to the large number of arrests and wide geographic area, it is not feasible to bring in BP agents from every arrest to identify the defendant in court and testify to the circumstances of their arrest. Usually, it is an agent from the BP’s prosecution office. This is a BP agent detailed to testify in these hearings. Since the rules of evidence do not apply, this is permissible under federal law. This agent will gather and review the apprehension report and, if possible, speak to the defendant if they are a risk of failure to appear. To make them a risk of failure to appear, the defendant is a risk of flight. Likewise, engaging in a high-speed pursuit presents a danger to the community or, alternatively, a risk of flight. A large portion of this is also dependent on the magistrate who is making the decision; some magistrates have zero tolerance for those who risk the lives of undocumented immigrants, while others zero tolerance for those who risk the lives of undocumented immigrants, while others.

Sentencing

Sentencing is straightforward. The probation office will apply the Federal Sentencing Guidelines to the defendant and their crime, and then they provide their recommendations to the judge. The biggest difficulty is in determining the previous criminal history of the defendant and ensuring the sentencing guidelines are accurate.

Example 2—8 U.S.C. § 1324: Bringing in and Harborng Certain Aliens

This offense is self-explanatory in large part, but there are some other points that are important to remember. One of the main provisions is the inclusion of conspiracy to bring in or harbor undocumented immigrants. If convicted of conspiracy to bring in or harbor certain aliens, the defendant(s) could receive a maximum of one-and-a-half years’ confinement. Also, seizure and forfeiture provisions apply. A large number of vehicles used in alien smuggling endeavors are seized every year. Even more importantly, the penalty increases to life in prison if any person is killed, suffers serious bodily injury, or is placed in jeopardy of life during the smuggling operation.

Final Appearance

Anecdotally, it was my experience that a large proportion of human traffickers are U.S. citizens. Most of these individuals have significant criminal histories or have significant ties to Mexico; either of which would make them a risk of failure to appear. To make the argument for detention until the preliminary and detention hearing, I relied on two things: (1) the nature of the offense; and (2) the Pre-Trial Services Report (PTSR). The first step is always to consider the nature of the offense.

When considering the nature of the offense, the key things to look for are the danger to the community and the risk of flight. Transporting undocumented immigrants with no seatbelts is probably not sufficient; transporting five undocumented immigrants stacked on top of each other in the back seat would present a risk of danger to the community. Likewise, engaging in a high-speed pursuit presents a danger to the community or, alternatively, a risk of flight and failure to appear. A large portion of this is also dependent on the magistrate who is making the decision; some magistrates have zero tolerance for those who risk the lives of undocumented immigrants, while others have a large tolerance for those who risk the lives of undocumented immigrants, while others have a large tolerance for those who risk the lives of undocumented immigrants, while others.
might have a more relaxed standard on the definition of risk.\textsuperscript{32} After considering the nature of the offense, a JA should next turn their attention to a review of the PTSR and Pre-Trial Services (PTS) recommendation. The PTS office will interview the defendant prior to the detention hearing and will seek to determine the defendant’s eligibility for a bond. They make this determination based on their criminal history, familial status, employment, financial status, and—in Del Rio—their connections with Mexico. Personnel at PTS will make a recommendation as to whether the magistrate should consider releasing the defendant on bond. Typically, the AUSA does not oppose a recommendation by PTS for bond, though occasionally it does happen. If the event the magistrate determines the defendant should be released on bond, PTS is the organization that supervises their release, not the probation office.

\textit{Preliminary and Detention Hearings} 

The vast majority of defendants, in my experience, waive the preliminary and detention hearings. This is for various reasons, but typically because the evidence is overwhelming. However, in the event the defendant does decide to contest the preliminary and detention hearing, the JA would proceed as in the § 1326 case mentioned above; and, additionally, they would offer the PTSR for the judge’s consideration.

A preliminary hearing would proceed generally the same as an offense under 8 U.S.C. § 1326. However, the LEO may be Homeland Security Investigations (HSI). If HSI is involved, they do not have a dedicated agent stationed in the AUSA office, and the agent who actually investigated the case will be present to testify.

Detention hearings are different. Under 18 U.S.C. § 3142, the government must release a defendant unless the judicial officer determines that such release will neither reasonably assure the appearance of the person nor endanger the safety of the community.\textsuperscript{33} In this case, I argued the defendant had close ties with Mexico, they had no incentive to return to the United States, and there was a risk of failure to appear. Alternatively, I argued that they were transporting more passengers than the vehicle designer intended, and this created an unreasonable risk to the community.

\textit{Trial} 

Trials for violations of 8 U.S.C. § 1324 do occur, and they present a unique set of problems. The number one issue is the retention of one or more of the undocumented immigrants as a material witness. Under Western District of Texas policies, if they are not otherwise disqualified, a defendant may get one downward departure on their sentencing guidelines; but only if they agree to waive the deposition of the material witness and stipulate to their testimony.\textsuperscript{34} This means any stipulation of fact as to what the material witness might say must be airtight and address all the elements of the offense. Attention to detail is paramount. If the defendant does not agree to waive the deposition, the JA must be prepared to coordinate and conduct this deposition. For those who have never conducted a deposition in a human smuggling case, they can be difficult, as many material witnesses are reluctant to testify against undocumented immigrant transporters for fear of retaliation.\textsuperscript{35} These types of trials generally proceed with the arresting officers as well as the custodian of records to identify the status of the undocumented immigrants.

\textit{Sentencing} 

This would proceed like Example 1, but with the added information of the attempted flight and the danger presented to the undocumented immigrants.

\textit{Example 3—19 U.S.C. § 1459: Reporting Requirements for Individuals} \textsuperscript{36}

This law applies to all individuals, including U.S. citizens. It mandates individuals only enter through a designated border crossing point, and they must immediately report the arrival and present themselves and all articles for inspection. This carries a civil and criminal penalty. The criminal penalty can be up to one year in jail.

\textbf{Facts} 

Defendant C is a U.S. citizen who HSI believes is a foot guide for alien smuggling. However, HSI has no actionable intelligence. Border patrol agents apprehend Defendant C as he walks through the brush near the Rio Grande River. His clothes are wet and muddy, indicative of someone who has just crossed the Rio Grande River. He has two pre-paid phones on his person. When questioned by BP agents, Defendant C admits to having crossed the Rio Grande River at a place other than a designated point of entry.\textsuperscript{37}

\textit{Initial Appearance} 

Since this individual is a U.S. citizen, and there are no facts presented that would indicate he is a danger to the community, it is likely that—aent a significant criminal history—the magistrate would grant a bond.

\textit{Preliminary and Detention Hearing} 

Typically, this would just consist of the arresting LEO testifying.

\textit{Trial} 

Here, the JA would have to present evidence from the nearest port of entry proving the defendant did not cross at the port of entry, as well as present testimony of the arresting officer.

\textit{Sentencing} 

This would proceed like Example 1.

\textbf{How Things Work—A Typical Day} 

To put all the background information and examples together, it is helpful to understand a daily battle rhythm for this JA assignment. My arrival in Del Rio and my nesting with the AUSA office was seamless. Below is an outline of a typical duty day during my time in Del Rio.

I typically arrived at the office between 0730 and 0800. As soon as I arrived, if I had not checked the day before, I checked the AUSA shared calendar to determine if I had court—as this status can sometimes change overnight. Once I determined I had court, I checked the judge’s calendar. On the judge’s calendar, I reviewed which LEO filed the complaint. If BP filed the complaint, it was often—but not always—an illegal re-entry case (i.e., a violation of 8 U.S.C. § 1325 or 8 U.S.C. § 1326). If it involved HSI, the Drug Enforcement Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or others, I would know it required further research and would call
the relevant agency to gather more information and prepare for any hearing. Since the judges typically post what cases are on the docket the day before, the legal assistant would call the agencies the day before to ensure a representative who could testify about the case was present. It is the agencies’ responsibility to check the docket; but, when there is no witness for the government present, the JA—as the representative of the government—will be the person who is left holding the bag.

Anecdotally, the majority of cases coming from BP are either violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1326 or 18 U.S.C. §1324. Cases coming from HSI and the FBI are common and can involve a variety of cases, such as bulk money, human, and drug smuggling.

Reviewing the complaints clues the attorney in to a variety of potential issues. The main issue is whether the defendant is a U.S. citizen. As I mentioned above, for any undocumented immigrant who has previously been deported, ICE puts a detainer in place. In most cases that I reviewed, there had already been a final order of removal placed on the alien and, as a result, the defendant was subject to expedited removal.

Almost every other day the magistrates hear felony initial appearances, often in groups as large as fifteen or more. These initial appearances, by law, take a significant amount of time. Once complete, the prosecutor must then address the court. Typically, I requested a three-day delay to conduct the detention hearing and preliminary hearing on the same day. This would allow the legal assistant time to conduct interviews and investigate the defendants’ criminal history. Besides initial hearings, there could be preliminary or detention hearings.

The burden of proof for the government at the preliminary hearing is probable cause. The defendant has the right to call witnesses, cross-examine prosecution witnesses, and present argument. I made every effort to meet with law enforcement prior to the hearing to familiarize myself with any nuances of the case and to prepare the agent to testify. Some of the nuances could be whether there was the risk of death or serious bodily harm to any undocumented immigrants or details on how the undocumented immigrant attempted to abscend into the brush. The hearings could be quite contentious. Even though the rules of evidence generally do not apply, occasionally defense counsel attempted to turn the hearing into a “fishing expedition” or a suppression hearing. In addition to preliminary hearings, I also represented the government at guilty pleas.

Representing the government at guilty pleas takes a significant amount of time and preparation. It was imperative I checked and doubled-checked the stipulation of fact for accuracy and completeness. Furthermore, during the actual plea, I would ensure, for the record, the defendant was pleading guilty freely and voluntarily. On days where I represented the government at guilty pleas, the number of defendants was between thirty and forty at a time; and, on one occasion, I represented the government at fifty-two illegal re-entry guilty pleas.

Preparing Cases for Indictment
Comparing the military system of preparing charges for court-martial and preparing charges in the federal system is like comparing a mule and a goat; they both have four legs and they both eat everything, but they are still different animals. The vast majority of cases in Del Rio, especially the ones I worked on, were reactive immigration offenses. These cases generally follow the fact patterns outlined above. Once an immigration offense is committed, the responding LEO will call the on-duty AUSA. This AUSA will ask the LEO a variety of questions to determine whether there is an offense, what it should be charged as, and what evidence the prosecutor needs to secure a guilty verdict. Until final sentencing of the defendant, the LEO remains closely engaged with the AUSA office; and, if the prosecutor needs additional interviews or witnesses, the LEO responds promptly. After the LEO files the complaint with the court, the court provides a copy to the AUSA office. Once at the AUSA office, the legal assistants will create a draft indictment (with charges matching the complaint or modifying it) and a draft prosecution memorandum. Then, they will provide initial discovery to the SAUSA or AUSA for their review.

Reviewing these draft indictments is a mirror image of preparing a case for pretrial of charges, and JAs should conduct themselves accordingly. The most critical aspect is determining sufficiency of evidence. This typically consists of reviewing previous deportation orders, criminal history, details of the arrest, and previous smuggling operations, among other details. After determining whether the evidence supports the charged offense, the prosecutor also calculates the potential sentence based on the offense, criminal history, and role of the defendant in the offense. Once this is complete, the JA should submit the indictment to their supervisor for review. After reviewing, the supervisor and responsible LEO will present the case to the grand jury for indictment.

An Article 32 preliminary hearing is more analogous to the preliminary hearings I described previously in this article. In both, the JA may present witnesses and evidence; but the rules of evidence do not apply, and there is limited discovery. Another similarity is that the finding of no probable cause by either a preliminary hearing officer, or the magistrate, is not necessarily the end of the case. In the military, charges may still be referred to trial by court-martial and—in the civilian federal

Comparing the military system of preparing charges for court-martial and preparing charges in the federal system is like comparing a mule and a goat; they both have four legs and they both eat everything, but they are still different animals.
context—a grand jury may still indict even if the magistrate does not find probable cause. The grand jury will never see a magistrate’s opinion of whether or not there is probable cause; whereas a General Court-Martial Convening Authority will see the report of the Article 32 preliminary hearing officer.66 It is important to note that, if a grand jury finds no probable cause, the JA cannot indict until they do. insert As a JA is involved in many more grand jury and sentencing hearings than trials, the article next discusses JA involvement in sentencing hearings.

**Sentencing Hearings**

Any JA who has served as a trial counsel knows sentencing hearings can, at times, be more stressful than an actual trial. The need to secure witnesses, construct an argument for an appropriate sentence, secure and be ready to present evidence, as well as preparing the courtroom, the bailiff, etc., can be a headache. The civilian federal system is another matter entirely.

The biggest difference is the reliance, by all parties, on the probation office and the report they prepare called the pre-sentence report.67 First, the probation office will interview the defendant (who has their counsel with them) and seek to confirm any information they give. Most of this information concerns their familial connections; connections to the United States; and their financial situation. The probation office also confirms and gathers details of the defendant’s criminal history. This usually involves a brief summary of any previous convictions, and some of these can be quite blood curdling. I can recall two reports that involved defendants who became angry with their wife/girlfriend and attacked them with a machete.68

Once the probation office completes the pre-sentence report, they provide it to both the government and the defense for review and corrections. Most of the time, defense counsel will have only minor corrections; but, occasionally, there will be major issues—such as discrepancies in dates of conviction or dates of sentencing. These can have a huge impact on the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.69 Occasionally, defense counsel will file a request for sentencing below guidelines, which will require a government response.

Like in military jurisprudence, the federal system allows a defendant an opportunity to address the court, and most seemed to exercise this opportunity or allowed their defense counsel to present arguments. A person would have to have a heart of stone to not feel some sympathy for the tales of woe, misfortune, poverty, and crime. However, the criminal history of many of these defendants will often-times disabuse any sympathy one may have. I kept track of many of the cases I prepared for Grand Jury indictment and logged what type of criminal history the defendants had. The following list of offenses are some of the more notable ones I observed: identity theft; drug and alien smuggling; indecency with a child; driving while intoxicated; hit and run; burglary; theft; domestic battery with intent to inflict grave bodily harm; assault with a deadly weapon; rape; and resisting arrest. These were all offenses committed in the United States, either prior to or after the subject’s first deportation—the majority of which, in my experience, occurred after the first deportation. Even assuming these individuals had only immigration offenses, I often referred to the principles of military justice and found many of the tales of woe more evidence of extenuation than of either necessity or mitigation.70

**Lessons Learned and Conclusion**

Many JA broadening assignments impart lessons in what systems, processes, or even culture the broadened JA should seek to import into the Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps. This SAUSA assignment is no different. The first lesson I would seek to implement is better utilization of paralegals. The second lesson is to develop a comprehensive plan for plea deals. Third, better coordination and synchronization with law enforcement agents would ease many military justice burdens that trial counsel and chiefs of justice experience in the JAG Corps.

My time in Del Rio would not have been successful without the outstanding team of legal assistants I worked with in the Del Rio office. While not “paralegals” per se, they operated as paralegals and with an impressive degree of flexibility and professionalism.72 Allocating more time for military paralegals to learn their craft with dedicated study sessions and hands-on experience will be one of my priorities in the future. This is difficult, due to having to maintain Soldier skills; but, the JAG Corps should devote more time to paralegal training, as well as teaching attorneys how to better utilize their paralegals. A one-on-one discussion between senior paralegals and new trial counsel, as well as creative mentoring of junior paralegals, could improve efficiency for counsel and paralegals—particularly if this is continued regularly.

Another way to improve efficiency involves chiefs of justice developing a comprehensive plan for plea deals. Plea deals in the civilian federal system are relatively straightforward. The defendant pleads to the most readily provable charge, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines provide what the expected punishment is—based on the conduct and criminal history—and voila: the defendant knows what their range of sentencing is going to be.73 Anyone familiar with the military system knows that reaching a plea deal is no simple matter. I would recommend military justice advisors, trial counsel, and chiefs of justice spend significant amounts of time discussing cases prior to preferral with commanders to develop a comprehensive plan for approaching plea deals.

The greatest take-away from my experience in Del Rio was the benefits of close coordination with law enforcement agencies. The high degree of professionalism and experience of the law enforcement agencies was incredible and made prosecutors’ lives much easier; it eliminated much of the needless hassle that military justice advisors and trial counsel often experience. There were no “requests for opinions”—which must be handled within a certain period of time—and I never heard a law enforcement agent say, “We have closed that case.” Many military justice advisors and trial counsel go to extraordinary lengths to foster good relations with law enforcement, but this is typically on an individual, one-on-one basis. In Del Rio, communication with law enforcement was something that happened on a daily basis, and sync meetings on large cases were consistent and thorough. It would behoove a military justice
practitioner and supervisor to foster close coordination with law enforcement at all levels. This is something I will heavily emphasize as a military justice practitioner. Furthermore, there is at least one step the cases and operating in the courtroom. It is my belief that building connections with other agencies and leaders can only be an asset down the road, especially if there is a future need for joint operations. I sincerely hope the DoD and DoJ will continue to look for opportunities to collaborate and cross-train in the future. 'TAL

MAJ Watkins is the Chief of Client Services in Fort Riley, Kansas.

The author would like to thank the entire Del Rio Division U.S. Attorney's Office. He would especially like to thank the Chief, Matthew Watters, and Deputy Chief, Jody Gilzene. They were both amazing attorneys and mentors, and it was a privilege to work with them and the rest of the Del Rio team.

Notes
1. Rojelio Fernandez Munoz, Attorney at Law, Uvalde, Texas (circa July 2018). Mr. Munoz and his son mentored me when I was a young attorney in South Texas prior to my attendance at the Judge Advocate Officer Basic Course. Mr. Munoz and his son took me under their wings and helped me transition from a law student to an attorney. I considered Mr. Munoz a good friend and an excellent mentor. To my deep regret, he passed prior to the publishing of this article.
9. Id. For comparison, the U.S. District Court for Maryland only had 505 criminal filings in 2017. Opy's of the U.S. ATT'YS, supra note 7, at 3.
13. 8 C.F.R. § 1.2 (2020).
18. See 8 U.S.C. § 1326(b) for a full list which offenses raise the possible levels of imprisonment.
20. 8 C.F.R. § 1.2 (2020).
36. It is onerous for an undocumented immigrant to refute that their clothes are muddy and wet and to explain why they are without identification. It is also hard to refute when they confessed to unlawfully crossing the river.
40. In my experience, the vast majority of undocumented immigrant readily admit they are illegally present in the United States and provide their country of origin, typically Mexico or another country in Central America.
43. Id.
44. Lesser penalties may be applicable if the smuggling was of a family member or not for profit, but this was rare in my experience.
45. I was not able to find specific numbers for the value of vehicles seized, but was able to discover the Western District of Texas obtained $5,841,458.57 in criminal penalties. I was not able to find specific numbers for the value of the smuggling. Lesser penalties may be applicable if the smuggling involved a smaller amount of drugs, drugs and smugglers. Id.
47. Smugglers typically use nicknames in an attempt to evade law enforcement. Some of these can be quite colorful; one individual had a Spanish nickname which roughly translated to “Sheep.”
48. Farm to Market road is the title given to state-named roads in Texas.
51. In my experience, magistrates and judges took a hard line on those who attempted to flee police and/or risked the lives of the undocumented immigrant they were transporting.
52. In my experience, magistrates and judges took a hard line on those who attempted to flee police and/or risked the lives of the undocumented immigrant they were transporting.
55. Alan Feuer, In El Chapo’s Trial, Extraordinary Steps to Keep Witnesses Alive, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 1, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/01/nyregion/ el-chapo-trial-witnesses.html. While this article does not reference human smuggling, it does illustrate how dangerous some of these criminal enterprises can be to witnesses. Id.
57. On one occasion in Del Rio, an alleged U.S. Army deserter of six years was apprehended illegally crossing the border and pleaded guilty to a violation of 19 U.S.C. § 1459.
58. This rarely happens, but it would behoove a diligent attorney to always double-check.
59. On one occasion, I conducted initial appearances for twenty-one felons in one morning, all for violations of 8 U.S.C § 1326.
60. Judges are required to personally address every defendant and for every defendant to respond individually, which takes a significant amount of time as all proceedings require an interpreter. Fed. R. Crim. P. 11; United States v. Arqueta-Ramos, 730 F.3d 1133 (9th Cir. 2013).
63. Id.
64. Note that, prior to the filing of the indictment, the law enforcement organization will have interviewed all relevant witnesses and will have gathered—or be in the process of gathering (e.g., phone analysis)—all evidence.
66. MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES, R.C.M. 406(b) discussion (2019) [hereinafter MCM].
67. In Example 1, I briefly mentioned the use of a pre-sentence report drafted by the probation office and its reliance by all parties to determine the appropriate sentence.
68. A machete is a bladed implement used in agriculture to clear undergrowth. The average length is twenty to twenty-four inches with a wide curved blade.
69. UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION, GUIDELINES MANUAL (2018).
70. "Matter in extenuation of an offense serves to explain the circumstances surrounding the commission of an offense, including those reasons for committing the offense which do not constitute a legal justification." MCM, supra note 66, R.C.M. 1001(d)(1)(A). Mitigating evidence is evidence presented which might convince the judge/panel to give the Defendant a lesser sentence. In military jurisprudence, these would be things such as evidence of the accused’s service record, courage, awards, etc. See id. R.C.M. (d)(1)(B).
71. Legal assistant Megan McKenna was instrumental in ensuring I had a successful tour at the Del Rio office.
72. The Military Justice Act of 2016 took a significant step in the direction right with its inclusion of segmented sentencing; but, it is not clear at this time if this will either reduce or increase the variance in sentencing between jurisdictions. This is for a variety of reasons, but it is mainly due to the wide discretion commanders have when it comes to accepting guilty pleas—which I discuss further in this article.
Closing Argument

Maintaining Readiness Through Commemoration at the Bataan Memorial Death March

By Colonel Fansu Ku

We’re the battling bastards of Bataan;
No mama, no papa, no Uncle Sam.
No aunts, no uncles, no cousins, no nieces,
No pills, no planes, no artillery pieces
And nobody gives a damn.¹

¹ The theme for this issue of the Army Lawyer is Readiness. The undercurrent of the issue focuses on memory—memory of the atrocities committed by the Nazis, but also memory of those who have fought for what is right. This issue of the Army Lawyer reminds us of the sacrifice of those who have gone before us and that we must be ready to give the same. I completed my first Bataan Memorial Death March in the Military Individual (Light) division in 2019. The event honors and remembers the sacrifice of the thousands of Filipino and American Soldiers who were captured by the Japanese military in World War II and forced to march over 65 miles to prison camps.² Those who survived faced even more torture. Every step of the 26.2-mile trek, I felt the history, patriotism, and emotion embodied in the memorial march through the sand and rocky mountain terrain.

To prepare for this memorial march, I knew I had to be physically, mentally, and emotionally ready. The internet offered information on how to prepare for the physical aspects of the march. Having completed other marathons, I understood the physical and mental demands of the mileage. I incorporated rucking with boots and weights into my weekly long runs. After a recurring injury forced me to switch from the heavy to the light division, I relied on CrossFit to prepare my body for the physical demands of the mileage. Past participants of the memorial march also shared their stories with me, and reading the book Tears in the Darkness: The Story of the Bataan Death March and Its Aftermath helped me to imagine, even if barely, the real experience.³ While these stories were inspiring, nothing compared to the actual experience of being out there, talking and listening to the marchers and runners, each with their individual motivations for embarking on this journey. Their stories instill humility in anyone willing to listen, and motivate others to return to honor the human spirit on display in abundance that day.
Top Ten Reasons to Complete the Bataan Memorial Death March

10. Human Resiliency. See what you are capable of and build more of it.
9. Gratitude. Look around and remind yourself how much you have to be thankful for.
8. Live the Running Dream. Put one foot in front of the other and just do it. This 26.2-mile event is unlike any other.
7. “Be the Voice.” A proud Marine mom said it best when asked to share her motivation for doing this march year after year:

Be the voice. Thank those who serve, honor the wounded, and never forget the fallen by sharing their stories with others. I have carried the pictures and various items given by families with me on all of my endeavors—across the desert, to the East Coast, West Coast, and in between, as well as to other countries; sharing their stories, saying their names as their families have requested so that others may know them—by both face and name. There is no monetary gain from what I do; my heart and my physical ability to do this is all I have to give to the families, many of whom are my friends, of the fallen and to the injured Marines I’ve come to know. I hope that by participating in events that I am passionate about, I can inspire others to be the voice.

6. Honor the Heroes. Joseph Campbell once said, “A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself.” We get to honor those who can no longer be there, those who survived, and those who didn’t. You have the rare opportunity to meet the survivors of the actual Bataan Death March, and there won’t be many more years where survivors are there to meet you.
5. Never Forget the Sacrifices. This event is a humbling reminder of the price of freedom and that our freedom should not be taken for granted. It is awe-inspiring to be in the presence of people who endured so much.
4. Unity. During a time of much discord, you get to see people from all backgrounds come together and share a sense of community, pride, patriotism, and overall accomplishment, regardless of their finishing time.
3. Reminder. A glorious reminder that you are alive.
2. Future. Set an example for the future generation that sometimes the most rewarding things that we do are hard.
1. You Get to. Remember that, if you choose to embark on this journey, you get to do this, and you get to go home at the end of the journey. Many of the Battling Bastards of Bataan did not. They paid the ultimate price of freedom so that you get to go home.

The 2020 memorial race was cancelled due to COVID-19. I hope to have the opportunity to participate again in 2021. Until then, I continue to remember their sacrifice every time I lace up my shoes and value the increased physical, mental, and emotional readiness this event offers to those who take up the challenge. TAL

COL Ku is a Military Judge in the Second Judicial Circuit at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

Notes
4. Message from Marilyn Olson, Founder of Bataan Memorial Death March Training Group on Facebook to author.
DS Khiree Washington and SFC William Voelcker pin PV2 Jared Di Marco and PV2 Emma Quinlan with their new ranks as Privates First Class in a meritorious promotion ceremony during the AIT Class 018-20 graduation ceremony at Fort Lee, VA. (Credit: SSG Kathryn Altier)
The Army’s newest court reporters learn their craft at the 64th Court Reporter Course at TJAGLCS in Charlottesville, VA. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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